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Abstract
A test is developed for measuring the adhesion of paint to the deformable metal
substrates used as cladding in automotive and building applications, and also in
domestic appliances such as refrigerators and washing machines. The test is based on
the application of a stiff overlay to the paint consisting of 1-3mm of epoxy resin, and
the sample is tested by rolling the substrate away from the overlay using a variable
radius roll of well defined radius. No special substrate preparation is required prior to
coating allowing for commercial material to be tested. The paint stiffness is not critical
to the performance of the test, so the test should better reflect the toughness or adhesion
of the paint than other common tests such as T-bend and reverse impact. Experimental
studies show that the test has high sensitivity to differences in paint adhesion/cohesion,
even when the adhesion is high. Some analysis of the test mechanics is also presented,
including FEA studies.
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Part I: Introduction and Early Development (chapters 1-5)
1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Organic coated formable metallic sheet is used extensively as cladding in automotive
and building applications, and is also used in domestic appliances such as refrigerators
and washing machines. The coatings in these systems have a combination of functional
and aesthetic properties, which add value to the product. Adhesion failure in such
products can destroy the aesthetic value of the coating but may also result in loss of
functional value over time as corrosion or UV damage occurs. Clearly then adhesion
performance is closely linked to overall product performance, and thus needs to be
controlled and understood if the product is to be competitive in the marketplace.
Obviously the adhesion in painted sheet metal systems is normally very high, with the
coatings performing reliably for many years even after substantial substrate deformation
due to roll forming or denting. However a consequence of the very good adhesion of
these systems is that manufacturing problems resulting in changes in adhesion may be
difficult to detect if the adhesion is still very high, with common practical paint
adhesion tests such as T-bend or reverse impact tests generally having poor sensitivity
to changes in high adhesion.
The identification and development of a suitable and well-defined fracture mechanics
based adhesion test for high adhesion organic coated deformable metal sheeting is the
primary topic of this thesis. While clearly there is a very large range of coating systems
that might be included in such a project, it was impractical to consider an exhaustive or
even representative selection. True test development is a painstaking process, requiring
many samples for even a model system. It was therefore decided early in the test
development phase to concentrate on just one coating system, representing one of the
more common products of its type sold by the project industrial partner, BHP Steel Ltd.
However it is believed that the test developed in this project would have applicability to
paint systems produced by other manufacturers and processes.
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The general system of interest is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a steel substrate,
(hard or soft iron), coated first with a zinc/aluminium alloy (approximately 55%/45% by
weight, with some minor additions of other elements).

The primary purpose of this

alloy layer is to prevent corrosion of the steel substrate through a combination of barrier
and sacrificial protection. Over this is applied a chromium based pre-treatment layer
whose purpose is to ensure good adhesion to an epoxy based primer layer to which the
colored topcoat is applied. The primer layer acts as the adhesive link between the
pretreatment and the topcoat. The topcoat is often polyester based, holding pigment and
UV inhibiting particles, although fluorocarbon based resins are also used. Polyester
based topcoats are mainly considered in this thesis as they are most commonly used by
BHP Steel. The topcoat must provide the required aesthetic properties over the lifetime
of the product, and protect the lower layers from UV light and moisture. Adhesion
failure can occur at any of the interfaces described and may be caused by any one or
more of many reasons.
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Polyester based topcoat

Epoxy based primer
Pre-treatment layer

Zinc/Alumium based alloy layer

Intermediate alloy layer

18µm

5µm
<1 µm

20µm
2µm

Steel Substrate 0.61mm thick

Figure 1 The coating system of interest, with some nominal thicknesses.

1.2

Thesis structure

This thesis does not present a fully developed adhesion test as a proven and final
solution, rather it describes a process by which a test is developed and modeled, and
some evidence to suggest that the test may be useful. It is presented in three broad
sections, with chapters 1-5 covering the first section. These first chapters deal with the
early history of the test and its selection from a pool of alternatives through to its final
form, and also touch on some key material properties relevant to the test.
In the section in chapter 1 immediately following this introduction is discussed some
background fracture and adhesion theory relevant to adhesion test development. This
section is fairly short, as the basic elements have been described previously in many
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books, papers and theses. Then in section 1.4 is a review of some adhesion tests
thought suitable for paint systems with high adhesion. This section also is brief as there
were not many suitable tests to review. There was industry literature where existing
practical adhesion tests have been used to study paint coating performance or adhesion
as a function of various parameters, but little in the open literature that critically
developed fracture based tests for paint adhesion studies.
The test concept development section (chapter 2) broadly covers the steps taken toward
the roll test concept for painted sheet materials. In this section notched coating and
stretch delamination style tests are adapted using stiffening overlays. Also tested are
specially designed double cantilever specimens used in a purpose build load jig. In the
last sections of chapter 2 the roll test geometry is developed, with much of the focus
being on the choice of overlay materials.
In chapter 3, the main incarnation and method for the roll test is described, and the
feature of the use of a variable radius roll is discussed. The sample preparation method
is also discussed in chapter 3.
Critical to the performance of the roll test is the mechanical properties of the stiffening
overlay used to reinforce the paint during testing. The epoxy that appeared to work well
as the test overlay material displayed quite non-linear behavior over the strain ranges of
interest, and so simplifying assumptions regarding its properties were required in order
to estimate strain energy release rates.

Chapter 4 covers the tensile property

measurement method and some results at differing cure temperatures and loading rates.
Also covered are the unloading tensile properties.
As a general check of the some of the critical strain energy release results calculated
using the test, an attempt was made to measure the fracture toughness of a polyester
paint typically used for these painted steel systems. Chapter 5 describes the preparation
and measurement of free paint film toughness.
The second part of the thesis covers chapters 6-9 and is concerned with the modeling of
the roll test. Chapter 6 discusses a range of possible models for calculating strain
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energy release rate.

The models include simple thin film and beam models, an

incremental plasticity model, and a simplified plasticity model that deals with
application of the plane strain boundary condition in only a first order manner but which
allows for analytical solutions. The additional considerations of strain rate, tension and
thermal mismatch stress are addressed in chapter 7, with the strain rate due to bending
calculated using a thin beam analysis. Also in chapter 7 the fracture efficiency for the
test is derived.
In chapter 8 is discussed some potential methods to calculate strain energy release rate
and mode mixity using finite element models. Then in the following chapter, finite
element results for strain energy release rate are compared with non-FEA results from
chapter 6, and some estimations for the test mode mix are presented. The elastic-plastic
finite element results are calculated using a moving crack tip so rough estimates of
plastic dissipation in the epoxy overlay around the crack tip are able to be included.
These estimates show that the test should in general be restricted to comparison between
samples of similar overlay thickness due to the high level of crack tip dissipation in the
very non-linear epoxy overlay.
In the third section of the thesis, chapters 10-12 give some experimental results from
specific studies using the test. Chapter 10 describes the initial feasibility study that was
done using a hand driven version of the roll test, comparing it with results from T-bend
and reverse impact tests.

The sample materials consisted of laboratory prepared

polyester green and white painted panels, and a sample with a sabotaged pre-treatment
layer to ensure poor paint adhesion. The test was found to give a clear ordering of the
adhesion not seen using the common practical tests. On the basis of the results from
chapter 10, the automated test rig was constructed. Chapter 11 reports some general
results using the automated rig and the effects of tension, rate and epoxy thickness are
investigated. Also in chapter 11 is some consideration of the banding effect (fracture
surface showing oscillation between primer and topcoat failure)
In chapter 12, a specific study into the effect of topcoat cure temperature is reported,
where the variable radius roll adhesion test results are compared with standard coating
tests including thermomechanical measurements of glass transition temperature. The
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standard tests include pencil hardness, gloss, T-bend, reverse impact and scratch. It is
found that the cure temperatures generating higher Tg measured directly on the coated
system, also tend to generate better topcoat-primer adhesion, and better topcoat
toughness. This result is found by correlating thermomechanical measurements with
roll test measurements.
Finally, in chapter 13, some general discussion and conclusions are compiled, along
with suggestions for future work.

1.3

Some background fracture mechanics

1.3.1 Griffith theory
Griffith’s basic theory consists of an energy balance relating strain energy release with
increase in surface free energy (Griffith 1920). The description here follows generally
that of Young and Lovell (Cropper and Young 1991). Consider a sharp crack of length
2a in a plate under some stress σ0 (see Figure 2), and compare the strain energy released
though an increase in a of da with the energy require to create 4 da of new surface in
the crack.

σ0

2a

σ0

Figure 2 Plate under stress with crack
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The propagation of the crack lowers the strain energy from some area around the crack.
For illustrative purposes we will take the approach of Young and Lovell and assume this
area of low stress has a circular profile with area πa2.
The strain energy density is given by σ 2 2E , so the released strain energy due to the
creation of a crack of length a is of the order

πa 2σ 02 t
where E is Young’s modulus and t
2E

is the thickness of the plate.
The energy required to create the surface is 4aγt where γ is the surface free energy of

the material. If
d  πa 2σ 02 t  d

≥
( 4aγt )
da  2 E  da

1.2.1.1

then we expect that a crack will propagate. Solving the above we find the critical far
field stress

 4γE 
σ 0c = 

 πa 

1/ 2

1.2.1.2

The rigorous approach requiring integration over the stress field around the crack gives
the Griffith fracture criterion

σ 0c

 2γE 
=

 πa 

1/ 2

1.2.1.3

1.3.2 Linear elastic fracture mechanics

In practice, equation 1.2.1.3 is not very accurate, particularly in the case of less brittle
materials where significant plastic deformation can occur around the crack tip.
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Therefore a practical engineering parameter, Gc is substituted for 2γ giving, for plane
stress,

σ 0c

G E
= c 
 πa 

1/ 2

1.2.2.1

where Gc is defined as the critical strain energy release rate or the fracture toughness,
and has units of J/m2. If the crack is at an interface the strain energy release rate might
be referred to as the interfacial fracture toughness, or the adhesion.
The expression for plane strain is quite similar, being

σ 0c

 Gc E 
=

 π (1 − ν 2 )a 

1/ 2

1.2.2.2

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
Gc is parameter that accounts for energy consumed by plastic and viscoelastic
dissipation in the region surrounding the crack tip, in addition to the increase in the
surface energy due to new crack area.
The material parameters may be further lumped together, giving for plane stress

σ 0c =

Kc

πa

1.2.2.3

where Kc is known as the critical stress intensity factor, and is related to the critical
strain energy release rate Gc through

Kc =

EGc

1.2.2.4

For the infinite plane specimen above, K may be related to the applied stress though,
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K = σ o πa

1.2.2.5

where K is known as the stress intensity factor
For other specimen types, the geometry factor relating K to σ, in this case

πa , may be

different, and must be determined by an elastic analysis. The relationships will however
always contain some term

l , where l has a dimension of length.

K is useful because it relates local stresses near a crack tip to the “distantly” applied
stress and the crack geometry. For the infinite plane system above, the stress at a small
distance r ahead of the crack tip, is

σ yy =

K1
2πr

1.2.2.6

where in this case, K1 is a Mode 1 stress intensity factor. Formulae for K for a range of
fracture mechanics specimens, and values for Kc for a range of materials may be found
in the literature. For more information on modes, see section 1.3.4 where the concept is
discussed in detail.

1.3.3 Bimaterial interfaces

When considering adhesion, we are usually interested in interfaces between different
materials. As such the mechanics of adhesion also depend on the elastic mismatch
between these materials. Dundurs pointed out that two dimensionless parameters are
required to characterize the elastic mismatch between two adjacent materials (Dundurs
1969). These are

α=

µ1 (κ 2 + 1) − µ 2 (κ 1 + 1)
µ1 (κ 2 + 1) + µ 2 (κ 1 + 1)
1.2.3.1

β=

µ1 (κ 2 − 1) − µ 2 (κ 1 − 1)
µ1 (κ 2 + 1) + µ 2 (κ 1 + 1)
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where µi is the bulk modulus and κi is the shear modulus, and where the indices refer to
material 1 and 2 respectively.
In practice α is a measure of the tensile modulus mismatch, and β is a measure of the
bulk modulus mismatch. In plane strain they convert to
E1

α=

−

E2

(1 − ν ) (1 − ν )
2

2

1

2

E1

+

E2

(1 − ν ) (1 − ν )
2

1

2

2

1.2.3.2

β=

1 µ1 (1 − 2ν 2 ) − µ 2 (1 − 2ν 1 )
2 µ1 (1 − ν 2 ) + µ 2 (1 − ν 1 )

where νi is Poisson’s ratio of material i.
Hutchinson et al characterize the stress along a bi-material interface, directly ahead of a
crack tip as (Hutchinson, Mear et al. 1987)

σ yy + iσ xy = ( K I + iK II )

r iε

2πr

1.2.3.3

where

ε=

1 1− β 
ln

2π  1 + β 

1.2.3.4

When there is no elastic mismatch (β=0), KI and KII reduce to the conventional stress
intensity factors giving,

σ yy =

K1
2πr

, σ xy =

K2
2πr

1.2.3.5

When an elastic mismatch is present, the singularity is oscillatory in nature and the
mode 1 and mode 2 stress intensity factors are coupled. England showed that the
oscillatory singularity is physically unrealistic because it predicts that the upper and
lower surfaces will overlap close to the crack tip (England 1965). For center crack of
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length L loaded in opening mode, a worst case for the position of contact point most
distant from the crack tip is predicted to be of the order of 1.26x10-4L occurring at
infinite elastic mismatch between interface materials (England 1965), (Rice 1988). For
shear loading, much smaller contact zones are predicted (Sun and Qian 1997).
Comninou proposed a contact zone model that avoids the problem of overlapping
interfaces (Comninou 1977; Comninou 1978), which while accepted, does not appear to
be been widely used. Rice argued that while the oscillatory solution is wrong in detail
at the scale of the contact zone, it nevertheless provides a satisfactory characterizing
parameter (complex K) when the contact zone size is much smaller than the crack
length (Rice 1988).

1.3.4 Mode mixity for bimaterial interfaces

In a three dimensional system, three modes of crack loading can be identified. Mode I,
is opening mode, Mode II, is in-plane shear, and Mode III is out-of-plane shear. It is
generally understood that cracks in homogeneous isotropic materials tend to propagate
such that the stresses at the crack tip are largely Mode I. Hutchinson and Sou in their
extensive review of mixed mode fracture include a short chapter in which they discuss
this phenomenon where it is claimed that, except for cases of extreme Mode II loading,
the criterion of crack propagation in the direction of maximum strain energy release
rate, and crack propagation in the direction of Mode II stress intensity KII, equal to zero
are almost identical (Hutchinson and Suo 1991).
In composite systems where the interface is sufficiently weak, cracks propagating along
the interface tend to do so under mixed mode conditions. The mixity of the modes
depends on the geometry and loading conditions, and on the mismatch of elastic
properties between the adjacent solids.
Mode mixity at bi-material interfaces is usually defined by a phase angle,Ψ, such that
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 Im( Kl iε ) 
ψ = tan −1 

 Re( Kl iε ) 

1.2.4.1

where the stress intensity K at a bi-material interface is a complex quantity, K=KI+iKII,
and l is an arbitrary length dimension, preferably chosen either based on geometry, or
based on some material property such as the size of the plastic zone near the crack tip
(Rice discusses the choice of l in some detail (Rice 1988)).
The KI and KII factors above are analogous, but not identical to the classical K1 and K2
factors. In the homogeneous case K1 and K2 may be treated as independent, whereas in
bimaterial mixed mode case, KI and KII are coupled.

It is worth noting that the

calculated mode mixity may be strongly dependent on the choice of l when the elastic
mismatch is large so it is important to be consistent, and to state clearly the l used when
reporting results. Hutchinson and Sou’s review article compiles methods to calculate
the strain energy release rates and stress intensity factors (and therefore mode mixities)
for a large range of systems (Hutchinson and Suo 1991).
Experimentally it has been shown that Gc tends to increase with increasing magnitude
of ψ

1

(Cao and Evans 1989), (Liechti and Chai 1992) so it is important to attempt to

specify the mode mix for crack propagation when comparing results from differing
adhesion tests. Clearly there are several factors which may contribute to the variation of
interfacial fracture toughness with mode mixity, including increasing contact behind the
crack tip and a changing of the plastic zone shape with increase mode II, but in practice
they are difficult to quantify. In an attempt to clarify the cause of the mode mixity
dependence of interfacial fracture toughness in the case of a glass/epoxy interface,
Leichti and Chai separated the components contributing to Gc that might vary with
mode mixity with the help of a finite element model (Liechti and Chai 1992). They
considered in their model contact friction, plastic dissipation, bulk viscoelastic
dissipation and interface asperity shielding, but they were unable account for the

1

Liechti and Chai give quite a good summary of the previous experimental works

showing the relationship between Gc and ψ (Liechti and Chai 1992).
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observed variation in estimated interfacial fracture toughness by estimating the
variations in the above factors due to mode mixity change.
Supporting the idea that much of the mode mixity contribution to Gc comes from the
larger plastic zone around the crack tip is some work by Tvergaard and Hutchinson.
Building on work by Needleman (Needleman 1987), Tvergaard and Hutchinson
implemented a traction-separation potential in a finite element model, dependent only
on crack face displacements (Tvergaard and Hutchinson 1993).

This separation

potential was supposed to account for the intrinsic work of fracture independent of the
contribution to Gc from plastic work around the crack tip. The model predicted the
resulting plastic zones near the crack tip at the interface between ductile materials for
various mode mixity loadings, and was used to calculate the ratio of intrinsic work of
fracture and fracture toughness (which includes plastic deformation away from the
interface) as a function of mode mixity.

The model appeared to replicate the

experimentally observed relationships between mode mixity and fracture toughness, and
was “not unusually sensitive” to the exact separation rule parameters. The author’s
claimed that the separation approach offers a way forward in relating fracture toughness
in systems with small scale yielding to those with large scale yielding.
The assumption of a work of fracture, independent of energy consumed in large scale
yielding was used in calculating the interfacial toughness in the systems of interest in
chapter 9 of this project where plastic deformation in the adherends was separated from
the system Gc to estimate a coating Gc. In the same chapter, the mode mixity of the test
used to assess the adhesion of the system of interest is also discussed.
The mode mixity ψ also has an influence on the fracture path.

Cao and Evans

investigated the effect of mode mixity in on the path of the crack for systems with glass
and aluminium adherends with a thin interlayer of thermoplastic adhesive (Cao and
Evans 1989). Their qualitative result shown in Figure 3 (interlayer is not shown) is that
the sign of the mode mixity, determined through the mode II component, relates to the
interface of failure. In general, bending of the substrate convex to the coating tends to
drive the crack toward the substrate. If the substrate is tough compared to interfacial
toughness, then failure will tend to occur between interlayer and substrate. Conversely,
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if the system is loaded through a peeling action on the top material, then the crack will
tend to propagate toward the top material. The observation shown in Cao and Evan’s
diagram is consistent with the experience that coatings must be tough compared to the
adhesion in order to peel them away from the substrate.

F

Μ

ψ<0

ψ>0

Figure 3 Loading scheme and resulting mode mixity and crack direction (adapted from
Cao and Evans) (Cao and Evans 1989). Ψ<0, crack propagates toward top layer.
Ψ>0, crack propagates toward bottom layer.

1.4

Adhesion tests

1.4.1 Introduction to adhesion tests

Tests and measurements are critical to the manufacturing process control of coating
adhesion. Unfortunately, the choice of adhesion test and the interpretation of its results
is not always a trivial matter. Mittal lists over 350 adhesion tests for measuring the
adhesion of films and coatings (Mittal 1995), and none of them are considered
universally applicable. In general, they may be divided into two broad categories:
practical tests, and fracture mechanics tests.
Practical tests often relate directly to the service use of the coating system, are in
general quick and easy to perform, easy to analyze, and make no specific effort to
generate numerical values with fundamental units. Sometimes practical tests are based
on published standards, which gives them credibility and makes comparisons between
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commercial products more straightforward2. Since published standards are often also
used as customer specifications, investigators will also naturally tend work to optimize
the performance with respect to those standards.
In contrast, fracture mechanics based tests usually require preparation of special fracture
specimens, precise measurements of loads or displacements and good knowledge of
relevant material properties in order that, ideally, a specimen independent measure of
adhesion may be performed. The data from the fracture test is usually put into a
mechanical model of the test to generate results with “toughness” units. Some nonpaint fracture based tests also appear as standards, but there are few, if any, fracture
mechanics based standards for paint coating adhesion, indicating perhaps the relative
difficulty of applying fracture mechanics to paint systems.

The advantage for

investigators to work with fracture based tests, is that they better isolate the adhesion
from other specimen properties such as coating thickness.

1.4.2

Examples of practical adhesion tests suitable for painted sheet metal
systems

1.4.2.1 T-bend test

The T-bend test is described in ASTM D4145-90. It used to assess coating flexibility
and/or adhesion and in practice it is a measure of both. In this test, the coated sample is
folded sharply back on itself, and the folded end is inspected for cracking. An adhesive
tape may be used to assess the ease of “pick-off” of the coating. The first fold is “0T”.
Folding around a single thickness of the system is “1T”, and two thicknesses is “2T”,
and so on. For the system of which is the focus of the work in this project, a reasonable
“T-bend” performance is of the order of 5T or less, with minimal cracking or pick-off.

2

For an example of the use of published standards for practical tests, see the

specifications for COLORBOND XRW steel published on the BHP Steel web site at
http://www.bhpsteel.com.au/assets/file/37/71E2BEC9-6790-11D4989800508BA5461F/COLORBOND®_XRW_steel.pdf
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Clearly the T-bend result is a function of the thickness of the substrate and coating, the
flexibility of the coating, and its tendency to crack.

0T bend

1T bend

Figure 4 T-bend test specimen

1.4.2.2 Reverse impact test

The reverse impact test is described in ASTM D2794-93, or Australian standard
1580.406.1:1993. This test is performed by placing the sample coating side down over
a die, then dropping (via a guide) a weighted hemispherical or cylindrical indenter (as
used in this thesis) onto the back of the sample deforming the sample into the die. The
test result is given in terms of the kinetic energy of the probe required to cause cracking
or easy pick-off of the coating. A kinetic energy of >13J is considered fair adhesion for
the system of interest considered in this project.

1.4.2.3 Cross-cut adhesion test

Reported in ISO 2409 and AS 1580.408.4:1993, this test involves making a series of
parallel cuts, in a “cross-cut” pattern. An adhesive tape is applied to the patterned area,
and then pulled off at an angle of about 60° to the surface. The hatched surface is
inspected and rated for “pick-off”.

A variation of this test is given in AS

1580.408.2:1993, where just two cross cuts are made (making a single “X”) and a knife
is used to attempt to remove the coating at one of the “Vs”. A rating is given for the
ease of removal.
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1.4.2.4 Butt pull-off test

The butt pull-off test has been used for measuring paint adhesion to ductile metal
substrates with some success in generating interpretable trends (Zhang 1995), (Lange,
Hult et al. 1997). Figure 5 shows some butt geometries. In the conventional butt
adhesion test two “studs” are bonded together using some adhesive, and the studs are
simply pulled apart. It may be adapted for coating systems either by inserting a disc of
coated material between the studs, or by using one stud bonded to a coated panel. The
stud is pulled off, either by a pressurizing an enclosed volume surrounding a capped
stud (resulting in a critical pressure measurement) or is pulled directly using a tensile
testing machine. The test as used for paints is discussed in ASTM D4541 and AS
1580.408.5:1994.
The test tends to generate statistically noisy data, with for epoxy coatings on
Zinc/Aluminium surfaces, variability in the order of 30% being reported (Zhang 1995).
At least in part this variability is attributable to the difficulty of manufacturing and
loading specimens with sufficient precision to present a consistent axisymmetric crack
front and stress field for each sample.
Even when testing simple adhesive joints the butt test may suffer poor reproducibility
and discrimination.

A “Round-Robin” study by Japan Society for Mechanical

Engineers, comparing results from a range of laboratories measured adhesion of two
different adhesives using butt, lap shear and double cantilever tests. It was found that
the butt and lap shear test discriminated much more poorly between adhesives than the
DCB test (Ikegami, Jujii et al. 1996). In fact the variation between laboratories was of
similar order or greater than differences in measured adhesion for all these tests. It was
also interesting to note that the order of measured adhesion was reversed between the
DCB test and the other two tests.
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force
adherend

b)

a)
adhesive

c)

d)
coating

adhesive
coated disk
stiff substrate
adhesive

Figure 5 Butt test geometries - a) conventional joint, b) adapted for coating adhesion
using coated disc bonded between adherends, c) adherend bonded to coated substrate,
d) adherend bonded to coated substrate with surrounding coating removed

1.4.3 Examples of fracture based adhesion tests with potential or real
application to paint systems
1.4.3.1 The blister test

In its conventional form, the blister test proposed by Dannenberg (Dannenberg 1961)
has a hole in the substrate exposing the base of the coating, into which a fluid is injected
under pressure (Figure 6). The fluid forces the coating to form a blister, and ideally at
some critical pressure the coating at the edge of the blister delaminates and the radius of
the blister increases.
Despite the obvious problem of reliably achieving an axisymmetric blister, blister tests
have been used with some success for a several of applications with high adhesion (for
example, 4.5mm polyurethane on stainless steel, 0.1-0.4 kJ/m2 (Briscoe and Panesar
1991) and 0.1-0.2mm pressure sensitive tapes on “plexiglass” giving 20-50 J/m2 (Gent
and Lewandowski 1987)).
The blister test does not work well in its standard form for the paint coating systems of
interest because the paint is cohesively weak in comparison to the adhesion, and fails
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before the blister can be propagated (Bessell and Chaffee 1995). This problem is made
worse by the mode mixity at the crack tip, which is such that it is energetically
favorable for the crack to propagate toward the coating rather than the substrate. Mode
mixity was related to blister geometry and mechanical properties by Jensen, who gives a
range of mixities from -30° to –60° indicating significant mode II loading (Jensen
1991).
There are several variations of the blister test designed to improve performance of the
blister test when the coating is weak, including the constrained blister test (0.1mm
polypropylene film with pressure sensitive adhesive on copper giving 44 J/m2
(Napolitano, Chudnovsky et al. 1988)), and the island blister test (4.5µm polyimide on
aluminium, 0.1-0.5 kJ/m2 (Allen and Senturia 1989)), and a variation of the island test,
the peninsular blister test (Dillard and Bao 1991). Whilst these configurations seem to
have the potential of generating sufficient strain energy release rates to delaminate paint
films, they depend on good knowledge of the film modulus (discussed later) and
thickness in order to calculate an interfacial fracture toughness.

Lai and Dillard

assessed the respective fracture efficiency of the conventional and island blister
geometry in terms of a parameter G

_

_ 2

σ max

, where σ max is any of the maximum tensile,

shear, or Mises stress for the coating, and G is the strain energy release rate (Lai and
Dillard 1994). It was interesting that they found little difference between the tests in
terms of the fracture efficiency parameter, suggesting that for other (non-polyimide)
coatings, similarly high strain energy release rates may not be achievable before coating
failure.
A variation of the blister test that does address the issues of film toughness, mode
mixity and poor knowledge of the film mechanical properties is the inverted blister test
where the coating is adhered to a stiff substrate, and what was formerly the substrate
becomes the blister layer. Fernando et al used the inverted blister test in a limited study
to measure 140J/m2 adhesion between the 50µm thick steel shim and electrocoated
amino/epoxy based paint (Fernando and Kinloch 1990). When blistering thicker steel
substrates the inverted blister test is likely to become more difficult to implement as the
deflections become smaller (of the order of 0.2mm for our system of interest and less
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for even thicker products), and the crack radius after initial propagation becomes more
difficult to estimate. Further, crack initiation could be quite difficult for commercial
materials where there is no opportunity to pre-sabotage the adhesion of a small region
before coating. Nevertheless, of the blister geometries, the inverted test appears most
promising for painted steels, and may merit further investigation in future studies.

Coating
Substrate

P

Inject fluid

Figure 6 Standard blister test configuration

1.4.3.2 Laser induced decohesion spectroscopy

Meth et al have applied a laser induced decohesion blister test to metal/polymer systems
(Meth, Sanderson et al. 1998). A laser pulse is applied to the coating side where the
coating consists of an automotive clear-coat over some base coat. The layer under the
clear-coat is ablated by the laser pulse, forming a blister of the topcoat that may be
analyzed in a similar fashion as the blister test. Obviously the laser spallation technique
is limited to interfaces where there is a sufficiently optically transparent topcoat. Meth

et al presumed that that the failure plane is within the top few micrometers of the
basecoat and so it is believed that cohesive failure rather than adhesive failure was being
measured. The results showed a clear trend with “adhesion” energies ranging from 44
J/m2 for white base coat to 740 J/m2 for black base coat, consistent with the trend in
pigment to resin ratios of the measured base coats.

The laser ablation technique

provides some of the few paint adhesion measurements available for comparison with
the roll test of main interest in this project.
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1.4.3.3 Butt pull-off test

While the butt test is frequently used as a “practical” test, some analysis in fracture
terms may be performed.

Ignoring residual stress, a simple analysis treating the

adhesive and coating as one and assuming that they are thin and therefore biaxially
constrained gives the stored energy in the system as (Kendall 1971)

U=

F 2do
2kπr 2

1.4.3.3.1

where F is the applied force in tension through the axis of symmetry, d0 is the unloaded
thickness of the coating/adhesive, k is the bulk modulus of the coating/adhesive, and r is
the bond radius
The strain energy release rate may therefore be given by

G=

F 2d0
2kA 2

1.4.3.3.2

where A is the total bonded area.
In terms of easily measured experimental parameters F and ∆d (equal to the cross-head
displacement if the rest of the test apparatus is stiff))

G=

F ⋅ ∆d
2A

1.4.3.3.3

since
∆d =

F d0
⋅
A k

Unfortunately the above fracture analysis has limited applicability, as it is found
experimentally that G (proportional to the square of the critical stress) is dependent on
the bond area (Roche, Dole et al. 1994), suggesting perhaps that fracture propagation is
being confounded with fracture initiation in the measurement of the critical force.
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While some attempt has been made to further study the mechanics of the test (Reedy
and Guess 1998) (Groth and Brottare 1988), in practice workers usually simply quote
the supposed critical stress or force.
Applied as a fracture test, the butt pull-off test has been used to investigate various
aspects of epoxy primer adhesion to zinc/aluminium alloy coated steels (Zhang 1995).
The butt test was also used with a similar system with polyester topcoats, where
adhesion was measured as a function of substrate biaxial strain (Lange, Hult et al.
1997). In the latter work it was found that pull-off stress decreased and the failure locus
increasingly emphasized topcoat-primer adhesive failure over topcoat cohesive failure,
with increasing biaxial strain.

1.4.3.4 Three point flexure test

In this test a block of “stiffener” is applied to the coated system, and the specimen is
loaded in the same manner as a conventional three point bending test. Roche et al also
used the flexure test for measuring the comparative adhesion of alkyd, vinyl, epoxy and
polyurethane paints to cold rolled steel (Roche, Dole et al. 1994), and have also used the
test in much earlier work (Roche, Behme et al. 1982). Roche et al provide an analysis
of the test where the results are presented in a form that appears not to depend on
specimen width or substrate compliance based on comparison between load
displacement curves with and without the stiffening element (Roche, Dole et al. 1994).
Oosterbroek et al used the test to measure the adhesion of paints to various plastic
substrates, and introduced a beam theory fracture analysis with appropriate corrections
based on FEA calculations (Oosterbroek, Boerman et al. 1991). The variability of the
test appears to be in the order of 20-50%.
While Oosterbroek et al reported high Gc values (up to 1kJ/m2), they noted that at
higher values of Gc substrate yielding occurs making interpretation of the test somewhat
more difficult.

There is also a problem of crack initiation, since the critical

force/deflection point occurs at the first crack propagation and if the specimen is not
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“precracked”, artificially high Gc values are likely to be found. However Oosterbroek
et al claim that it is difficult to reliably “precrack” the specimen, and recommend that in
order to achieve more consistent results no precrack be made.
This test was noticed in the literature at a relatively late point during the roll test concept
development stage, and it is noted that the test has now been standardized in ISO 14679
(1997), and that there has been further work on this test since then by Roche. On the
basis that the work to date had indicated that the roll test appeared to have some
advantages and merited further investigation, the adaptation of the flexure test was not
pursued as an alternative.

force

Epoxy

“stiffener”

force

Coated substrate

Figure 7 Three-point flexure test

1.4.3.5 Peel test and blade test

Peel tests have been used extensively for adhesive tape applications. The test may be
performed using a standard mechanical tensile testing device by mounting the specimen
on a sliding platform, and measuring the force required to pull the tape or coating away
from the substrate. The analysis of the peel test is quite simple as long as there is not
significant plastic flow or viscoelastic dissipation in the adhesive tape or coating. In the
simple analysis the adhesion for a 90° peel is given by

Gc =

Force
Width

1.4.3.5.1
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where Force is the force required to propagate the crack (as either a critical value or in a
state of dynamic equilibrium), and Width is the width of the specimen. A description of
a 180° peel test is given in ASTM standard D903-93.
In the case of plastic deformation in the adhesive a more sophisticated analysis is
required. Various authors have considered the elastic-plastic aspects of the peel test
(Gent and Hamed 1977; Kim and Aravas 1988; Williams 1993; Bagchi, Lucas et al.
1994), largely with the goal of separating the non-elastic work done on the peel
adhesive through the peeling action, from the interfacial fracture toughness.
In its standard configuration, the peel test is clearly unsuitable for paint systems where
the paint is thin and weak compared to the paint adhesion. For the system of interest, if
an adhesive tape is applied over the paint it is difficult to remove more than small
patches of paint even with cross-hatching the paint prior to peeling. However, it was
thought that perhaps the test would work in an inverted configuration, where the paint is
adhered to a stiff substrate. Some trial attempts failed to produce the desired failures in
any consistent fashion and inconsistent bending of the steel was observed.

Force

coating
substrate

Figure 8 The peel test
A variation of the peel test is the blade test, or hesiometer test. In this test, the coating is
lifted using a blade, where the blade is driven between the coating and the substrate.
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The crack should ideally propagate some distance ahead of the blade to ensure
minimum direct coating damage by the blade. The measure of adhesion may be either
the distance between the blade and the crack tip (combined with a suitable mechanics
analysis taking account of the mechanical properties of the coating) or, the force
required to propagate the crack by pushing the blade. In the latter case, the resistance
due to friction between the blade and the substrate may be subtracted to determine the
adhesion using the equation below.

Adhesion =

Fc − F f

1.4.3.5.2

Width

where Fc is the force required to propagate the crack, and Ff is the force due to friction
between the blade and the substrate resisting the blade (assuming that frictional
resistance between the blade and the coating is small).
Attempts to utilize a blade style test for the coating systems of interest failed
comprehensively.

Some samples were sent to the manufacturer of a commercial

hesiometer system for trial. Also, some samples were assessed using razor blades
applied by hand.

In both cases coating removal necessitated substantial substrate

damage as the blade had to be pushed quite firmly toward the rough alloy coated steel
base to prevent it slipping away, and the coating tended to accumulate around the blade
rather than lifting neatly.

When the paint was reinforced with epoxy resin,

topcoat/overlay failure readily occurred instead of substrate/paint failure.

1.4.4 Existing fracture tests and paint mechanical properties

With the exception of the inverted blister test and the 3-point flexure test, all of the
above described standard fracture based tests rely on good knowledge of the coating
mechanical properties in order to calculate Gc. Of the practical tests, all will also
generate results dependent on the paint mechanical properties. Unfortunately paint
mechanical properties are complex and difficult to measure and further, it should not be
assumed that thin film properties are identical to bulk properties, or even that they are
homogeneous.
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An example of the problem of relating thin film properties to bulk properties comes
from work by Roche et al, where, in attempting to measure the mechanical properties of
epoxy resin coatings on aluminium and titanium substrates, it was found that measured
coating mechanical properties were substantially dependent on film thickness, cure
conditions, substrate material and substrate surface treatment (Roche and Guillemenet
1999). This variation was attributed to metal/epoxy interphases, which have been
discussed in previous work (Ondrus, Boerio et al. 1989) which were quantified as being
of the order of up to 200µm thick for aluminium epoxy interfaces (Bouchet, Roche et al.
1999). Absorption of moisture is one other possible cause of variation in mechanical
properties through the thickness of polymer layers, and has been investigated for epoxy
using micro-indentation methods (Ashcroft and Spinks 1996). Another investigation
comparing expected (from finite element methods) with measured lap shear joint
behavior finds that the shear modulus of the adhesive in the joint is under-predicted by
over 17% (Lee, Crosky et al. 1998).
Measurement of bulk paint mechanical properties may be performed on free films after
removal, however obtaining free films is not always easy. Free films may be prepared
by painting a surface of known poor adhesion so as to facilitate easy removal
(polyethylene for example), but the process is difficult when the required films are thin
and cohesively weak. An alternative method that may work for some systems is to
dissolve away the substrate, but again if the film is thin and cohesively weak this can be
a pain-staking task. There is no guarantee of consistent mechanical properties using
such methods in any case. Substrates with differing roughness or surface energy may
exert different degrees of adhesive constraint during the cure process resulting in
differing film stress states, so it is not certain that a “removable” film would have
identical mechanical properties to a “non-removable” film.
Examples of some in situ probe type techniques for measurement of thin paint film
mechanical properties such as modulus, include dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA)
and ultra micro indentation (UMIS). The challenge for analyzing these techniques is to
relate the probe force and displacement to the paint mechanical properties. As they may
drive the probe beyond paint linear elastic behavior, the assumption of Hertzian contact
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may fail. The Perkin-Elmer assumption used in their DMA technique seems to be that
of contact area being close to probe area (Menard), so the derived moduli are not
expected to be accurate (see chapter 12 for more discussion of DMA). For the UMIS
technique developed at the CSIRO (the Australian government science organization),
where more sophisticated approximate relationships between contact area and loading
are assumed, modulus as a function of depth may be acquired as long as creep and
recovery are not significant factors. If creep and recovery are present as is expected for
polyester based systems, then approximate moduli may only be obtained for very small
proportional indentation depths (Bell and Field 1992).
So in general for paint systems, good knowledge of the paint mechanical properties for
the purpose of measuring paint adhesion is difficult to obtain. Since this limits severely
the choice of available fracture based paint adhesion tests, it is perhaps unsurprising that
relatively few fracture mechanics based tests have been applied to paint coatings on
metal.
Of the tests described earlier, only the inverted blister and 3-point flexure tests will have
strain energy release rates largely independent of the coating mechanical properties. Of
course, this is not to say that Gc is independent of paint mechanical properties. In
propagating a crack in or near a paint film, plastic dissipation around the crack tip will
occur in the paint, the magnitude of which will depend on the viscoplastic properties of
the paint, its thickness and the mode mix of the test specimen. However, in the T-bend,
reverse impact, peel, blister, scratch/indentation style tests, and to a lesser extent the
butt style tests, the energy that drives crack propagation is stored substantially in the
paint, and it is this dual role as the both the sample material and the energy store which
leads to confounding of adhesion measurements with paint mechanical properties. Thus
in the following section of this theses which is concerned with adhesion test
development, consideration is made only of fracture tests using thick stiffening overlays
that serve as energy sinks with measurable mechanical properties.
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2 Paint adhesion test concept development
2.1

Basic issues considered when choosing the adhesion test

Some important guiding considerations when developing the adhesion test suitable for
the systems of interest were that:
•

The test reliably produces interfacial failures in the samples of interest.

•

The test response variable should correlate with adhesion and not depend
strongly on other properties that cannot be easily measured or controlled, such as
the paint elastic modulus.

•

The test response variable should ideally not be subject to an extremely high
level of noise thus requiring many measurements to determine adhesion.

•

The test should in principle be amenable to analysis to calculate interfacial
fracture toughness.

To reliably produce failures relevant to the measurement of adhesion was by far the
most important consideration in the early development work. To address the issue of
achieving fracture in planes of interest, consideration of made of some of the literature
describing the relationships between mode mixity and fracture path (Cao and Evans
1989), (Fernlund and Spelt 1994). From this previous work, it seemed likely that a
loading configuration with the substrate in tension or bending convex to the coating
would be required in order to drive the facture toward the steel substrate, generating
adhesive or cohesive failures in the paint.
To avoid dependence on paint mechanical properties, use was made of the concept of
stiffening overlays. An example of such an application is the inverted blister test where
the coating is bonded to a stiff block, such that the coating mechanical properties can be
safely ignored in an analysis (Fernando and Kinloch 1990), or the 3 point flexure test
where a stiffening overlay is applied (Roche, Behme et al. 1982), (Oosterbroek,
Boerman et al. 1991).
Adhesion tests are well known to produce noisy data, for example Kinbara and Kondo
measured adhesion of different metal films on glass, PTFE and Si substrates using
scratch, peel and pull-off tests and found data distributions approximated by Weibull
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distributions (Kinbara and Kondo 1995), so in this project, tests were compared on the
basis of sensitivity to paint type.
Analysis of adhesion tests is simpler when the test components behave with both
material and geometric linearity. However during the test development period of this
project, the accurate mechanical analysis of the test was given a lower priority than the
reliability of the test producing appropriate failures in the sample. It was felt if a test
proved sufficiently useful, improvements and credible analysis of the test would
probably follow, if not by this author then certainly by other future workers.
The adhesion tests described below were assessed using test materials produced using a
commercial continuous coating process, and were considered to pass standard product
specifications for adhesion. Most of the work described below used Ceiba-Geigy K106
epoxy resin as the adhesive used either to bond the topcoat to an adherend, or as an
overlay in its own right. This adhesive was found to be most suitable for butt pull-off
adhesion testing in previous work on very similar coating systems (Simpson 1998). On
occasion when the adhesive was a cause of test failure, a polyurethane based adhesive
was also tested.

2.2

Some adhesion tests tested on painted steel strip samples, and
rejected

2.2.1 Notched coating style tests

Dillard et al provide an analysis for notched coating adhesion (NCA) test, where the
geometry is given below in Figure 9 (Dillard, Chen et al. 1999). For case of short,
laterally constrained samples, they find the specimen strain energy release rate for the
linear elastic case as

G=

)[ (

]

H ⋅E
ε 0 1 + ν 2 + ε (1 − νν s )
2
2 1 −ν

(

)

2.2.1.1
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where H is the thickness of the coating, E is its elastic modulus, ν is the coating
Poisson’s ratio, νs is the substrate Poisson’s ratio, ε is the substrate and coating strain,
and ε0 is the coating biaxial residual stress. They also suggest that the mode mix is of
the preferred sign in order to direct the crack toward the substrate.
Due to the high toughness and adhesion of the paint, the geometry shown below
requires that reinforcing overlays be used if adhesive failure is to be reliably generated.
Measurements of the paint film properties for this project suggested a topcoat paint
modulus of the order of 900MPa (section 5), with a maximum stress of about 13kPa
beyond which there was little additional elastic extension. The maximum uniaxial
strain, beyond which little additional elastic energy is stored, is about 2.3% or probably
around 1.8% where the sample is in plane strain. Using the above equation 2.2.1.1, it is
therefore estimated that the maximum measurable Gc for an un-reinforced 15µm
polyester topcoat is about 120J/m2. Experiments using commercial polyester topcoated
material under tension showed that the paint is not removed before the steel substrate
fails under tension (with local strains of over 2%), suggesting a paint toughness of
greater than 120J/m2 and indicating the need to use an overlay to increase the strain
energy release rate of the system. For comparison the toughness of bulk polyester is
considered to be in the order of 0.1kJ/m2 (Ashby and Jones 1981).

Notch in coating

Paint topcoat

Force
Steel

Figure 9 Notched coating adhesion test

2.2.2 Re-enforced stretch delamination style tests

Ho and Faupol suggest a stretch deformation method, which they use for assessing the
adhesion of 0.43µm of copper on a 5.3µm polyimid substrate (Ho and Faupol 1988).
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Essentially, the substrate is loaded in tension, and coating delamination initiation and
completion points are noted from the load-displacement curves, with the adhesion
estimated by comparing the loading curves for the coated and uncoated cases. To
measure the adhesion of 0.8µm of chromium on polyimid, they found it necessary to
reinforce the chromium coating with a layer of copper. Values of around 10 J/m2 and
33 J/m2 were obtained for the copper-polyimid, and chromium-polyimid systems
respectively.
Stretch delamination style tests were investigated on the painted steel system of interest.
Unfortunately the paint coating was too compliant and the adhesion too high for the unreinforced version of the test to succeed so a range of reinforced tensile style geometries
were considered (Figure 10). The general objective was to sufficiently stiffen the
coating so that a crack may be propagated in a plane of interest before the substrate
failed. For these specimens, the crack was usually initiated by bending the substrate
slightly before stretching the specimen using a mechanical testing machine. The crack
initiation method worked well, and interfacial failures were readily obtained during such
crack initiation. The variable critical to the measurement of adhesion is the force or
substrate extension required to propagate the crack.
It was found here that even with quite thick stiff reinforcing layers, substrate failure
readily occurred before there was interfacial crack propagation. Attempts to reinforce
the overlay with steel, polycarbonate or some other metal or plastic, so as to reduce the
required amount of strain in the steel, also tended sometimes to produce failure in other
undesirable planes such as between the epoxy and topcoat or between the epoxy and
secondary reinforcing layer. These systems did not appear to generate a high crack
driving force toward the paint/metal interface.
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Force
Steel

Paint topcoat

Epoxy overlay

Stiff re-enforcing layer (steel, PMMA,
polycarbonate)

Figure 10 Some of the re-enforced tensile style test specimens tested

2.2.3 Double cantilever beam (DCB) and end notched flexure (ENF) adhesion
tests

The loading conditions for these tests are given in Figure 11 and Figure 12. A general
model for these type of specimens is given by Williams (Williams 1988), but first order
beam theory type expressions are straightforward to derive. Correction factors are
required to account for deviations from simple beam theory (Hashemi, Kinloch et al.
1989), and for residual stresses (Nairn 1999). An advantage of DCB type specimens is
that when the beam is long, several measurements per sample can be performed.
Conventionally loaded DCB specimens generate predominantly mode I loading near the
crack-tip, with mode II components arising from material and geometric asymmetries.
ENF specimens on the other hand are mostly mode II, with mode I contributions due to
asymmetries. The two tests are sometimes used in the same study, as they give insight
into the mode mixity effect on the fracture toughness (Liu, Mei et al. 1994), (Kinloch,
Wang et al. 1993). DCB specimens have been used to study the adhesion in polymer49

non polymer interfaces with glass adherends where the interfaces have been modified
by diblock adherend copolymers (Smith, Kramer et al. 1993).

stiff adherend
force

adhesive

Figure 11 Double Cantilever Specimen

stiff adherend
adhesive

moment
force

Figure 12 End Notched Specimen
It was hoped that the system of interest could be adapted to the DCB specimen by
bonding the sample between two aluminium adherends. To test such specimens, a
double cantilever beam load jig was constructed, based on a design reported by
Fernlund et al (Fernlund, Plausinis et al. 1993). The attractive feature of this jig was
that a full range of mode mixities could be tested by adjusting the positions of pins and
beams. The rig can simulate an ENF loading, but it also has the option not to force
deflection of the upper beam through the lower beam, by instead deflecting the two
beams separately. This eliminates a substantial potential source of contribution to Gc
due to large scale friction behind the crack tip when the crack is long. The jig built for
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this project was designed to be mounted in an INSTRON tensile testing machine
enabling the beam displacements to be easily estimated based on cross-head
displacements (Figure 13 and Figure 14).
Fernlund and Spelt reported the application of their jig to measure the relationship
between Gc and mode mixity for epoxy bonding aluminium beams (Fernlund and Spelt
1994). They found the classic relationship showing increased Gc with increased ratio of
mode II to mode I loading. When their experiments were repeated for this project using
similar samples (Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy resin bonding aluminium beams) results
broadly similar to those found by Fernlund and Spelt were obtained (see Figure 15). In
terms of crack length dependence, Gc (mode I) was independent of crack length but the
mode II toughness appeared to have some crack length dependence. Fernlund and
Spelt’s data also showed that the mode II measurements were noisier than the mode I
measurements, so it might be the case that with more measurements, less of a trend
would be found.
The ratio of about 4 for Gc(II)/Gc(I) obtained using K106 epoxy was somewhat higher
than that observed by Fernlund and Spelt, who obtained a ratio closer to 3 for their
adhesive. They observed that the ratio decreases for tougher, less brittle adhesives. The
observed failure mode appeared to be largely interfacial, and in the appropriate plane
indicated by the mode mixity, with the mode I failures occurring in random planes, and
the mode II failure tending to be interfacial on the convex beam/adhesive interface.
To adapt system of interest for use with the load jig, the painted steel samples were
bonded at the back of the steel substrate to the beams. Two classes of sample were used
(both using identical green polyester based topcoat paint systems). In the first sample
(Figure 16a) the back of the steel substrate was bonded to the inside of one beam, while
the top of the top-coat side was bonded to the inside of the other beam. A pre-crack was
created between the topcoat and the second beam using a piece of non-stick baking
paper during curing. The second class of sample was symmetric where a sample was
bonded to the inside of each beam, and the topcoats of the respective samples were
bonded along the middle of the specimen (Figure 16b). Again a pre-crack was created
before loading the specimen.
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Each of these specimens was tested using both mode I and mode II conditions (see
Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively). In neither specimen could a satisfactory crack be
created. In both specimens, the crack tended to propagate between the topcoat and
epoxy, with patchy topcoat removal. This result appeared independent of applied mode
mixity, but showed the broad trend of increased Gc with mode II loading. It was
concluded that whilst the applied mode mixity may be appropriate, the local crack
driving force toward any one interface was low. The mode I fracture toughness of the
epoxy-topcoat interface was found to be around 150J/m2, while the mode II fracture
toughness of this interface was of the order of 500-1000J/m2.
While no certain explanation of why the crack failed to propagate substantially into the
paint was found, it has also been observed that crack path seems to correlate with the
direction of maximum strain energy release rate (Fernlund and Spelt 1994) (Hutchinson
and Suo 1991). The polyester layer is of the order of 20µm compared to aluminium
thickness of 10mm, suggesting a proportionality very small mechanical advantage for
crack propagation along on one side of the paint rather than the other. Chai and Chiang
have done work showing that for ENF tests, the thickness of the adhesive between the
beams has a bearing on the crack path (Chai and Chiang 1996), showing for thin
adhesive layers of under around 0.1mm that the crack kinking toward the plane
expected from the work of Cao and Evans (Cao and Evans 1989) does not necessarily
occur.
One path of theoretical investigation into the significance of adhesive (or for our case
coating) thickness, may be to consider stress intensity factors in the presence of an
interlayer for the various loading configurations. Yang et al have done some theoretical
work in this area (Yang and Shih 1994).
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Figure 13 Load Jig - Mode I (opening) loading

Figure 14 Load Jig – Mode II (shear) loading
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Figure 15 Effect of mode mixity and crack length on fracture toughness for aluminium
beams bonded with Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy resin. The mode I average toughness was
89±8 J/m2, and (exluding Mode II outlier) the mode II toughness was 352±56 J/m2.

Aluminium beam
Epoxy

Green Topcoat

Steel substrate

Initial crack-tip

Specimen a)

Specimen b)

Force
Figure 16 Load Jig specimens used for measuring the adhesion of paint to metal
substrate. The paint was a Green, meeting all commercial performance specifications.
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2.3

Summary of observations so far

Based on experience from the load jig experiments, shear type and peel type specimens,
and consideration of the other adhesion tests discussed earlier, the following general
observations were made.
•

For the system of interest, bending the substrate works well to initiate the crack
in the paint or a paint/substrate interface, when there is an epoxy resin overlay.

•

Seemingly independent of the overlay applied to the coating, applying tension
alone to the steel substrate will not reliably propagate the crack, as the steel
substrate will tend to break before propagation occurs.

•

An epoxy resin applied thickly can be used to initiate and propagate a crack in
the paint or paint/substrate interface by bending the substrate, but the epoxy
resin may delaminate from the topcoat if the epoxy is in turn connected to a
stiffer adherend such as an aluminium beam. Such a specimen is also prone to
fail at the epoxy/overlay interface.

While not having proven that the previously discussed test configurations of DCB, peel,
NCA and shear type specimens, and earlier reviewed fracture tests could not with
further efforts have been adapted to the system of interest, it was concluded that the
most promising paint adhesion test configuration would use an epoxy resin overlay and
have substrate bending as the primary loading method.
The use of bending readily generates the required strains in the overlay and causes
interfacial or cohesive paint failure without causing substrate failure.

The earlier

discussed flexure test from section 1.4.3.4 is an example of an adhesion test where there
is an epoxy overlay, and the primary method of loading is bending.

One of the

difficulties of using such a test for the system of interest in this thesis was that the
substrates for our system of interest can be quite thin (less than 0.4mm), and therefore
could tend to yield or buckle before adhesion failure occurred. The other concern was
the short crack, and therefore the possibility of confounding crack initiation with crack
propagation. However it does seem possible that a flexure test could be successfully
adapted to the painted steel systems of interest.
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2.4

Early roll test development

2.4.1 Concept development

A series of trials were performed using overlay-reinforced samples with sample bending
as the primary deformation mode. Deformation about a cylindrical roll was found to
provide an easily controllable form of loading when the steel substrate is thin, and
allowed for multiple measurements when the sample was long due to the high stability
of the specimen (see Figure 17).
The sample material consisted mainly of white pigmented polyester, and green
pigmented polyester topcoated samples. While a thick epoxy overlay worked well in
helping to initiate and propagate the crack, it was noted that any analysis of such a test
would be simplified if a more linear elastic overlay material could be found. Therefore
the Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy was also used to attach range of overlays of varying
thicknesses to the sample.

Example overlays included polycarbonate, PMMA,

aluminium and steel.
Generally for the above overlay materials, suitable failures could be generated when the
topcoat was the white pigmented polyester except when using polycarbonate as the
overlay. However when the topcoat consisted of the less pigmented (higher resin to
pigment ratio) green polyester, adhesion failures often occurred between the epoxy
adhesive and the overlay material, and occasionally between the topcoat and the epoxy
adhesive. In contrast suitable failures could be produced for both paint systems when
only a thick layer of epoxy (K106) was used as the overlay.
A selection of specimens showing failures is shown in Figure 18. In the first (left) four
specimens,

the

samples

were

bonded

to

polycarbonate

sheet,

and

adhesive/polycarbonate failure was observed on rolling. For the next two, about 2mm
of epoxy resin was bonded to the samples, and failures within the paint were found
when the samples were rolled. For PMMA or 2mm aluminium (not shown), the white
topcoated sample would generate a topcoat/primer failure, but not the green topcoated
sample. In the final (right) two specimens, the samples were bonded to duplicates, that
is, the specimens were mirror images and one face was rolled away from the other. The
object of rolling mirror images was to demonstrate any tendency that is independent of
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differences in actual adhesion. It was interesting that for these mirror samples the white
topcoat material would fail at the topcoat/primer interface or the rolling side, whereas
the green would fail at the epoxy/topcoat interface of the flat mirror overlay. No good
explanation was found for this specific behavior, and further investigation into the
phenomena was not pursued. For the remaining samples, the straightforward model is
that the adhesion/cohesion in the white top-coated system is lower than that found in the
green top-coated system, and thus the green tends more to expose any poor adhesion
between the epoxy and the stiffening overlay.

Overlay bonded to sample (example overlays included
polycarbonate, PMMA, aluminium and epoxy)

Sample (about
20mm wide)

10 mm diameter
steel tube
Figure 17 Geometry to assess overlay materials used with a rolling geometry. The
sample is locked into a groove in the roll, which is then turned turned by hand using
pliers to grip the roll.
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Figure 18 A range of early roll test samples. From left to right:
White topcoat, 1mm polycarbonate, epoxy adhesive, epoxy/polycarbonate failure
White topcoat, 2mm polycarbonate, epoxy adhesive, epoxy/polycarbonate failure
Green topcoat, 1mm polycarbonate, epoxy adhesive, epoxy/polycarbonate failure
Green topcoat, 3mm polycarbonate, epoxy adhesive, epoxy/polycarbonate failure
White topcoat, 2mm epoxy, topcoat/primer failure
Green topcoat, 2mm epoxy, topcoat/topcoat failure
White topcoat, white topcoat, epoxy adhesive (mirror sample), topcoat/primer failure
Green topcoat, green topcoat, epoxy adhesive (mirror sample), topcoat/epoxy failure

2.4.2 Trade-offs in roll test design

Having investigated some of the basic behavior of a roll based test system, some design
parameters were compiled. As stated earlier the priorities in test design were reliability
in generating the desired failures, relationship to adhesion, sensitivity, and
“analyzability”. It is in this context that Table 1 is to be assessed. Due mainly to the
reliability of generating paint failures, the option of using only K106 epoxy resin was
chosen for the roll test. In addition the stability of crack propagation due to the smaller
roll radius when using only K106 was believed to increase the probability of the test
producing less noisy data than the less stable larger roll cases. The choice could be
characterized as one between reliability and statistical significant vs. ease of analysis,
and the former was chosen.
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To validate the choice of using only a layer of K106 as the sole stiffening overlay a
further series of trials were performed using simple cylindrical rolls ranging from
around 10mm diameter up to around 100mm diameter. The samples were held by hand
at one end while fixed into a groove in the roll at the other, as they were rolled around
the cylinders. These trials were promising in that a difference in critical radius was
observed for two separate topcoat systems (green and white), and there were fairly
consistent and desirable failure modes.
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Stiff overlay and peeling of the steel substrate
For
Against
Can get appropriate failures (meaning that Inconsistent mode of failure (meaning that
failure occurs somewhere within the paint failures can be quite patchy in nature making
system, or at an interface of interest)
interpretation more difficult)
Irregular plastic deformation of substrate makes
analysis trickier

Stiff overlay and rolling
For
Can get appropriate failures
Elastic analysis possible

Against
Large roll section required if measuring
adhesion using critical radius
Much sample consumed during measurement
Inappropriate failure modes for green topcoated material.

Thin (<1mm) or compliant overlay bonded using epoxy resin
For
Against
Can get appropriate failures

Large strain required to propagate failure,
causing yielding in overlay
Smaller roll radii required, so smaller Inappropriate failure modes for green topeasier to handle rolls
coated material.
Less sample required
Potential yielding in overlay makes analysis
more difficult.
Can use roll radius as measure of adhesion
Test less sensitive to small variation in
overlay thickness when overlay is yielding
Stable crack propagation

1-3mm layer of only K106 epoxy resin
For
Against
ALWAYS get appropriate failures, with a Large strain required to propagate failure,
consistent failure mode
causing yielding in epoxy resin overlay.
Smaller roll radii required
While possible, a little difficult to use overlay
thickness as measure of adhesion, as machining
to required tolerances may be difficult.
Can use roll radius as measure of adhesion Epoxy mechanical properties may have batch to
batch variability.
Sample preparation straightforward
Mechanics of test more representative of
ideal bimaterial system
Test less sensitive to small variation in
overlay thickness when overlay is yielding
Stable crack propagation

Table 1 Summary of arguments regarding roll test specimen and roll properties
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2.4.3 The use of fillers to “improve” the mechanical properties of the epoxy
resin

As will be shown later in chapter 4, the epoxy mechanical properties are quite nonlinear (rate dependent elastic-plastic) over the range of interest. In the subsequent
course of proving and refining the roll test, no fundamental alterations to the epoxy
resin were attempted. In part this was a consequence of the timing of the decision to
pursue the roll style test in favor of other tests, where considerable effort had already
been expended on other test configurations (particularly the double cantilever load jig
described in section 2.2.3), while at the same time there were more pressing
developmental issues associated with the roll test to be addressed. There are however a
few arguments to be considered if fillers are to be used.
The first consideration with fillers is they are not likely to increase the extent of the
linear elastic strain range of the material, nor are they likely to reduce substantially the
rate dependence of the resin. Rather they will tend to increase the modulus and to
toughen the material. Increased toughness is no advantage, as epoxy resin cohesive
failure was simply not found to occur. For the roll test configuration higher modulus
overlays would require that the overlay coatings be thinner, or the roll radius larger.
Larger roll radius means larger samples, bigger equipment, and less stable crack
propagation. With the practical roll radii used, the epoxy was of the order of 1-2mm
thick. Any thinner than about 1mm, and the overlay could not be easily machined with
sufficient precision, particularly when local variations in substrate dimensions are
included (the best machining precision achieved for these specimens was of the order of
±0.05mm with some additional systematic variation toward he ends of the sample.
Very thin layers of resin may be applied with the use of “draw-down” bars. Draw-down
bars are threaded rods used to apply paint of a required thickness, dependent on the
thread dimension. While a reasonably consistent average coating thickness may be
applied using a draw down bar, local variations occur to a sufficient extent that local
thickness error is of the order of ±10%. However to use a very thin overlay, the filler
must have very small dimensions in order to produce a homogeneous layer, and the high
number of fiber ends (assuming micro-fibers to the best way to increase modulus) could
introduce new non-linearities associated with filler-matrix failure.
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Adding a mesh might increase the apparent elastic range, but would make the
mechanics anisotropic (not necessarily a problem), and the material would still have
non-linearities associated with the rate dependence of the epoxy matrix.
In summary, it is not clear that the use of fillers would generate any “quick fix” to the
problem of the overlay non-linearity. An alternative is to find a different, more linear
epoxy resin. The resin used for most of this project was chosen based on the experience
of a previous project where a resin compatible with polyester and epoxy paints was
required, and other resins tested within the program of this project simply did not adhere
to the coatings as well as the K106.

As there were so many other issues to be

considered in developing the new test, it was felt that an investigation of fillers or
alternative resins, without a clear apparent advantage in the area of test reliability,
would be beyond the scope of the thesis.

2.4.4 The “critical variable”

There are several variables that may serve as a measure of adhesion for a roll style test.
The failure of the paint adhesion is clearly dependent on the degree of bending
(determined by the radius of the roll), and the thickness or stiffness of the epoxy
overlay.

Hence either epoxy thickness or roll radius could serve as measures of

adhesion. Conceptually,

G = f (H , h, Es, Ee, R )

2.3.4.1

where H is the thickness of the overlay, h is the thickness of the steel substrate, Es and
Ee represent a functions describing the mechanical properties of the steel substrate and
epoxy overlay respectively and R is the roll radius of curvature.
If the steel substrate is much stiffer than the epoxy overlay (which it is), then the steel
dominates the bending behavior, and energy contributing to crack propagation is mostly
stored in the overlay. In this case
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G = f (H , Ee, R + h / 2)

2.3.4.2

Alternatively, the torque as a measure of the mechanical work required to deform and
propagate a crack in the system could be used giving

G=

T − Ts
(R + h )b

2.3.4.3

where T is the torque required to roll the sample and propagate a crack, Ts is the torque
required to roll just the steel substrate, and b is the width of the specimen.
A series of trials using a high precision torque wrench were performed. The wrench
was used to roll the sample about a 25mm radius roll while a crack was propagating,
and the measured torque was compared to that required to deform a blank sample with
no epoxy overlay. Within the precision of the wrench, no difference could be detected
in torque, with most of the work being expended in deforming the steel substrate. In
contrast, trials looking for critical radius using rolls of differing radii detected
differences in the cohesion/adhesion for green and white top-coated systems while using
quite crude loading methods.
Critical epoxy overlay thickness was considered as a possible measure of adhesion, but
was rejected at the time due to the added difficulty of easily and reliably machining the
samples to an appropriate angle. Instead critical radius was chosen as the variable to be
used for the studies in this project, however in retrospect it may in the future be worth
attempting to use overlay thickness as the critical variable (using a graded thickness
samples) due to the ability, if required, to produce a very large range of values for G for
a single sample without changing roll dimensions.

If future investigators were

interested to pursue the variable thickness overlay roll test configuration, the analysis
presented in chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 would still be applicable.
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3 Variable radius roll adhesion test and sample preparation
3.1

Concept

A diagram illustrating the test concept is shown in Figure 19, and a photograph of a
simple incarnation of the test is given in Figure 20. The test relies on the application of
a reinforcing layer of epoxy resin over the painted side of a narrow strip of the coated
metal (zinc/aluminium alloy coated steel is used in this study). The sample is locked
under tension into the roll, and the steel substrate is “rolled” away from the epoxy resin
propagating a crack somewhere within the paint system or at an interface. The epoxy
resin overlay provides sufficient stiffness to cause the crack to propagate when the steel
is rolled around an appropriate radius, and the loading configuration is expected to drive
the crack preferentially toward the steel rather than into the epoxy resin (Cao and Evans
1989).
The two obvious potential measures of adhesion in this system are critical roll radius
and critical epoxy resin thickness. As discussed earlier, it was felt that using roll radius
as a measure would make sample preparation easier as only a flat sample would be
required. Further, if a variable radius roll were used, then the test could be performed
in a single measurement.
Two test loading methods are possible. Firstly, the epoxy overlay could be restrained
while the sample is deformed about the roll. After the sample is bent about the roll, the
epoxy overlay could then be released, propagating the crack to its limit in a single step.
The second method is to allow the crack to propagate as the sample is deformed about
the roll. The methods are expected to produce different critical radius results because
the epoxy resin exhibits non-linear rate dependant behavior, including creep. In the first
method the rate of “rolling” deformation and then the time delay until the epoxy is
released, are likely both to be important depending on the respective times and rates. In
the second method, the only rate of “rolling” deformation is important. Whilst the first
method seemed quite feasible, the second method was selected for this project due
largely to its being simpler and faster to execute, and is less likely to suffer from
additional variability due to timing errors.
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The form chosen for the variable radius shape was that of an involute curve (discussed
further in the next section). The crack is initiated by folding the sample over the very
small radii presented by the start of the curve. The crack propagates along a steadily
increasing radius until it finds some critical large radius (Rc) at which insufficient
energy is stored in the epoxy resin to drive it further. This radius is the “critical radius”
for the sample, and represents a measure of the adhesion, where smaller critical radii
represent stronger adhesion. The test should be distinguished from a peel style test, in
that while a “peeling” action is occurring no attempt is made to measure the peeling
force, and there is no stiff adherend.
The Gc measured depends on the dynamic nature of the crack propagation. If the crack
propagates in a smooth fashion, then a stopping Gc is measured. If the crack propagates
in a stop-start fashion then either a stopping Gc has been measured, or some limit of
starting Gc has been determined where starting Gc is less than the radius at which the
crack has stopped. Normally when the start-stop behavior occurred, the crack jumped a
relatively short distance, and so the distinction is possibly not of great significance. In
the early experimental studies (Study 1 reported in chapter 10), the test was “driven” by
hand, and interpreted by “eye”, while in the later studies (chapters 11 and 12), an
automated version of the test was used.
Various models to convert radius into strain energy release rate are presented in chapter
6, and are compared with finite element results in chapter 9. The epoxy resin overlay
has relatively complex mechanical properties that manifest even at low strain and the
mechanical analysis of the test requires at least some elastic-plastic properties to be
included. Clearly it would have been desirable for the overlay to be linear-elastic over
the expected loading range, but the K106 epoxy resin simply worked better than the
other materials at reliably producing failures at the interfaces of interest in a
mechanically straightforward manner.
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Epoxy overlay

Radius, R

Roll
Steel substrate

Figure 19 Conceptual test geometry

Involute curve with radius markers

Bottom of sample

Epoxy overlay peeling away exposing topcoat
failure. The adhesion in this sample is too good to
enable the crack to be propagated around the curve
with such thin epoxy.

Figure 20 Photograph of hand-tool version of test
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3.2

Involute curves

A number of variable (increasing) radius curves were considered.

The most

recognizable is probably the standard involute curve that is found in some technical
drawing texts. This is the curve traced by a pencil attached the end of a piece of string
as it is unwound from a cylinder. The string projects from the cylinder at a tangent of
length Rθ, where R is the radius of the base cylinder, and θ is some arc angle relative to
the point where the string is fully wound with the pencil in contact with the cylinder.
Different curves may be generated by simply changing the “string length” function from
Rθ to Rθn.
An essential consideration in choosing a roll geometry is the relationship between crack
length, roll radius and the strain energy release rate of the system. If the roll radius
changes quickly as a function of crack length, then measurement error from reading the
local radius of curvature is high, but the crack propagation as a function of crack length
is highly stable due the rapidly dropping G, and a single roll can cover a wide range of
G. Conversely, a slow variation of local radius of curvature as a function of crack
length gives lower reading error, but crack propagation is less stable, and very large
rolls are required to cover a large range of G, and long samples are needed. Various
values of n were considered, but taking into account what was believed of the functions
for G no compelling argument could be found not to assign to it a value of unity. Crack
stability in terms of roll radius is shown in chapter 7.4 for a common K106 epoxy
material property result.
Consider now the simple involute curve. It is straightforward to show that such a curve
may be generated by the following parametric equations
x(θ ) = R cos(θ ) + Rθ sin(θ )
y (θ ) = R sin(θ ) − Rθ cos(θ )

3.2.1

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates, R is the radius of the base circle and θ is the
arc angle with respect to a some starting point along the edge of the base circle.
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From the above parametric equations, the local radius of curvature along the involute
curve may be derived as
Rlocal = Rθ

3.2.2

and the distance along the curve between any two points is

L=

(

R
θ f 2 −θi2
2

)

3.2.3

where θf and θi is beginning and ending arc angle in the generating circle for any given
path of length L along the edge of the curve.
Involute curves were machined from aluminium blocks. The three curves used for the
initial studies (chapter 10) were machined using a circular interpolation algorithm (with
smoothing to remove the “fish-scaling” effect) between 30 points about the curve. Base
radii of 5, 10 and 20mm were used. The curve used in the automated rig was machined
using linear point-to-point interpolation with points spaced by a distance of 0.05mm
(compared to a sample substrate thickness of the order of 0.5mm) and had a base radius
of 20mm. Both methods generated curves that were well matched to a computergenerated template, but the latter method is expected to more accurately generate the
required local radius of curvature.

3.3

The variable radius roll adhesion test rig design

The roll test rig (Figure 21) was designed to fit into an INSTRON tensile testing
machine so that the loads and displacements could be applied with far higher precision
than is possible by hand. The involute curve roll is connected via an axle to an identical
involute curve, which is driven via a strap attached to the vertical traveling cross-head.
This arrangement generates a near one-to-one relationship between the INSTRON
cross-head position and, if the crack propagates, crack length. Thus, a global crack
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speed may be set directly by the cross-head displacement rate. The available speeds
were between 0.01mm/min to 500mm/min.
The driving strap connecting the cross-heat to the drive roll is made of a stiff sailing
cloth branded “Vectran”. A nylon rock-climbing strap was used initially, but was found
to suffer from significant strain as the roll unwound. The variable strain is associated
with the increasing torque generated through the axle as the roll radius increases, which
translates as an increased force on the strap.
A concern with having a low stiffness strap such as that made from nylon, is that stopstart crack propagation could set up oscillations in the system, with the strap as an
energy store. Oscillations could add the confounding effect of low cycle fatigue to the
otherwise known strain energy release rate. A stiff system is less prone to large
amplitude oscillations.
When the strap was changed to the stiffer material, strap stretching became insignificant
over the duration of a measurement and oscillations of the roll were less visible. Small
variations in the force measured by the load cell through the strap seemed to directly
correlate with crack propagation.
As a matter of procedure, the experiments were always performed with the curve
starting at a “zero” position of θ i =

π
, where θ was defined relative to horizontal. A
2

calibration curve was generated using a blank sample consisting of a sample with no
epoxy overlay. The local radius of curvature at the point of first contact with the roll, as
a function of INSTRON cross-head position was plotted. Also, a model curve for the
expected point of first contact, assuming zero bending resistance, was calculated. Both
experimental and model curves are shown in Figure 23. It can be seen from Figure 23
that local radius of curvature varies steadily with cross-head position, but that there is a
persistent, reducing, off-set against the model curve. The behavior of the offset is
consistent with the model assumption of zero bending resistance. Bending resistance
causes the specimen to project from the roll some small distance and makes its contact
with the roll somewhat higher at a lower roll radius section than otherwise assumed.
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Figure 21 Variable Radius Roll Adhesion Test Rig (VaRRAT)
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Figure 22 Cross-head extension vs measured load
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Figure 23 Local radius of curvature as a function of cross-head position and nominal
crack length

3.4

Sample preparation for the roll test

The sample preparation method was refined over the course of the project, so there is
some variation from study to study.

3.4.1 Method 1

In the early studies reported in this project (Study 1, chapter 10), strips of the painted
steel sample were cleaned with methanol, then placed in a polyethylene tray. The
samples had dimensions of the order of 300mm x 30mm, and were 0.49-0.61mm thick.
About 800g of K106 epoxy was weighed out, mixed then stirred by hand for about 10
minutes before pouring. The trays were also wiped with methanol, and were near oven
temperature at the time of pouring. The samples were then heated in the oven to around
85°C for about 2 hours, after which they were removed and allowed to cool. After
cooling for about 30 minutes, the slab of epoxy resin encasing the samples was removed
with the epoxy resin covering the sample by up to 10mm.
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The samples were then cut away from the slab using a band saw. Then, using a belt
sander along the edge and bottom of the sample, the epoxy resin was sanded back to the
steel. When there was too much epoxy underneath the sample, it was “chipped” away
using a chisel. Once clean, the sample was then mounted on a magnetic table for
milling using a fly cutter to the required thickness. In some cases the samples were
severely bowed and too stiff to be held flat, in which case some of the epoxy was sawed
off, before remounting on the milling machine.

This procedure reliably produced

samples with little sign of edge damage

3.4.2 Method 2

The above method had several drawbacks, and was changed for all of the experiments
using the automated roll test rig (reported in chapters 11 and 12).

Amongst the

drawbacks were such items as safety concerns with handling and machining away such
large volumes of the epoxy, waste of resin and the problem of imprecise temperature
control as the large volume of epoxy cures exothermally.
The polyethylene tray was replaced with a PTFE tray where each sample had its own
compartment (see Figure 24). The tray also had two “dogbone” moulds to cast epoxy
resin specimens for tensile testing. This new tray consisted of a PTFE mould, mounted
on a 3mm thick layer of PTFE sheet, with both mould and sheet screwed to a 12mm
thick aluminium slab. The aluminium block was intended to provide uniform heat
transfer to the samples, and to provide something of a heat sink in case of excessive
exothermal reaction. The mould fitted over the samples so as to cast the epoxy along
the middle of the sample steel strip, and to prevent flow of the epoxy underneath the
sample.
Two cure temperatures were used with this tray design. For studies characterizing the
automated roll test instrument behavior (chapter 11), 110°C was used in order to
achieve consistent epoxy mechanical properties, and rapid cure. For studies where the
cure of topcoat paints was being investigated (chapter 12), 50°C was used in order to
prevent additional paint cure.
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There was some evolution of the machining method through the course of the project,
which is indicated throughout the studies reported in chapter 11. On removal of the
samples, the epoxy was milled using a fly cutter to the required thickness. There was an
excess of about 2mm of coated steel strip sample on the edges which was required to be
machined back flush with the epoxy overlay.

For the first matrix study using the

automated roll test rig, the edge with excess sample material was ground back using a
bench grinder, then sanded smooth. While the edge finish was largely acceptable, the
samples were subjected to substantial heating during grinding causing concern for cases
where low cure temperature is required. For the second matrix study reported in chapter
11, and for some of the single variable investigations into rate and tension this method
was switched to using a fly cutter to mill back the excess steel of a stack of samples.
That method generated some samples with edge cracking leading to flawed
measurements that had to be discarded from any analysis. For edge cracked samples
separate fracture surfaces associated with the depth of the edge cracking were seen and
the measurement of critical radius was probably overestimated, hence the need to
discard those data points.
In the later studies, including the chapter 12 study into the effect of cure temperature,
the sample edges were milled using a “drill bit” style end mill cutter. The samples were
stacked one on top of another and clamped, and the cutting tool was passed along the
plane of the steel. The advantage of this cutting configuration is that the cutting force is
mostly in the plane of the steel strip, and not across it.
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Figure 24 PTFE tray used to prepare samples for automated roll test experiments

3.4.3

Cure temperature

The Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy cure process was investigated with the help of
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), a technique where a small sample is heated in
a controlled manner through some programmed temperature cycle, and the energy
input/output of the sample is accurately measured. Considerations of the energy flow as
a function of time or temperature allows for the identification of phase changes and the
occurrence of chemical reactions. In the study shown in Figure 25, a sample was heated
according to the following program:
1. Heated at constant rate to 110°C over 20 minutes
2. Held at 110°C for 2 hours
3. Lowered to 20°C at constant rate over 10 minutes
4. Heated to 150°C at constant rate over 25 minutes
5. Cooled to 20°C at constant rate over 25 minutes
6. Heated to 150°C at constant rate over 25 minutes
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7. Cooled to 20°C over 25 minutes
Depicted in Figure 25 is step 1 showing the initial heating, and steps 4 and 6 showing
subsequent heatings. The similarity in heat-flow profiles between 4 and 6 suggests that
after the initial cure phase of steps 1-3, little additional chemistry occurs when the
sample is subsequently heated to the much higher temperature of 150°C. It is concluded
then, that a cure cycle of 110°C for 2 hours results in fairly complete “cure”, and
therefore, it is hoped, that relatively consistent mechanical properties can be achieved
from preparation to preparation using this cure regime. This cure cycle was used for the
studies using the automated roll test rig reported in chapter 11 where rapid and
consistent cure was targeted. The feasibility study in chapter 10 (performed prior to this
DSC study) used an 85°C target cure temperature, and in that study variation from
preparation to preparation was identified as being a source of variability.
The disadvantage of using a high temperature to cure the epoxy resin overlay is that
there may well be some damaging effect on the paint system being studied. In the case
of polyester resin systems used in BHP Steel’s processes, the painted product is heated
to about 230°C over around 20 seconds so it is possible that the cure process is
incomplete, and therefore that additional cure may occur at 110°C if held for minutes or
hours. However for the purpose of developing the test, it was felt that consistency in
epoxy mechanical properties was sufficiently important to merit the risk of somewhat
changing the properties of the paint. Later when there was a higher level of confidence
in the test method, cure temperatures of 50°C for 24-48 hours were utilized in order to
investigate the effect of topcoat cure temperature on adhesion (see chapter 12 for that
study).
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Cure of Epoxy K106
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Figure 25 DSC of K106 epoxy resin
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4 Mechanical properties of K106 epoxy resin used for roll test
overlay
4.1

Introduction

Knowledge of the mechanical properties of the epoxy overlay is required in order to
estimate the strain energy release rate from the test critical radius. For the early trials of
the adhesion test reported in chapter 10, samples of epoxy overlay that were exposed
only to low strain during adhesion testing were used for tensile tests, and a stress-strain
relation of the form σ = E

ε
, where E is the initial modulus and D is a shape
1 + Dε

factor, was found to fit the engineering stress-strain data well. Further, E was assumed
also to be the modulus during unloading. The chapter 10 tensile tests were performed at
a single strain rate and to a single maximum strain, and the epoxy was cured at around
85°C.
An observation from that early study was that a model using the above relation and
fitted parameters failed to calculate similar Gc values for differing epoxy thickness’. A
limited material model was thought to be one of the factors to contribute to this
discrepancy.
In this chapter some results from more detailed investigations of the Ceiba-Geigy K106
epoxy rate dependant material properties are presented. First, a method for converting
the engineering stress-strain data into true stress-strain is suggested. This method is
required as it is to the true-stress strain data that material models should be fitted, yet no
suitable extensometry equipment was readily available to enable direct measurement of
the true stress-strain properties.
Using the conversion method, the true stress-strain properties of the epoxy when cured
at 110°C were investigated. Most of the trials reported in chapter 11 investigating the
behavior of the roll adhesion test used epoxy from this same batch cured at 110°C on
the basis of DSC data presented earlier in section 3.4.3, where it was shown that little
additional chemistry occurs even at much higher temperatures after initial cure at
110°C. At 110°C it is assumed that the epoxy is as fully cross-linked as is possible for
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this material, and should therefore present minimum rate dependence, maximum yield
stress, and minimum variability in properties due to small variations in cure schedule.
Based on the stress-strain data, an empirical model to represent the true stress-strain
curves is suggested where for the unloading part of the stress-strain curve, a critical
observation is that the effective unloading modulus is dependent only on the final
maximum loading strain, not the loading strain rate.
Results for cure at 50°C (for a different batch of epoxy) are also presented. This data is
fitted with a bi-linear elastic plastic model where the yield strain is a function of strain
rate, for the purpose of using the incremental plasticity model. These results are used in
chapter 12 where the effect of paint cure temperature is investigated. Unfortunately the
epoxy used for the 50°C results is from a different manufacturer’s batch from the 110°C
cured epoxy so the mechanical properties are not directly comparable for the purpose of
determining effects due to cure temperature. In the chapter 10 feasibility study it was
found that batch to batch mechanical properties vary significantly for the K106 material.

4.2

Conversion to “true stress”

The strain was estimated from cross head displacement of the tensile testing machine,
and true stress was calculated from an assumed Poisson’s contraction.

In this

calculation, the Poisson’s contraction is considered to have two components, elastic and
plastic giving for true stress,

σt =

F
F
=
A A0 (1 − ν e ε e − ν p ε p ) 2

4.2.1

where F is the force measure by the tensile testing machine, A0 is the original crosssectional area of the sample, νe and νp are the elastic and plastic Poisson’s ratios and εe
and εp are their related strain components.
The strains are related to the true stress by
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εe =

σt
σ
, ε p = εt − t
E
E

4.2.2

where εt is the total strain as determined by the INSTRON mechanical testing machine
cross-head displacement, and E, the Young’s modulus.
Substituting the strain relationships from 4.2.2 into 4.2.1 and rearranging gives

F
σ


= σ t  (1 − ν pε t ) + t (ν p − ν e )
A0
E



2

4.2.3

If νe, νp and E are known then the true stress may be solved.
The Poisson’s ratios were assumed as νe=1/3 and νp=1/2 respectively and the true stress
is fairly insensitive to small errors in these values over the strain range of interest.
Unfortunately the material exhibited non-linear behavior very early on the yield curve
making it difficult to obtain a credible modulus value from fitting an initial gradient.
Instead, the modulus was determined from the unloading curve. This has the advantage
not only of presenting a longer linear region to fit, but is also the more important
modulus for the purpose of estimating the available elastic energy.
The unloading curves were generally fairly linear so the following equation was
assumed for the unloading stress curve

σ tu = σ tf − E (ε tf − ε )

4.2.4

where σtf is the final true stress before unloading, and εtf is the total final strain before
unloading.
The final true stress σtf and the modulus E can be solved simultaneously using the
loading equation 4.2.3 at the peak strain, and the unloading equation 4.2.4 at zero stress,
which corresponds to the final plastic strain.

Rewriting 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 at those

respective positions gives
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σ


= σ tf  (1 − ν pε tf ) + ft (ν p − ν e )
A0
E



Ff

2

and

4.2.5

0 = σ tf − E (ε tf − ε pf )
where Ff is the final force before unloading and εpf is the final plastic strain and it is
assumed that unloading is completely elastic.
These equations may be solved simultaneously to find values for E and σft, also using an
iterative method. Once a value is found for E, the remaining true stress curve may be
calculated using 4.2.3. The form and magnitude of the final curve is fairly insensitive to
small errors in E over the relevant strain range, which is important since it is shown
later in this chapter that the unloading modulus actually varies somewhat as a function
of final strain.
Below in Figure 26, are the results of the above calculation on the engineering stressstrain curve for K106 epoxy at 25%/min strain rate. Note that the modulus calculated
from the unloading part of the curve is slightly less than the initial modulus, resulting in
an unrealistic negative plastic strain early in the curve. This problem seems typical for
K106, and is obviously inconsistent with any simple plasticity models that are likely to
be used. Consistency can be achieved by trimming the early yield data, so that the
material is assumed to first yield at the point where the plastic strain first has a positive
gradient going through zero on the y-axis. It is not expected that large errors would
result from this assumption unless the test was operating only at much less than the
yield strain.
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Figure 26 Conversion to true stress for stress-strain data for 25%/min strain rate on
K106 epoxy resin

4.3

General measurement technique

The engineering stress-strain properties were measured using an INSTRON 4302 tensile
testing machine. The epoxy resin samples were generally cast as “dog-bones” alongside the adhesion test specimens during sample preparation to ensure identical
composition and cure of the epoxy as is used in the adhesion test samples. At a pre-set
maximum sample extension, the machine was set to return to the starting position so as
to capture the unloading curve. Unfortunately to achieve the maximum unloading
speed, a noticeable acceleration period occurred, of the order of 0.5 seconds from
stationary before maximum speed was reached. This presented a problem only for high
strain rate measurements where some “looping” in the stress-strain curve was observed
around the maximum strain point.
No suitable high compliance extensometry equipment was available in order to measure
strain with high accuracy so instead strain was estimated based on the machine’s crosshead displacement. It was felt that this was adequate since no necking was observed
and reproducibility was extremely good, suggesting that the strain was largely uniform
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along the length of the sample rather than localized in a random fashion. A check using
a traveling microscope suggested that local error in the strain estimate be of the order of
10%.

4.4

Rate dependence of epoxy resin

4.4.1 Cure at 110°C

In chapter 11 a range of experiments are described investigating the general behavior of
the roll adhesion test, where the overlay cure temperature is 110°C. In this section, we
investigated the strain rate dependence of the Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy resin cured at
110°C using a series of tensile specimens.

The specimens were cast using a PTFE

mould screwed to an aluminium block separated with baking paper. The mould was
capable of casting 18 specimens, although only 12 were required for this study. They
were prepared in a single batch, and were cured at 110°C for 2 hours.
The study contained the following variables:
4 strain rates (5%/min, 25%/min, 125%/min and 500%/min)
3 final strains (0.025, 0.05, and 0.1)
The INSTRON tensile testing machine was set to automatically reverse when the final
strain was reached. The unloading speed could not be controlled separately from the
loading speed, and the machine simply accelerated to 500mm/min (about 500%/min
strain rate) over the period of about 0.5 seconds. The object of the rapid reverse was to
simulate the unloading that occurs as a crack propagates. The unloading curve allows
for an estimate of the density of elastic energy available to contribute to crack
propagation.
The mould, which was created as part of a project separate to this one, suffered from
specimen dimensions that were on the edge of being too short, with a length to width
ratio only slightly greater than 5. It should not be expected therefore that the stressstrain curves generated in this study be identical to those generated for other parts of
this project where higher length to width ratios were used. As stated previously, the
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strains were estimated based on cross-head displacement, with the raw engineering
stress-strain curves given in Figure 27.

Strain rate and unloading strain for K106 epoxy
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Figure 27 Engineering loading and unloading curves for K106 epoxy with a range of
loading rates and unloading strains.
The data was adjusted for the estimated Poison’s contraction to give an approximate
true stress-strain curve using the method described in the previous section.

The

resulting curves were then fitted using a large range of equations. A “trial-by-error”
approach was taken as curves were tested for quality of fit by eye and by correlation
coefficient, while the number of variables was kept to a minimum. A good fit over all
the considered strains and strain rates was achieved using an equation of the form

σl =

E1 ⋅ ε
+ E2 ⋅ ε
1+ D ⋅ε n

4.4.1

with for the unloading section of the curve

σ u = −ε p ⋅ Eu + Eu ε

4.4.2
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where the coefficients E1, E2,, have the dimension of modulus and D and n are
dimensionless shape parameters. Unfortunately, these four parameters were all
functions of strain rate, and thus the “true” rate dependent model actually has many
parameters making for a cumbersome and generally impractical material model.
The unloading modulus Eu was mainly a function of final strain before unloading. The
interesting result is illustrated in Figure 28 where it is seen that the unloading modulus
is a strong function of final strain and not of strain rate. However given the history
dependence of the material it is likely that an accurate mechanical model of the epoxy
behavior would be quite difficult to develop.
Later analysis based on a thin beam model presented chapter 7 shows the strain
maximum strain rate for the test with 2mm overlay thickness operating at 200mm/min is
of the order of 4%/minute, with the maximum strain at the top of the overlay of the
order of 4%. A practical approach is to estimate Gc using the original expression of

σ=E

ε
, with E fixed as the unloading modulus, or where the unloading modulus
1 + Dε

is determined separately. In the case of the epoxies investigated above, the loading
modulus E was sufficiently close to the unloading modulus Eu for low strain to make it
viable to use the same value for both. The fit for this simple model with the data is
shown in Figure 31 in the next section.
A couple of limitations should be noted in the use of the simple stress-strain relation.
Firstly, the above experimental data did not include any results at less than 5%/min, so a
user would be advised to check the behavior at say 1%/min and perhaps lower to see the
extent to which the results are similar to those obtained at 5%/min. If the data at
1%/min is substantially different than that at 5%/min, then D could be inserted as a
function of log(strain rate). Alternatively a bi-linear model as described in the next
section could be fitted.
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Figure 28 Unloading modulus Eu as a function of final strain for Ceiba-Geigy K106
epoxy cured at 110°C

4.4.2 Cure at 50°C

In chapter 12 the effect of the paint cure temperature on adhesion was investigated. In
order to minimize additional cure of the paint during sample preparation for that study,
the epoxy overlay was cured only at 50°C. The true stress-strain curves for differing
strain rates of the 50°C cured epoxy are shown in Figure 29, but they should not be
compared directly with the above 110°C data, as a different batch of epoxy was used,
and it has been shown previously (Study 1, chapter 10) that this epoxy can be subject to
a batch-to-batch variability of the order of 200-300% for yield stress (Study 1, chapter
10).
Again, equation 4.4.1 was found to provide very good fits with the data. However, as
was seen for the epoxy cured at 110°C the unloading modulus varied as a function of
final strain making any simple material model for the epoxy unlikely to be accurate
(Figure 30). A fit is shown for the simple stress-strain relation with the 50°C data,
alongside the fit for the 110°C data is shown in Figure 31. Clearly the fit for the simple
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stress-strain relation is not of high quality, but it may be sufficient for comparative
purposes.
For the purpose of generating rough estimates of Gc in chapter 12 using the incremental
plasticity model (where strain rate due to bending may be included), two-part elasticplastic loading curves were also fitted (Figure 32). An initial modulus of 1035MPa was
found to fit well for all three loading rates and matched the unloading modulus at lower
strains. The yield strain ( ε y ) and strain hardening modulus ( E 2 ) were fitted generating
the curves shown in Figure 32, with the fitted values of yield strain and strain hardening
modulus as a function of strain given in Figure 33. In Figure 33 it can be seen that yield
strain for the bi-linear function is a fairly linear function of the logarithm of strain rate,
whereas the hardening modulus is fairly constant with strain rate. The values used in
chapter 12 are therefore as follows:
E1=1035MPa, E2=375MPa

stress (Pa)

 dε 
ε y = 0.0388 + 0.0084 log10   (where strain rate is in units of sec-1)
 dt 
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Figure 29 True stress-strain properties of K106 epoxy cured at 50°C
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Figure 30 Unloading modulus for K106 epoxy cured at 50°C
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Figure 31 Stress-strain curves for epoxy cured at 50°C (characteristic of chapter 13
epoxy) and 110°C (characteristic of chapter 11 epoxy), fitted with the simple equation.
Note: the two sets of curves should not be directly compared because different
manufacturer batches of epoxy were used
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4.5

Discussion

The samples cured at 50°C were derived from a different epoxy manufacturer’s batch
that those cured at 100°C.

The two cure temperatures of 50°C and 110°C were

expected to give different yield properties, with the higher temperature cure expected to
give a higher maximum stress, however the yield curves showed the samples cured at
50°C giving higher maximum stresses. Epoxy manufacturer batch-to-batch variability
was identified in the feasibility study described in chapter 10 as being significant with
respect to yield properties, and probably sufficient to explain the unexpected difference
between the 50° and 100°C results. No additional work was done to confirm epoxy
batch as the cause of the inconsistency in properties in this particular case.

The curve fitting exercises found that an equation of the form σ l =

E1 ⋅ ε
+ E2 ⋅ ε
1+ D ⋅ε n

gave a good fit to the tensile loading curves over a wide range of strains and strain rates
for both cure conditions, however all the parameters in that equation vary with strain
rate.

Further, for the unloading part of the curve represented by the equation

σ u = −ε p ⋅ Eu + Eu ε , the unloading modulus Eu was found to be a function of final
strain. Obviously these material properties are more complicated than is convenient for
a simple analysis of an adhesion test and so it is suggested that users wanting practical
estimates fit either bi-linear elastic plastic models, or the simple σ = E

ε
relation
1 + Dε

to the data.
As a final comment, it is noted that in considering the appropriate material model for the
epoxy overlay, no account was made for the hydrostatic pressure dependence of the
yield stress. Metals such as steel do not exhibit strong yield dependence on hydrostatic
pressure, but other materials such as soils or polymers sometimes do exhibit some
relevant dependence on hydrostatic stress. A proper characterization of the epoxy
material properties should include multiple forms of loading in order to extract any
potential hydrostatic dependence.
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5 Paint film mechanical property measurements
5.1

Objective

The purpose of this study was to test whether the fracture toughness values generated by
the adhesion test are realistic. The topcoat paints of interest to this project use polyester
based resins. Bulk polyesters have a fracture toughness in the order of 0.1kJ/m2 (epoxy
has 0.1-0.3J/m2) (Ashby and Jones 1981), however the paints of general interest in this
work contain pigments and other substances specific to those paints so their toughness
is likely to differ somewhat from pure bulk polyesters. Further there is some contention
regarding the relationship between thin film and bulk properties, as discussed earlier in
section 1.1.4, so it was thought prudent to attempt a measurement of the thin film
toughness. Due to the fragility of the film, only measurements on the green pigmented
polyester based paint were performed. The green has a high binder to pigment ratio
compared to the white and was easier to handle in thin film form.

5.2

Preparation

A layer of the polyester based green paint was deposited on a commercial BHP Steel
COLORBOND panel that still had a layer of protective polyethylene (CORSTRIP)
plastic film attached. The paint was spread evenly over a steel panel coated with a
polyethylene film using a threaded rod “draw-down” rod, and was then dried and cured
in an air oven up to about 230°C. After cure, the paint was cut to the required strip
dimension using a scalpel then carefully peeled from the polyethylene coated panel.
An unfortunate feature of this preparation was that small bubbles appeared in the
polyethylene film when heated. These bubbles showed through the paint, causing some
unevenness in the film. It was observed that the number of bubbles was greatly reduced
when applying thinner paint films, suggesting that they are related to solvent release.
The films tested here were about 15µm in thickness as measured using a micrometer
gauge.
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The paint films were cut into strips of about 150mm x 15mm, then taped into cardboard
frames to make loading into the tensile testing machine easier. The ASTM thin film
standard, ASTM-D2370, for measuring tensile properties did not suggest using dog
bone style specimens. Once loaded into the tensile tester, the cardboard frame was
carefully cut away leaving only the thin paint film. The yield of good quality strips was
very low for this overall procedure (and was expected to be lower for paints with greater
pigment volume) so no extended study was performed.
For the toughness test, the 15mm wide paint film was edge notched using a razor blade
to different crack lengths (2, 4, and 6mm), and then loaded in tension.
The fracture toughness for edge notched specimens was calculated using

Gc =

πaσ c ε c
(ε c + 1)1 / 2

5.2.1

where a is the crack length, σc is the critical far field stress, and εc is the critical far field
strain (Kinloch and Young 1983).
This thin film fracture test case is probably closer to plane stress in character, whereas
fracture during the roll test is plane strain, so the data generated using this method will
be useful only for very rough comparison.

5.3

Results

The film strains were estimated using the mechanical testing machine cross head
displacements. This method was checked using a traveling microscope over a several
intervals along the films, and was found to be consistent within 10% of the estimated
local strain.
The general mechanical behavior of the free film is shown in Figure 34 and the fracture
behavior is shown in Figure 35. The Young’s modulus was difficult to estimate due the
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tendency to display a “toe” region probably associated with poor initial alignment of the
specimen, but was estimated to be of the order of 0.9GPa (compared to 1-5Gpa for bulk
polyesters (Ashby and Jones 1981)).
Ideally during an edge notch fracture test the film deforms linearly until crack
propagation, however crack propagation was initially very slow before rapidly
propagating, and occurred at about the same strain range as bulk visco-plastic
deformation, so it was difficult to identify from the force-displacement data the exact
critical stress and strain at which crack propagation began. Instead the peak values of
stress were used in equation 5.2.1, but it is possible that the crack lengths at the peak far
field stress were slightly longer than were assumed. Counterbalancing this to some
extent was the tendency of the thin film specimens to curl somewhat at the edges,
blunting the crack tip. The measured values for the toughness of the thin films were
therefore quite rough. For 2mm, 4mm and 6mm cracks, toughness values based on the
peak far field stress were 183, 246 and 225 J/m2 respectively, giving an overall estimate
of about 0.2 kJ/m2 for the toughness of the green paint film, compared to a literature

engineering stress (Pa)

toughness for bulk polyester of around 0.1 kJ/m2 (Ashby and Jones 1981).
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Figure 34 Yield behavior of green pigmented polyester based paint film
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Figure 35 Edge notched fractures of 15mm wide green pigmented polyester paint films
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Part II: Theoretical Analysis of the Roll Test (chapters 6-9)
6 Various non-finite element models for the roll test
6.1

General approach and issues

The broad scheme for the models of the test is shown in Figure 36. Apart from the
finite element J-Integral calculation discussed in chapter 8, the calculation of G is based
on the assumption that at some distance ahead and behind the crack tip is a uniformly
deformed section of sample whose stored strain energy is determined by the sample’s
state of bending and tension, and not influenced by the presence of a complicated cracktip stress field.

When the crack propagates, the uniformly deformed and stressed

section ahead of the crack tip is shortened and the uniformly stressed section behind
crack tip is lengthened, while little or no energy is added or removed from the local
region defined relative to the crack tip zone as it moves. The argument is not a new
one, having been utilized previously for elastic systems by Rivlin et al (Rivlin and
Thomas 1952).
The roll used in the experimental work has a variable radius so in fact there is no
uniformly deformed section ahead or behind the crack tip, but the important feature is
that the local radius of curvature varies slowly enough such that the complicated stress
field near the crack tip actually associated with crack propagation is sufficiently similar
to the crack tip stress field generated by a uniform roll, and not that there are in fact
extended zones of uniform deformation ahead and behind the crack-tip.
This chapter presents four models to estimate the adhesion energy from the critical roll
radius. The first two are elastic models, the first being essentially a thin film model, the
second a beam theory solution. The third model is a numerical scheme to build up a
solution based on the Prantl-Reuss incremental plasticity equations. This model is
flexible, but requires some programming to implement. Finally an analytical model is
presented that allows for the overlay plastic deformation to be implemented in an
approximate fashion. For this last model, solutions are presented for two elastic-plastic
yield curves, and for the elastic case for the purpose of comparison with the other elastic
models.

Results for the models are presented later in chapter 9, where they are

compared with finite element solutions.
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In the system of interest using an epoxy overlay, crack-tip yielding may extend into the
overlay. A finite element based method to estimate the contribution to Gc from overlay
crack tip flow, is discussed in chapter 8, and some estimates of this contribution derived
from finite element model results are presented in chapter 9, where the crack is
propagated some significant distance.
Material rate dependence is also difficult to model in the test, as some knowledge about
the relationship between the crack tip position and the contact with the roll is required in
order to capture the true rates around the crack-tip and in the regions ahead and behind
the crack-tip, at the instant at which the crack stops. Attempts to measure relative
crack-tip and contact positions using readily available video equipment were not very
successful due to the acute and awkward angles involved. Estimates of the non-crack
tip strain rates as a function of sample dimensions and stiffness, tension, roll radius and
loading rate, were made using a thin beam model described in chapter 7.

Some

estimates of crack tip strain rates based on finite element results are presented in chapter
9, however they do not take into account the stop-start nature of crack propagation.
Other concerns include the effect of tension on the sample, and of internal stress due to
thermal mismatch between substrate and overlay. Both of these considerations are
discussed in chapter 7.
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Figure 36 Geometry used in analytical models

6.2

Neutral axis and principle strain

The strain in the film in the x direction due to bending is determined through
geometrical considerations, relating the position of the film to the system neutral axis.
Assuming conformation to the surface of the roll, the neutral axis radius of curvature is
given by
r = R + h + H − ∆⋅h

6.2.1

where R is the radius of curvature to the bottom surface of the steel substrate, h is the
steel thickness, H is the epoxy thickness and ∆ is a function of the relative thickness’
and elastic moduli of the steel and epoxy. Following the nomenclature used by Sou and
Hutchinson (Suo and Hutchinson 1990), the neutral axis coefficient for a bimaterial
plane system is given by
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∆=

1 + 2Ση + Ση 2
2η (1 + Ση )

6.2.2

where
_

Σ=

E1
_

E2

η=

_

, with Ei =

_
Ei
for plane strain and Ei = Ei for plane stress.
2
1 −ν i

h
H

The strain due to bending alone at some thickness d through the epoxy resin where d
varies from 0 to H is therefore given by
 ∆⋅h − H + d 
ε x (d ) = 

r



6.2.3

The above neutral axis calculation assumed linear elastic materials. Typically the epoxy
overlay material had a modulus of the order of 1GPa, and the steel substrate is around
207GPa. As the elastic mismatch between the steel and epoxy is large it is expected
that the neutral axis be close to the center of the steel. When plastic deformation occurs
in the epoxy overlay, its effective modulus at a given strain will be lower, lessening its
effect on the position of the neutral axis. Counteracting that effect, plastic deformation
in the steel during bending will tend move the neutral axis slightly inward (Lubahn and
Sachs 1950). So for smaller radius of curvature roll test measurements with yielding
overlays, the neutral axis should be close to the middle of the steel substrate.
For a case where the 1GPa overlay is 2mm thick on a steel substrate of 0.5mm thick,
∆=4.453, whereas the middle of the substrate has ∆=4.5. In other words, the presence
of the mm of epoxy overlay shifts the neutral axis just 5% of the substrate thickness
from the middle of the steel substrate. For a 3mm overlay, the shift is about 10% of the
substrate thickness, causing a change in calculated strain energy release rate of no more
than a few percent. Since the substrate plastic material properties tend to perturb the
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neutral axis slightly toward the base of the steel, it would be expected that even in cases
of severe bending (and therefore high overlay strain), a good approximation for ∆ would
simply placing the neutral axis in the middle of the substrate, hence

∆≈

H 1
+
h 2

6.2.4

giving for the strain in the overlay
h

 +d 
 , where d varies from 0 to H
ε x (d ) =  2
 h + R


2


6.3

6.2.5

Linear elastic not very thick film model

The simplest model for this system assumes linear elastic material properties, and a thin
film. The principle stress axis corresponds with the Cartesian x axis for the system,
where the y axis relates to the thickness of the film and the z axis to the width of the
sample.

When the epoxy resin film is thick, cylindrical coordinates become

appropriate, but when sufficiently thin, are not required. The radius of bending, and the
thickness of the substrate are assumed to be large relative to the thickness of the film,
and the strain through the thickness of the film is assumed to be roughly uniform.
Assuming Hooke’s law

εx =

1
(σ x − ν (σ y + σ z ))
E

εy =

1
(σ y − ν (σ x + σ z ))
E

εz =

1
(σ z − ν (σ x + σ y ))
E

6.3.1
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where ν is the Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young’s modulus, σi and εi is the respective
stress and strain in the i direction.
In addition to the above equations, the boundary conditions are

σ y = 0, εz = 0

6.3.2

The constraint on the z axis is due to the assumption of plane strain, as the epoxy in
constrained by the bending steel.
With 3 linear equations and 3 unknowns, it is straightforward to solve the above
equations, giving

σx = E

εx
1 −ν 2

σ z = νE

εx
1 −ν 2

ε y = −ν

εx
1 −ν

6.3.3

Only the x axis stress does work during bending so the stored energy density is given by
εx

Ed = ∫ σ x (ε x )dε x

6.3.4

0

or
2

E εx
Ed =
2 1 −ν 2

where Ed is the stored strain energy density in the film.
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To calculate G, Ed(d) is integrated through the thickness of the overlay (recalling that
the steel substrate is comparatively stiff)
H

G = ∫ Ed (d )dd

6.3.5

0

Calculating 6.3.5 for the thin film case (εx constant with d) finds
1 E (h + H ) H
G=
2 1 − ν 2 (h + 2 R )2
2

(

)

6.3.6

In the case where Ed varies with position in film (the not very thin film assumption)
according to equation 6.2.5, equation 6.3.5 gives
1
E (h + 2 H ) − h 3
G=
12 1 − ν 2
(h + 2 R )2
3

(

)

6.3.7

The limit of this analysis occurs when radial stress gradients become significant due to
high thickness to radius ratio.

6.4

Beam theory model

When the overlay is thick or stiff, thin film and unperturbed neutral axis approximations
no longer apply.

A simple elastic model where the shifted neutral axis may be

implemented is a beam theory model.
The work performed on a beam section of dl length, in bending it to a radius r about its
neutral axis is

W =

M
dl
2r

6.4.1
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where M is the final applied moment.
The strain energy per unit surface area has the general form

G=

EI
2br 2

6.4.2

where b is the width of the sample.
Calculating the strain energy rate for the delaminated substrate section behind the crack
tip gives
h 3 E1

Gb =

h

24 R + 
2


2

6.4.3

where h is the thickness of the steel substrate, and E1 is its Young’s modulus.
The section ahead of the crack tip is a composite and so the flexural rigidity of a
bimaterial composite is introduced.

E h3
Fr = 1
12

  E H ( H + h ) 3  2  E H 3   E h( H + h ) 3  2 
 + 2
 
1 +  2 2
1 +  1 2


12   E 2 H + E1 hH  
  E1h + E 2 hH  





6.4.4
where

Fr ≡

(IE )c
b

6.4.5

The strain energy per unit area in the uniformly deformed composite section ahead of
the crack tip is therefore
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Ga =

Fr

2(R + H + h − ∆ ⋅ h )

2

6.4.6

where ∆ is a coefficient determining the position of the neutral axis of a composite
given by 6.2.2.
The strain energy release rate can now be determined using
G = G a − Gb

6.4.7

The above calculation assumes plane stress conditions, whereas the specimens were in
general wide, and better modeled as a plane strain. For a wide simple beam section, the
flexural rigidity is given by (Williams 1973)

Fs − p − strain =

Ed 3
12 1 − ν 2

(

)

(

)

6.4.8

The factor of 1 − ν 2 will propagate through the above calculation in a simple fashion,
as long as the Poisson’s ratios for the two materials in the composite sections are
sufficiently similar.

6.5

Elastic-plastic incremental plasticity model

6.5.1 Incremental plasticity

To properly model the deformation of the epoxy overlay, plastic deformation and the
contributions of radial stress gradients must inevitably be introduced. In this first part
of section 6.5 is presented a short summary of Prandtl-Reuss incremental plasticity. In
the later sections the resulting equations are used as part of an iterative model to solve
for the plastically deformed state of the overlay. Plastic mechanics is covered in many
texts such as by Dieter (Dieter 1988) or Mendelson (Mendelson 1983), and so just some
key expressions are presented below.
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Basic incremental plasticity assumes that plastic flow is driven by the stress deviator,
and not by the hydrostatic or mean stress. This simple assumption is considered to give
good results for metals, but is less true for some polymers and geological materials.
The stress deviator represents the shear components of the total stress, thus

S ij = σ ij − δ ij

σ kk
3

6.5.1.1

The Levi-Mises (and Prandtl-Reuss) equation says that a plastic strain increment dε ijP
relates to the deviatric stress Sij, through a proportionality constant dλ,
dε ijP = S ij dλ

6.5.1.2

It is convenient to represent states of stress or strain using invariant functions. Such
functions allow direct comparison of a complex stress or strain state with a material
state equivalent to some position on a uniaxial tensile curve.

Thus the invariant

function may be used to determine whether plastic flow is occurring for the complex
stress state based on simple tensile test results. Commonly used invariant functions for
plastic deformation are the effective stress and plastic strain (Dieter 1988).

The

effective stress is proportional to the octahedral stress and related to the second
invariant of the stress deviator tensor, while the effective elastic strain increment is
proportional to the octahedral plastic strain increment

[

2
(dε xP − dε yP ) 2 + (dε yP − dε zP ) 2 + (dε zP − dε xP ) 2 + 6(dε xyP ) 2 + 6(dε yzP ) 2 + 6(dε zxP ) 2
3

dε p =

P
= 2dγ oct

6.5.1.3

σe =
=

3
2

[(σ
2

1

2

x

− σ y ) 2 + (σ y − σ z ) 2 + (σ z − σ x ) 2 + 6σ xy + 6σ yz2 + 6σ zx2

]

1/ 2

6.5.1.4

τ oct = 3 J 2
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]

1/ 2

Substituting the effective plastic strain and stress into 6.5.1.2 and solving for the
constant dλ gives

dλ =

3 dε p
2 σe

6.5.1.5

Now 6.5.1.5 can be substituted back into 6.5.1.2 giving

dε ijP =

3 dε P
S ij
2 σe

6.5.1.6

or

dε xP =

dε P
σe

dε xyP =

dε P
τ xy
σe

dε yzP =

dε P
τ yz
σe

dε zxP =

dε P
τ zx
σe

1


σ x − 2 (σ y + σ x )


dε 
1

dε yP = P σ y − (σ x + σ z )
2
σe 

dε 
1

dε zP = P σ z − (σ x + σ y )
2
σe 


To find the total strain, the above plastic strains are added to the elastic strain.
dε ij = dε ijE + dε ijP

6.5.1.7

6.5.2 System equations of state and boundary conditions

In cylindrical coordinates the equations relating stress with strain are
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1
[σ r − ν (σ θ + σ z )] + ε rP
E
1
ε θ = [σ θ − ν (σ z + σ r )] + ε θP
E
1
ε z = [σ z − ν (σ r + σ θ )] + ε zP
E

εr =

6.5.2.1

where for the roll test system, r, θ and z are principle axis
It is assumed that ahead of the crack tip, the epoxy resin is in a state of plane strain, and
has axial symmetry. The local axial strain is determined by the distance from the
system neutral axis and the radial distance from the axis of symmetry. Some boundary
conditions are therefore

εz = 0

6.5.2.2

h

 +d

ε θ (d ) = ln 2
+ 1
h+R 


2


6.5.2.3

where h is the thickness of the steel, R is radial distance from the axis of symmetry to
the base of the steel, and d is the distance from top of the steel. Note log or natural
strain is used for this calculation.
Since the curvature may be significant a radial equilibrium equation is also written
dσ r σ θ − σ r
−
=0
dr
r

6.5.2.4

This system of equations must be solved simultaneously through the thickness of the
epoxy overlay.
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6.5.3 Discretization and solution scheme

The iterative scheme used here is based on a general scheme suggested by Mendelson
(Mendelson 1983), who credits Ilyshin (Ilyshin 1943) with the first use of an iterative
scheme to solve plastic flow problems.
The approach used for this system is to solve for successive thin layers of the epoxy,
overlay using the previous layer solution as the estimate for the state of the next layer.
The center of the steel substrate is assumed to be the neutral axis position. Initially
dummy layers within the steel propagating from the neutral axis position are used to
arrive at a satisfactory solution for the first real layer of epoxy on top of the steel. The
scheme shown below is not necessarily the fastest converging, or even guaranteed to
converge, but it was found to converge in manner satisfactory for implementation into a
C program running on an unexceptional desktop personal computer. Equations that are
shaded appear in the code, whereas the unshaded equations do not.
Firstly the radius of the dummy layers are given by

r i = ∆rd ⋅ i + R +

1
h
2

6.5.3.1

where R is the radius of curvature of at the base of the steel substrate, h is its thickness
and ∆rd =

h
, where n is the number of dummy layers to be used in incrementing
2n

toward the state of the first true layer.
In the “true” layers
r j = ∆rt ⋅ j + R + h

with ∆rt =

6.5.3.2

H
, where H is the thickness of the epoxy overlay and m is the number of
m

layers to be used in the calculation.
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The i and j indices refer to the dummy and true layer number respectively. Below is
described the scheme using just i.
The algorithm relies on reasonable initial guess values of small plastic strain increments
at each step. The guess inputs are simply the increments for the previous layer:

∆ε kP ,i = ∆ε kP ,i −1

6.5.3.3

σ ki = σ ki −1

with some arbitrary small value for the 1st increment, or if the previous increment has no
negligible plastic strain. Using the previous layer’s increment is fairly safe as the strain
increases only gradually from the middle of the steel substrate.
The boundary conditions that remain fixed within each layer for all iterations are

ε zi = 0

6.5.3.4


h
 
 ri −  + R  
2
 + 1
ε θi = ln


h
+R


2



6.5.3.5

Now is begun the iterative stage of the algorithm. The estimate of the total plastic strain
in each dimension is based on the previous strain and the estimate for the increment in
plastic strain.

ε P ,i θ = ε θ

P ,i −1

+ ∆ε θP

ε P ,i r = ε r

P ,i −1

+ ∆ε θP

ε

P ,i −1

+ ∆ε

P ,i

z

= εz

6.5.3.6

P
θ

Then the estimate of the stresses is improved. The radial stress equation shown earlier
is discretized giving an increment in radial stress across the element dependent on the
previous values for radial and axial stress, and the current estimates for those stresses.
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(

) (

)

σ i −σ i 
1  σ i −1 − σ i −1
∆σ ri = −  r i −1 θ + r i θ  ⋅ ∆r i
2
r
r


6.5.3.7

where it is assumed that the radial stress varies in an approximate first order fashion
across the layer. The improved estimate for the radial stress at the edge of the layer is

σ ri = σ ri −1 + ∆σ ri

6.5.3.8

In cylindrical coordinates the stress-strain relations given in equation 6.5.2.1 become

[

]

[

]

[

]

1 i
σ r − ν (σ θi + σ zi ) + ε rP ,i −1 + ∆ε rP , i
E
1
εθi = σ θi − ν (σ zi + σ ri ) + εθP ,i −1 + ∆εθP ,i
E
1
ε zi = σ zi − ν (σ ri + σ θi ) + ε zP , i −1 + ∆ε zP ,i
E

ε ri =

6.5.3.9

Manipulating the above stress-strain relations (equation 6.5.3.8) into terms of z and θ
stresses gives the estimate for those stresses as

σ θi = E (ε θi − (ε θP ,i −1 + ∆ε θP ,i ) ) + ν (σ ri + σ zi )
σ zi = E (ε zi − (ε zP ,i −1 + ∆ε zP ,i ) ) + ν (σ θi + σ ri )

6.5.3.10

where for the first iteration σ z and σ ϑ from the previous layer are used. Estimates for
the total strains may now be made. Equation 6.5.3.10 and 6.5.3.8 may now be used to
estimate the radial strain (recalling that the other two strain components are boundary
conditions) using

ε ri =

[

]

1 i
σ r − ν (σ θi + σ zi ) + ε rP ,i −1 + ∆ε rP ,i
E

6.5.3.12

The other two strains are boundary conditions 6.5.3.4 and 6.5.3.5 respectively.
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Having estimated the plastic strains and the stresses for the current layer, an estimate
can be made for the increment in effective strain increment and the effective stress.
From equation 6.5.1.3, the estimate for the current effective plastic strain increment is

∆ε Pi =

[

2
(∆ε rP ,i − ∆ε θP ,i ) 2 + (∆ε θP ,i − ∆ε zP ,i ) 2 + ( ∆ε zP ,i − ∆ε rP ,i ) 2
3

]

1/ 2

6.5.3.11

So, the effective plastic strain is now

ε Pi = ε Pi −1 + ∆ε Pi

6.5.3.12

The effective plastic strain is related to the yield curve to determine the effective stress
(see Figure 37). Note that when the effective plastic strain is zero or less, the effective
stress is set equal to σ 0 , the yield stress.
effective stress, σe
yield stress,

effective strain
effective plastic strain, εp

Figure 37 Relationship between effective strain and effective plastic strain through
yield curve
At this point in the iteration a convergence test was performed that compared the mises
stress with the mises stress for the previous increment, and also the effective strain with
the effect strain with the previous increment.
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The new estimates of the plastic strain increments are determined using Prandtl-Reuss
equations, and the conservation of plastic flow.

∆ε rP ,i =

∆ε Pi
σ ei

 i 1 i
i 
σ r − 2 σ θ + σ z 

∆ε θP ,i =

∆ε Pi
σ ei

 i 1 i
i 
σ θ − 2 σ z + σ r 

(

(

)

)

6.5.3.13

∆ε zP ,i = − ∆ε θP ,i − ∆ε rP ,i
where ∆ε kP ,i represents a small change in plastic strain in the plastic strain in the k axis,
for layer i, such that
N

ε kP = ∑ ∆ε kP ,i

6.5.3.14

i =0

Equation 6.5.3.14 is true because for this simple geometry each discretization layer also
represents a solution step, such that the sum of increments for all the layers up to the
present layer equals the total plastic strain of the current layer.
If the convergence test failed, then the above estimates are carried into the next iteration
for that physical layer of material, else they are carried on to the next layer.

6.5.4 Work

Once the solution has converged for that layer, some accounting is done of the work.
The infinitesimal increment in total work density performed is
dW = σ mn dε mn

6.5.4.1

The plastic component is
P
dW P = σ mn dε mn

6.5.4.2
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The work density stored as elastic energy, available to drive crack propagation is
therefore
dW e = dW − dW P

6.5.4.3

The total and plastic work is accounted in the iterative scheme using
1
1

∆WTi =  (σ ri + σ ri −1 )(ε ri − ε ri −1 ) + (σ θi + σ θi −1 )(ε θi − ε θi −1 ) ∆r
2
2

1
1
1

∆WPi =  (σ ri + σ ri −1 )(∆ε rP ,i ) + (σ θi + σ θi −1 )(∆ε θP ,i ) + (σ zi + σ zi −1 )(∆ε zP ,i ) ∆r
2
2
2

∆Wei = ∆WTi − ∆WPi
n =i

WTi = ∑ ∆WTn
n =1
n =i

WPi = ∑ ∆WPn
n =1

n =i

Wei = ∑ ∆Wen
n =1

WT =

i = layers

∑W

i
T

i =1

WP =

i = layers

∑W

i
P

i =1

We =

i = layers

∑W

i
e

6.5.4.4

i =1

where it can be seen that in each layer the work quantities include the total work done
on the previous layer, plus a small increment of additional work due primarily to the
increased strain in the θ direction. Note that this does not apply to first true layer of
epoxy, where the work due the previous dummy layer is included, but not earlier
dummy layers. The final strain energy release rate estimate is given by We.
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6.6

Simple model containing first order plasticity

The previous incremental scheme is a little more complex than is generally desirable for
practical implementation of an adhesion test, although it is not overly difficult to
program. In practice, acceptance of a test is more likely if that the mechanics are be
able to be understood and implemented by non-specialists, who may not have access to
tools other than a spreadsheet. For this reason is included in this study a first order
plasticity model, which in most cases gives reasonable correlations with the more
complex models (as shown in chapter 9).
Again it is assumed

∆≈

H 1
+
h 2

6.6.1

giving for the strain
h

 +d 
 , where d varies from 0 to H
ε θ (d ) =  2
 h + R


2


6.6.2

In this model strains in other dimensions are ignored so the θ subscript is dropped. The
material unloads along some gradient Eu , which is referred to as the unloading
modulus. From Figure 38 the available strain energy density for plane stress can be
written as

Ed (ε ) =

σ (ε )
2 Eu

2

6.6.3

Eu is preferably the unloading modulus, but may the Young’s modulus might be used
instead, depending the material and available test tools.
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Epoxy mechanical model: stress=E*strain*(1-D1*strain)/(1+D2*strain)
y=(6.220423e+008)*x*(1-(-3.083405)*x)/(1+(41.49128)*x)
1.8e7
1.6e7

Loading

1.4e7

Stress (Pa)

1.2e7

Energy
Released

1e7
8e6

Unloading

6e6
4e6
2e6
0

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Strain

Figure 38 Energy release model for the epoxy resin overlay
For the case of plane strain loading the energy contribution due to constraint of the
sample along the width of the substrate must be included. The radial stress contribution
will be assumed to be small. For the elastic case this solution gives

Ed (d ) =

E ε (d )
2 1 −ν 2
2

6.6.4

In practice, for steel substrates of the order of 0.5mm thick, and epoxy overlays ranging
from 1 to 3mm thick, the strains are under 5% and the effective Poisson’s ratio is less
than 1/2, so we are able to make an approximation specific to this model. That is, the
energy stored due to the Poisson’s contraction resisted under the plane strain
assumption, may be decoupled from the energy stored due to the first principle strain
due to bending. Following the Tayler series expansion
1
= 1 + x 2 + x 4 + .... + x 2 n
2
1− x

6.6.5

the available strain energy density for the elastic case (equation 6.6.4) may be
approximated as
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Eε (d )
Ed (d ) =
1 +ν 2
2
2

(

)

6.6.6

and so for the elastic-plastic case

Ed (d ) =

(

1
σ (ε (d ))2 + σ (νε (d ))2
2 Eu

)

6.6.7

While under the Mises yield criteria, the plane strain constraint changes the yield strain
in the principle bending plane, it is assumed here that the extent of this change is small.
The strain energy release rate is generated by integrating the above energy density
quantity (equation 6.6.7) over the thickness of the overlay giving
H

G = ∫ Ed b (d ) + Ed p (d )dd

6.6.8

0

or

H

1
G=
σ (ε (d ))2 + σ (ν ⋅ ε (d ))2 dd
∫
2 Eu 0
where the b and p subscripts refer to bending and Poisson’s respectively.
Explicit solutions are given below for some simple tensile yield curves. In other cases
such as the bi-linear yield curve used in chapter 9, a numerical integration is required.
Case 1: Exponential Strain Hardening

σ (ε ) = A ⋅ ε n
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Gb =

2n
  h + 2H  2n  4H
A2
h  h  h

+
−






4 E u (1 + 2n )   r   2 1+ 2 n 2 2 n   r   2 2 n

 



2n
  h + 2 H  2n  4H
A2
h   h  h

+
Gp =
ν
 
 − ν  
4 Eu (1 + 2n )  
r   21+ 2 n 2 2 n   r   2 2 n

 



where
G = Gb + G p

6.6.9

Case 2:

σ (ε ) =

Eε
1 + Dε

(

(

)

) 

 2 DHr + HD 2 h + 2 D 2 H 2 − 2r 2 − 4r 2 + 2rDh + 4rDH ln(2r + Dh + 2 DH )

(2r + Dh + 2 DH )
E2 
Gb =
3 
2 Eu D
(r + (2r + Dh ) ln(2r + Dh ))
 + r
(2r + Dh )








2
2
2 2 2
2
2

  2νDHr + ν HD h + 2ν D H − 2r −  4r + 2νrDh + 4νrDH  ln (2r + νDh + 2νDH ) 




E 2 

r
Dh
DH
(
)
2
ν
2
ν
+
+
G =
p

2νE D 3 
u
 + r (r + (2r + νDh ) ln (2r + νDh ))



(2r + νDh)



where
G = Gb + G p

6.6.10
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Case 3: Elastic solution

σ (ε ) = Eε

G=

(

EH 3h 2 + 6hH + 4 H 2 + 3ν 2 h 2 + 6ν 2 hH + 4ν 2 H 2
6(h + 2 R )

2

)

6.6.11

The Case 2 material model case is found to provide an adequate fit to the Ceiba-Geigy
K106 epoxy when cured at intermediate temperatures and is used in Study 1 from
chapter 10 to generate estimates of strain energy release rate. The elastic version of this
simple model (case 3) is used to generate comparisons with the other models in chapter
9. The elastic solution is not generally worth using since the model from 6.3 is an exact
elastic solution for the same general model assumptions, but the case is included here
for completeness.
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7 Other Test Considerations
7.1

Strain rate and sample contact position during test

7.1.1 Analysis

In chapter 4, it was shown that the epoxy overlay has rate dependent mechanical
properties, so it is reasonable to expect that the critical radius Rc will to some extent be
rate dependent. In this section is presented a thin beam analysis (inspired by the
analysis of the peel test by Kim and Aravas (Kim and Aravas 1988)) to determine the
profile of the sample as it approaches the roll. In the second stage of the analysis the
sample profile, the speed of the sample and the relationship between strain and
curvature is used to determine the strain rate of the epoxy resin near the crack-tip as a
function of sample dimensions and stiffness, sample tension, and roll radius.
M+dM
dθ
N+dN
dS
dθ
N
R
T
M

Figure 39 Thin beam element
Consider the beam element in Figure 39. The equilibrium equations for the element of
beam are

dT N
− =0
dS R

7.1.1
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dN T
+ =0
dS R

7.1.2

dM
+N =0
dS

7.1.3

where T is the tension through the element, N is the shear stress, and M is the moment,
all relative to one face of the element. S is the length of the element.
Eliminating N gives

dT dM 1
+
=0
dS dS R

7.1.4

which after integrating gives

T+

M
M
+ ∫ 2 dR = K
R
R

7.1.5

where K is a constant.

Assuming there are no residual stresses, we can substitute M =

EI
, where EI is the
R

flexural rigidity, giving
T+

EI
=K
2R 2

7.1.6

If the beam is a composite system, then an appropriate composite flexural rigidity must
be substituted for EI, such as that given for the beam theory analysis of the test in
chapter 6.4.
From equilibrium considerations taken from Figure 40 we can write
T = P cos(φ − θ )

7.1.7

N = P sin(φ − θ )

7.1.8
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S=0

θ

φ

P
Figure 40 Thin beam and roll

If the sample is long, then at the bottom
conditions for θ =

π
1
≈ 0 and φ ≈ . Substituting these boundary
R
2

π
we find that P = K and can now write the governing parametric
2

equation

P(sin θ − 1) +

EI
=0
2R 2

7.1.9

Rearranging for R gives
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R=

EI
2 P(1 − sin θ )

7.1.10

Consider now the strain in the roll test sample. The strain along the sample is given by

ε=

∆⋅h − H + d
R + h + H − ∆⋅h

7.1.11

where ∆ is a factor defined in equation 6.2.2 and relates the dimensions and elastic
moduli to the position of the neutral axis. H is the thickness of the epoxy resin and h is
the thickness of the steel. Alternatively, if the neutral axis is close to the center of the
h

 +d 

steel then the strain may be given by ε =  2
 h + R


2


The strain rate in the beam as it approaches the roll can be written in the form
dε dε dR dθ dS
=
⋅
⋅
⋅
dt dR dθ dS dt

7.1.12

The task then to find the expressions for each of the terms in equation 7.1.12. Consider
now Figure 41, where from the geometry we observe

α +θ =

π
2

7.1.13

In the region where the strip is in contact with the roll, the beam and roll closely
conform, so from dS = R ⋅ dα and equation 7.1.13 can be written

dS = − Rroll ⋅ dθ

7.1.14
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θ

dα
α
R

Figure 41 Relationship between roll radius and strip position
Note that beyond the point of first contact with the roll, the strain rate becomes zero, as
the strip is constrained by the roll.

Also, beyond the point of first contact, the

circumferential speed of the roll and the strip are identical giving

dS
=v
dt

7.1.15

where v is the speed of the strip, and for the apparatus described in chapter 3, is also
identical to the speed of the cross-head pulling the drive strap.

The

dR
term may be found by differentiating equation 7.1.10 giving
dθ

dR R 3 P
=
1 − sin 2 θ
EI
dθ

(

)

1

2

7.1.16
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7.1.9 may be substituted into 7.1.16 to eliminate θ giving the derivative in terms of R,
and also EI must be replaced with the flexural rigidity multiplied by the sample width,
b⋅Fr (from equation 6.4.5), since the specimen is a composite

dR R 3 ⋅ P
b ⋅ Fr 

1 − 1 −
=
2 
dθ b ⋅ Fr
 2P ⋅ R 

Finally, the

2

7.1.17

dε
term may be found by differentiating 7.1.11. As we are interested in
dR

the strain rate as the sample closely approaches the roll, and 7.1.14 is in terms of Rroll
only, we exchange R for Rroll in equations 7.1.15 and 7.1.17 before substituting them
and 7.1.14 into 7.1.12. The resulting expression below gives the strain rate of the
sample just before contact with the roll

2

2

dε
b ⋅ Fr  P ⋅ Rroll
(∆ ⋅ h − H + d )


=
⋅ 1 − 1 −
2
 ⋅ b ⋅ Fr ⋅ v
dt ( Rroll + h + H − ∆ ⋅ h) 2
 2 Rroll ⋅ P 

7.1.18a

or, for the case where the neutral axis is close to the center of the substrate
h
2
+d
2

b ⋅ Fr  P ⋅ Rroll
dε
2


=
⋅ 1 − 1 −
⋅
⋅v
2
2
b ⋅ Fr
dt  h
2 Rroll P 


 + Rroll 
2


7.1.18b

To determine the strain rate in the epoxy near the crack tip at the instant when the crack
stops propagating (ignoring effects due to crack tip stress field) insert Rroll ≈ Rc .

7.1.2 Discussion

In Table 2 at the end of this section is shown θ, overlay strain, and strain rates
calculated using equation 7.1.18a for a range of test conditions, and the trends in these
values are shown plotted a function of roll radius in Figure 42. A base case of 0.5mm
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steel with 2mm epoxy is used and is typical of the type of samples used in this thesis.
The table shows the effect of changing each of the main variables on strain rate and
contact position.
In general, the largest effects on strain rate and contact position shown in Table 2
occurred when large changes were made to the overall stiffness of the sample. When
stiffness is increased, the sample wraps further around the roll before making contact (θ
is reduced) and the strain rate just before contact is reduced. For example, altering the
modulus of the overlay from 1GPa to 2GPa has minimal impact on overall flexural
rigidity and thus on strain rate and contact position. However changing the thickness of
the overlay from 2mm to 2.25mm has a significant effect on the flexural rigidity and
thus has a larger effect on strain rate and contact position. Similarly, increasing the
thickness of the substrate or the width of the sample has significant effects on strain
rate. Increased sample tension and roll radius are also significant in effect, with both
increasing the strain rate and causing much earlier contact with the roll.
As the variable radius roll turns presenting an increasing radius of curvature to the
sample, the contact position θ asymptotes toward 90°, the value expected for a beam
with zero stiffness. This type of asymptoting behavior was seen in the calibration curve
(Figure 23 from chapter 3), where the actual contact position in radius units was further
along the roll at a position of lower radius than would be expected for a low stiffness
beam. A consequence of this radius dependent variation from the ideal 90° position is
that the crack driving speed is actually slightly faster than the cross-head speed.
The model from the previous section is able to predict the behavior of the strip for θ
down to –90°. At less than –90° the beam is too stiff for the specified radius and
tension, and does not conform to the roll (with the model predicting a complex strain
rate at the specified radius boundary). When the beam is too stiff, the sample is likely
lifting as shown in Figure 43 where there is only a small area of contact between the
reinforced section of sample and the roll.

This sample lifting behavior was seen

experimentally for specimens with thick (3mm) overlays, and to lesser extent for thinner
samples, when there was insufficient sample tension. The radius above which sample is
calculated to be able to conform to the roll (and thus allowing the model to generate an
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estimate of strain rate), is plotted as a function of overlay thickness in Figure 44 where a
fairly linear relationship is seen to occur.
It is interesting to consider whether any transition in failure mode can be observed
experimentally, that could be attributed to the shift between good conformation with the
roll ahead of the crack tip, and near point contact only ahead of the crack tip. The main
categories of fracture surfaces observed experimentally, were smooth and banded
surfaces. Smooth fracture surfaces tended to occur when the crack propagated within
the topcoat. Banded fracture surfaces occurred when the crack plane oscillated between
within the topcoat and at the topcoat/primer interface. Typically, once the sample was
mounted and the crack initiated, a noticeable length of smooth fracture surface would
occur before making a transition to the banded mode of failure. In chapter 11.3, the roll
radius position at which the failure mode transition occurs was recorded and correlated
with some main test variables (chapter 11, Table 22). Of the variables considered
(epoxy batch, paint color, overlay thickness and crack speed), overlay thickness was
found to be highly significant, with an increase in epoxy overlay thickness from 1.5mm
to 2mm, increasing the radius at which banded propagation is seen to initiate by around
20mm (with a 95% CI suggesting around ±7mm uncertainty), from an average of
around 41mm to about 61mm. For comparison, the model in the previous section for
similar dimensions and properties finds the limiting radius for conformation shifting
between 42mm and 52mm with the same increase in overlay thickness (from Figure 44).
Also interesting to consider is how equation 7.1.18 might help to understand the
relationship between crack driving speed and critical radius. Critical radius results from
the test were found possibly to be rate dependent in sections 11.2.3 and 11.3.3, while in
section 11.4.4 a clear trend of increasing critical radius with loading rate was observed.
Measurements of the epoxy material properties in chapter 4 suggested that while the
modulus of the epoxy overlay might be somewhat rate dependent, most of the effect of
strain rate is to increase the yield stress. From the models in chapter 6 and the finite
element results from chapter 9, it is thought that yield occurs in the top section of the
overlay during testing reducing the stiffness of the sample. Equation 7.1.18 says that
for a rate dependent material, strain rate is influenced in a complex manner by both
crack driving speed, and the effect of radius on stiffness. However from Table 2, the
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effect of a change in overlay modulus on strain rate is very small, so in practice strain
rate is directly proportional to crack driving speed and so strain energy release rate is
increased directly through the effect of loading rate (and therefore strain rate) on yield
stress. The other dimension to the effect of crack driving speed on critical radius is the
effect of higher strain rates around the crack tip, where it is expected that higher crack
tip strain rates, and therefore higher crack tip yield stresses, would reduce the critical
strain energy rate. So the cumulative effect of high average crack speed is of higher
yield stress increasing the available stored energy and also reducing critical strain
energy release rate of the system, thus increasing the critical radius of the test.
The effect of crack driving speed on strain rate (and therefore critical radius) is not
constant in time. From the assumption of constant crack driving speed in the model, a
variation in strain rate in the overlay as a function of roll radius is predicted, with
overlay strain rate peaking somewhere in the middle of the test (at around 70mm radius
units for our base case, as shown in Figure 42). For a highly rate dependent system this
could have some confounding effect, with the “effective” Rc possibly being higher
during the middle of roll than at lower or higher roll radius positions. In other words,
for a low strain rate that might occur at low roll radius, the critical radius Rc (for that
strain rate) might also be quite low. However as the roll radius increases, so does the
strain rate in the overlay and therefore also the critical radius Rc for that increased strain
rate. The simplest method to manage this variation is to not include results outside
certain thresholds. For example, for the case shown in Figure 42, only results from just
below 60mm through to around 110mm might be included for direct comparison.
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Figure 42 Roll angle at first contact point and strain rate as a function of first contact
radius for base case shown in Table 2 where E2=1GPa, H=2mm, v=200mm/min and
P/b=15N/mm and the substrate is 0.5mm steel.
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Figure 43 Sample point contact on the variable radius roll ahead of the crack tip
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Figure 44 Radius after which sample is able to conform to roll, and after which model
is able to estimate strain rate, as a function of overlay thickness. Overlay modulus
1GPa, width 20mm, substrate 0.5mm thick steel. The 300N case is typical of the
experiments described in chapter 11 and chapter12.
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207GPa
207GPa
70GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa

E1 (overlay E2
modulus)
(substrate
modulus)
1Gpa
2Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa
1Gpa

0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.60mm#
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm

200mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min
400mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min
200mm/min

300N
300N
300N
300N
300N
300N
300N
600N
300N
300N

H (overlay h (substrate v
(crack P
thickness)
thickness ) speed)
(sample
tension)
2mm
2mm
2mm
2.25mm*
1.75mm
2mm
2mm
2mm
2mm
2mm

b
(sample
width)

-31.2°
-31.5°
29.0°
-56.8°
-13.5°
-78.1°
-31.3°
13.9°
-64.1°
26.9°

Rroll
(roll ε (strain dε/dt (strain θ
radius
at
at
top
of
rate
at
top
of
(point
on
point of first
over-lay)
overlay)
roll
of
contact)
first
contact)

3.44%/min
3.39%/min
10.17%/min
2.03%/min
4.30%/min
0.65%/min
6.89%/min
7.82%/min
1.41%/min
3.61%/min

60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
100mm

3.69%
3.65%
3.62%
4.10%
3.29%
3.78%
3.69%
3.69%
3.69%
2.22%

20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
25mm
20mm

*
For
overlay thickness H >2.37mm, the sample has θ<-90°, and the model fails.
For steel substrate thickness h>0.60mm, sample has θ<-90°, and the model fails.
#

Table 2 Peak strain rates and strains in the overlay for various test conditions. Base case is shown on first line, with one variable at a
time (highlighted in bold) altered on each following line.
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7.2

The effect of tension on G

In the models to calculate strain energy release rate described in chapter 6, sample
tension was neglected due to the assumption of high stiffness in tension of the steel
substrate. In this section that assumption is checked and showed to be correct for the
systems of interest in this work.
It is expected that once the tension applied to the sample is sufficient to constrain the
sample to the roll (no substantial lifting or buckling), changes in tension would have
little influence on the critical radius (and therefore Gc), for sample delamination. The
simplest model for tension assumes linear elasticity and simple tension, and ignores any
effects due to bending. Using such a model it is straightforward to show that the strain
energy release rate contribution from tension
Gt = G a − Gb

7.2.1

where

Ga =

P2
2b 2 E s h

Gb =

P2
2b 2 (E s h + E e H )

where P is the tension applied to the sample, b is the width of the sample, H is the
thickness of the epoxy overlay, h is the thickness of the steel substrate, Es is the elastic
modulus of the steel and Ee is the modulus of the epoxy overlay.
When the imposed radius of curvature is sufficiently small, or the thickness dimensions
sufficiently large, there is some variation in stored strain energy due to tension through
the thickness of the sample. To account for this variation in strain energy, consider first
the equilibrium extension of the substrate due to tension.
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Rc + h

P = b ∫ σ θ (r )dr
Rc

or
P=b

Rc + h

∫ Eεθ (r )dr

7.2.2

Rc

where σ θ (r ) and εθ (r ) are respectively the stress and strain in the plane of the sample,
as a function of radial position through the thickness of the sample.
The strain due to tension through the thickness of the sample will be roughly
proportional to its radius of curvature, so

P=b

Rc + h

∫E ε
s

c1

rdr

Rc

or
P = bε c1 E s

Rc + h

∫ rdr

7.2.3

Rc

where ε c1 is some constant relating strain due to tension with radius of curvature.
Similarly we can write the equilibrium expression for the composite section of sample
ahead of the crack tip the equivalent equilibrium expression as

Rc + h + H
 Rc + h

P = bε c 2  E s ∫ rdr + Ee ∫ rdr 
Rc
Rc + h



7.2.4

Taking the strain used in 7.2.3, the strain energy per unit area for the section behind the
crack tip is given by

Ga =

Rc + h

∫

Rc

1
2
E s (ε c1r ) dr
2

7.2.5
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and ahead of the crack tip from 7.2.4,

Gb =

Rc + h

∫

Rc

1
2
E s (ε c 2 r ) dr +
2

Rc + h + H

∫

Rc + h

1
2
E e (ε c 2 r ) dr
2

7.2.6

The strain constants, εc1 and εc2, may be solved directly by solving 7.2.3 and 7.2.4
giving a strain energy release rate due to the application of tension of
Gt = G a − Gb

7.2.8

where

Ga =

(

2 P 2 (Rc + h ) − Rc 3
3

3b h E s (2 Rc + h )
2

2

2

)

and

Gb =

( (

)

(

)

2 P 2 E s (Rc + h ) − Rc 3 + E e (Rc + h + H ) − (Rc + h )
2

(

3

2

3

3b 2 E s hRc + E s h + 2 E e HRc + 2 E e hH + Ee H

3

)

2 2

)

For reasonable values of sample dimensions and material properties, the two tension
models above give nearly identical results. They begin to differ noticeably when roll
radius is below 10mm, with epoxy overlay thickness above 2mm, and steel thickness
below 0.5mm.
A range of values relevant to the test as used are given below in Table 3 where the
direct effect of tension is shown to be small for a range of relevant test conditions. A
limit for the model occurs at low roll radius and thick overlay and substrate (less than
say 60mm for 0.6mm steel) where some substrate yielding is sometimes seen due the
severe bending that occurs as the crack tip lifts from the roll (see Figure 43 for the
geometry when this occurs). In such cases the direct effect of tension on strain energy
release rate is expected to be somewhat higher.
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The expected trend in strain energy release rate due to tension with roll radius is shown
in Figure 45, where the very gradual change is shown. The minimal effect on strain
energy release rate due to tension is generally supported by the experimental results
reported in section 11.2.3, and particularly section 11.4.3, where no statistically
significant effect due to tension was observed. The experimental data does hint perhaps
at a small positive effect of tension on Rc, which if later shown to be statistically
significant might be attributable to the effect of tension on overlay strain rate as
discussed in the previous chapter.
E1
(overlay)
N/m2

E2 (substrate)
N/m2

H (overlay)

h (substrate)

P
(tension)

b (sample
width)

R (critical
radius)

G

1Gpa
0.5Gpa
1GPa
1GPa
1GPa
1GPa
1GPa
1GPa
1GPa

207GPa
207GPa
70GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa
207GPa

2mm
2mm
2mm
2.25mm
1.75mm
1mm
1mm
1mm
1mm

0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.60mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm

300N
300N
300N
300N
300N
300N
600N
300N
300N

20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
25mm
20mm

60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
60mm
100mm

0.021J/m2
0.010J/m2
0.174J/m2
0.023 J/m2
0.018 J/m2
0.014 J/m2
0.082 J/m2
0.013 J/m2
0.021 J/m2

Table 3 Contribution to strain energy release rate due to tension for various test
conditions
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Figure 45 Effect of roll radius on contribution to strain energy release rate due to
tension for 2mm 1GPa overlay and 0.5mm steel substrate.
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7.3

Stress due to cure and thermal mismatch

An analysis of double cantilever specimens finds the effect of thermal mismatch
between an epoxy adhesive and metal adherends on specimen strain energy release rate
to be significant (Nairn 1999), and it is expected that mismatch stress would also have
some effect on the results of the roll test.
Sou and Hutchinson in their paper presenting a general analysis for bimaterial
specimens gave as an example a crack driven by thermal mismatch stress in a thin film
(Suo and Hutchinson 1990). Whilst that analysis in principle may be extended to
thicker films it presumed knowledge of the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients,
and ∆T, the difference between the stress free temperature and the final specimen
temperature.

For an epoxy based system, these values are unlikely to be known

accurately without some further investigation, since the thermal expansion coefficient of
the epoxy overlay is expected to be non-linear with temperature near the glass transition
temperature and there is a volume change during cure.
Many roll test samples after cooling then machining showed some small overall
curvature attributed to thermal mismatch between the epoxy resin and the steel. In this
section is suggested a simple one-dimensional approach based on a measurement of the
deflection of the curved sample to determine the contribution to G due to mismatch
stress. Also presented here is a method to calculate an approximate thermal expansion
coefficient based on the sample deflections, where results reasonably consistent with
those expected for epoxies are found.
Measurement of the radius of curvature is a technique used previously to estimate the
stress in coatings (Roche and Guillemenet 1999), and has even been used to estimate
stresses in successive layers of coatings in multiplayer systems (Boerman and Perera
1998). The analysis presented in those and other key prior works including (Stoney
1909) and (Timoshenko 1925) was noticed only after this section was derived, so
unfortunately this project has not benefited from all of the insights that might have been
derived those works.
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The radius of curvature due to mismatch between the overlay and substrate relates to the
deflection of the sample through

 L
D = Rm 1 − cos
 2 Rm



 



7.3.1

where deflection D, radius of curvature due to thermal mismatch stress Rm, and sample
length L are defined from Figure 46 below.

L

D

Rm

Figure 46 Bending of roll test sample due to thermal mismatch between overlay and
substrate. The sample is shown upside-down, with the substrate on top.
Rather than solving the above expression for Rm, the following approximate expression
may be used:

 L
D2 +  
 2
Rm =
2D

2

7.3.2

where L is the length of the sample and D is the deflection of the center of the sample
due to its curvature. The approximate expression may be checked by inserting Rm into
the first true expression.
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In the roll test specimen the moment is generated internally, and even when the sample
is “relaxed” in the bent state, considerable internal energy may be stored due to the
mismatch stresses. To determine the impact of the mismatch stress on the roll test an
estimate is derived for the associated strain state for the flattened sample. This strain
state may then be combined with the strain due to bending during the test to derive the
effect on G of the mismatch stress. To estimate the internal strain state, it is first
assumed that the epoxy overlay is simply stretched and attached as shown in Figure 47
below.

ε0

ε0

mismatch strain

ε2

final strain state

ε

Figure 47 Relationship between mismatch strain ε0 and final strain state of composite.

ε0 is the mismatch strain at room temperature that would occur if the overlay material
were cured on a pliable surface separate from the substrate. Roughly, ε0 relates to the
thermal expansion coefficient, CTE, of the two materials and the overlay cure
temperature through

ε 0 = (Tcure − Tambient )(CTE1 − CTE 2 )
or

ε 0 = ∆T ⋅ ∆CTE

7.3.3

In writing equation 7.3.3 for the epoxy it is assumed that the epoxy flows sufficiently
during cure to leave a low stress state after cure, and any residual volume change due to
cure is being lumped in with thermal expansion. Further, it is assumed that a linear
contraction occurs with lowering temperature as the sample cools.

The actual
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relationship between mismatch strain and CTE is not important in estimating the effect
of mismatch strain on the strain energy release rate of the sample during the roll test, as
CTE is not used in that calculation.
The mismatch strain relates to the respective final strain states of the flattened sample
through

ε 0 + ε1 = ε 2

7.3.4

where for most of the roll test samples, ε1 is a negative quantity.
When the sample is held flat, a force balance along the length of the sample relates the
strains to the sample properties through
hE1ε 1 + HE 2 ε 2 = 0

7.3.5a

or in terms of ε2

ε 2 = −ε 1

hE1
HE 2

7.3.5b

where ε1 and ε2 are the strain in the substrate and overlay respectively when the sample
is held flat.
The above strains cause the bending of the sample, which when equilibrium is achieved
gives a total moment of zero. Assuming that the presence of the compressive force in
the steel substrate does not shift the position of the neutral axis very much, the total
moment of zero can be related to strains for the flattened sample through
∆h

∆h − H


d 
d 


dd
M = 0 = w ⋅ E2 ∫ d ⋅  ε 2 −
dd + w ⋅ E1 ∫ d ⋅  ε1 −

R
R
m
m




∆h − H
∆h − H − h

7.3.6

Expanding 7.3.6 and substituting 7.3.5b to solve for ε1 gives
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ε1 =

(

(

)

(

− 2 E 2 H 3(∆h ) − 3H∆h + H 2 + E1 h h 2 − 6∆hH + 3(∆h ) + 3hH − 3∆h 2 + 3H 2
3 R m E1 h ( H + h )
2

2

))

7.3.7
The strains along the overlay and substrate when the sample is forced flat may be used
to estimate a strain energy release rate for the flattened sample using

Gm =

(

1 2
ε 1 E1 h + ε 2 2 E 2 H
2

)

7.3.8

Finally, ε0 calculated using 7.3.4 may be used to estimate the thermal expansion
coefficient of the overlay with 7.3.3 giving

CTE 2 =

ε 0 + CTE1 ⋅ ∆T
∆T

7.3.9

The above analysis assumes the stress resulting from the cure process is uniaxial
whereas it is actually biaxial resulting in the equation 7.3.8 underestimating the effect of
mismatch stress somewhat.
Some experimental results for CTE2 derived using equation 7.3.9, and its effect on
strain energy release rate are presented in chapter 10.4, where estimated CTE2 was
found to increase with epoxy overlay thickness from around 23x10-6 for the 1mm
overlay thickness cases up to around 34x10-6 for the 3mm overlay cases. Epoxy is
generally considered to have a CTE in the order of 50x10-6 (Ashby and Jones 1981).
The trend in calculated CTE with thickness might be associated with the damage to a
thin surface layer of overlay that occurs with machining of the sample.
The relationship between CTE and other properties is not as intuitive as might be
expected (see Figure 48). For example, to achieve a given mismatch radius, lower
CTEs are generally required for larger overlay modulus over the modulus range of
interest. However the relationship between overlay thickness, modulus and CTE for a
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given mismatch radius is more complex with the CTE trend with thickness depending
on modulus. The explanation for this effect lies probably with the conflict between
increased overlay thickness providing more material to drive the deformation of the
substrate, yet also requiring additional energy to bend itself. In the case of a thin film
overlay, little such trade off would exist as the elastic energy stored in the overlay is
dominated by tension or compression of the film, not bending. Increased overlay
thickness, so long as it remains a thin film, would simply increase the moment applied
to the substrate in proportion to the overlay thickness. However as the overlay becomes
thick compared to the substrate, the bending causes some relief of the energy stored
from tension, but also increases the bending energy stored in the overlay. Thus when
the overlay modulus is sufficiently high, a thicker sample actually requires a higher
CTE to achieve the same bending radius than a thinner one, due to the additional energy
required to bend the overlay.
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Overlay CTE
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6.0E-05

CTE,
H=1mm

5.0E-05

CTE,
H=2mm

4.0E-05

CTE,
H=3mm

3.0E-05
2.0E-05
1.0E-05
0.0E+00
0.0E+00

1.0E+09

2.0E+09

3.0E+09

4.0E+09

5.0E+09

Overlay modulus (Pa)

Figure 48 CTE of overlay vs overlay modulus assuming mismatch radius is 3.75m, and
substrate is 0.5mm steel. Note variable trend with overlay thickness H.
To make an estimate of the effect of the mismatch stress on the strain energy release
rate of the roll test, the strain in the overlay due to mismatch (in the flat sample) will be
added to the strain due to bending during testing and solve the strain energy release rate
for a simple elastic material. Following the method from chapter 6.3, and assuming that
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the neutral axis is at the center of the substrate, the total strain along the overlay as a
function of position d through its thickness at a given moderate roll radius R to a first
order approximation is

ε (d ) ≈

h + 2d
+ ε2
h + 2R

7.3.10

Assuming plane strain and no contribution due to radial stresses, the stored energy
density for the elastic overlay material is

E d (d ) =

E 2 ⋅ ε (d )
2(1 − ν 2 )

2

7.3.11

From the results in section 7.2, the energy released from the substrate is low due to its
high stiffness in tension and its constraint to the roll during testing, so the strain energy
release rate of the test may be given by
H

G = ∫ E d (d ) ⋅ dd
0

or expanded to
G = E2 H ⋅

(12Hε R + 12ε
2

2
2

2

2

R 2 + 3ε 2 h 2 + 6hε 2 h 2 + 3h 2 + 6hH + 4 H 2 + 12hε 2 R + 12ε 2 hR + 6 Hε 2 h
2
6(h + 2 R ) 1 − ν 2
7.3.12

(

)

)

Equation 7.3.12 is plotted as a function of CTE2 for a single roll test critical radius value
in Figure 49. The general impact of a CTE mismatch between the overlay and substrate
on test strain energy release is lower for thicker overlays than for thinner overlays, at the
given typical roll radius.
Of course in practice different thickness overlays produce quite different critical roll
radii. An example the effect of mismatch stress on test strain energy release rate
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calculated for experimental data is shown in Figure 79 of chapter 10.4, where ε2 is
added to equation 6.2.3 before using the case 2 model from section 6.6 to calculate
strain energy release rate. The effect of mismatch stress shown in Figure 79 from
chapter 10 was to increase critical strain energy release rate 1.3%±0.7% (95%CI),
2.4%±1.1% and 4.8%±2.9% for 1mm, 2mm and 3mm respectively. If the outliers for
the 3mm overlay case are ignored then the effect of mismatch stress at that thickness
drops to around 3%, largely eliminating any clear trend in mismatch stress effect with
overlay thickness on G.

The associated mismatch stresses in the overlay for the

flattened sample were respectively 0.9±0.5MPa, 1.1±0.4MPa and 1.8±0.8MPa for the
three thickness’.
When the corresponding mismatch stresses for the steel were applied to the Sou and
Hutchinson residual stress model (Suo and Hutchinson 1990), strain energy release rates
much lower that those calculated from the above beam style model were found,
suggesting an inconsistency between the two methods that was not able to be resolved.
However when applying the mismatch stresses (multiplied by the respective section
thickness’) as force boundary conditions to the equations in their review paper
(Hutchinson and Suo 1991), results generally within 20% of the strain energy release
rates calculated for the flattened sample (equation 7.3.8) were obtained.
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Figure 49 Increase in roll test with overlay CTE, at 50mm critical radius. ∆T =65°C,
1GPa overlay modulus, 0.5mm steel substrate with CTE=11.7x10-6. G calculated
assuming linear elastic material properties

7.4

Crack stability

The crack stability as a function of radius has an impact on the statistics produced by the
test. A test (and mechanical property combination) that generates only a small change
in G from a large change in roll radius will suffer poor coverage of G. For the opposite
case of large change in G with small change in roll radius, the test may generate overly
noisy estimates of G. To give an indication of how G and its derivative changes with
roll radius, a case representative of many of the experiments discussed in chapter 11
(2mm overlay with representative material properties) was applied to the approximate
simple plasticity model (equation 6.6.10 from chapter 6). This model was used to
estimate strain energy release rate and its derivative with the results shown in Figure 50
and Figure 51 respectively. The derivative was taken with respect to roll radius, but the
crack length is roughly linear with roll radius so the interpretation is quite similar (see
Figure 23 from chapter 3). The graphs are plotted between 30mm and 130mm roll
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radius, which is indicative of the range of radii available from the roll used with the
automated roll test.
The main observation to be made from the charts below is that the involute curve
chosen for the test generates a very wide range of crack stability (from –20000J/m3 up
to –2000J/m3) over a relatively small range of G (from around 80 to 350J/m2). The
impact of such a variation is uncertain, but it may have some bearing on the increasing
tendency toward banded fracture surfaces with larger radius observed in chapter 11.
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Figure 50 Effect of roll radius on strain energy release rate. 2mm, 1.08GPa overlay
with shape factor D=36.9, on 0.5mm steel substrate
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Figure 51 Effect of roll radius on derivative of strain energy release rate with respect to
radius. 2mm, 1.08GPa overlay with shape factor D=36.9, on 0.5mm steel substrate

7.5

Fracture efficiency parameter

Lai and Dillard suggest a normalized fracture efficiency parameter as a measure of the
extent to which a credible strain energy release rate is expected to be realized from an
elastic analysis of a fracture test (Lai and Dillard 1997). Such a parameter represents a
useful measure of the relative merit of an adhesion test or choice of test parameters,
since an adhesion test is more likely to successfully propagate a failure in the plane of
interest if the specimen materials or adherends themselves do not fail first. Further, the
analysis of adhesion test results is usually much easier if non-linear mechanical
behavior is restricted to a crack tip at the interface of interest, rather than also occurring
in the adherends.
To derive their normalized fracture efficiency Lai and Dillard defined a fracture
efficiency parameter based on a dimensional analysis, determined by the ratio of the
specimen strain energy release rate and the square of a maximum stress in the adherend
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G

Te =

σ max

7.4.1

2

For the roll test, a convenient result for G is from the elastic analysis in section 6.3
where
1 E 2 (h + 2 H ) − h 3
12 1 − ν 2
(h + 2 R )2
3

G=

(

7.4.2

)

and the maximum stress in the overlay may be taken from the strain given in equation
6.2.5 such that
 h + 2H 
σ max = E 2 

 h + 2R 

7.4.3

The fracture efficiency is therefore

Te =

(h + 2 H )3 − h 3
2
12 E 2 (1 − ν 2 )(h + 2 H )

7.4.4

The critical fracture efficiency parameter is given by the ratio of the critical strain
energy release rate of the system and the square of the critical stress to cause failure or
yield in the overlay, thus,

Tec =

Gc

7.4.5

σ cr 2

The ratio of the two fracture efficiency parameters gives the normalized fracture
efficiency parameter.
Te
(h + 2 H )3 − h 3 ⋅ σ cr
=
Tec 12 1 − ν 2 (h + 2 H )2 E 2 Gc
2

Te =

(

)

7.4.6
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where, if the normalized parameter is greater than one, then elastic behavior is expected.
In terms of optimizing the roll test geometry, the key observation to be made from
equation 7.4.6 is that fracture efficiency is maximized when the overlay thickness is
large. Unfortunately critical radius also increases with overlay thickness and so the test
quickly becomes impractical due to the large roll sizes required. Equation 7.4.6 also
indicates that the overlay material property

σ cr 2

E

should be maximized. However

earlier work on the test reported in chapter 2 suggested that overlay optimization is not a
trivial exercise with high σcr materials tending also to have high modulus (thus
increasing the critical radius) and also tend to change the failure mode when attached
using an intermediate adhesive.
The Ceiba-Geigy K106 material used for much of the work shows non-linear behavior
at very low yield stress (< 10MPa). Assuming σcr=10MPa, E=1GPa, Gc=200J/m2,

h=0.5mm and H=2mm the normalized fracture efficiency of the roll test is of the order
of 0.21, consistent with the view that there is some plastic deformation in the overlay
during the test. The normalized fracture efficiency parameter increases with H, giving
0.31 for a 3mm overlay thickness and an overlay thickness of 10.4mm is required to
give a normalized fracture efficiency of unity.
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8 A brief review of methods used to calculate strain energy
release rate, stress intensity factors and mode mixity in
finite element models
Some results from finite element analysis of the roll test are presented in Chapter 9. A
concern in constructing these models was how the fracture parameters of main interest,

G and mode mixity, would be calculated. Well known finite element packages such as
ANSYS and ABAQUS allowed for calculation of the Rice J-integral, but generally
offered no convenient direct function for calculating stress intensity factors or mode
mixities for bi-material interfaces. This chapter reviews the methods used in chapter 9
to calculate these parameters, namely the J-integral, a through thickness method to
calculate G, and the crack face displacement method for calculating G and mode mixity,
in sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 respectively. There is also a very brief discussion of the
crack face displacement ratio method, and the simple crack closure method.

8.1

J-integral to calculate strain energy release rate

Strain energy release rates may be determined using the J-integral method when the
materials behave elastically, and there is a sufficient density of well-formed elements
near the crack tip. The method may also be used for some cases where there is yielding
(HKS 1998), but it is not necessarily valid for all such cases. The J-integral calculation
is demonstrated for the roll test in the appendix where it is shown that the technique is
not suitable to estimate strain energy release rate if large scale yielding occurs in the
epoxy overlay.
Whilst a reasonable J-integral estimate may on occasion be obtained using an arbitrary
finite element mesh, best results are expected when the crack is modeled using a dense
mesh constructed so as to enable a reasonable representation of the singular field. In
ABAQUS this may be done for a r −1 / 2 singularity using a focused mesh of second order
elements with the edge nodes shifted by ¼ of the length of the element toward the crack
tip, and the crack tip elements with the end nodes collapsed to a single point
representing the crack tip. The crack tip nodes may consist either of a single common
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node for all crack tip elements, or different nodes constrained to a common point using
a multi-point constraint (HKS 1998).
The final check of the J-integral calculated in a finite element model is the degree of
path dependence of the result. It is good practice to calculate J for a number of contours
around the crack-tip and in the case of ABAQUS the software rather than the user
usually determines the exact paths so the computation does not require much additional
programming from the user. If over several contours the result for J is essentially
identical, then there is some confidence that the result for J is accurate, although some
level of judgment may be required from the user depending on the number similarly
valued contours, and how close in value they really are.
The J-integral is used to estimate G for some of the results shown in section 9.3.2
(where mode mixity is also calculated), and is found to give reasonable agreement with
other methods described in chapter 6 for elastic material property overlays.

An

analytical estimate of the J-integral for the roll test is shown in the Appendix.

8.2

Through thickness integration to calculate G and Gpaint

The strain energy release rate may be determined for the roll test by comparing the
stored elastic energy on either side of the crack tip, at a distance from the crack tip such
that the energy profile is approximately constant with crack tip distance.

The

assumption is that with crack propagation, the uniformly deformed section ahead of the
crack tip shortens, and the section behind the crack tip lengthens, and the difference
between the respective energies is that energy consumed by the crack propagation
process. This method was used in the models discussed in chapter 6, and for the finite
element model it may be expressed in the form

 i =n
  i =n

G =  ∑ SENERia ⋅ hia  −  ∑ SENERib ⋅ hib 
 i =1
  i =1

a

b

8.2.1
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where a and b superscripts refer to sets of uniformly deformed elements ahead and
behind the crack tip respectively, n is the number of elements through the thickness of
the specimen, hi is the thickness of element i, and SENERi is the stored elastic energy
density of element i as given by ABAQUS. In practice the energy stored in the steel
substrate does not change very much, and the energy stored in the epoxy overlay behind
the crack tip is small, so for the roll test an approximate form is

 i =n

=  ∑ SENERia ⋅ hia 
 i =1+ n a − substrate

a

G approx

8.2.2

where na-substrate is the number of elements in the substrate ahead of the crack tip.
In chapter 9 it is shown that for the elastic case the energy available for crack
propagation predicted by the through thickness method is fairly consistent with the Jintegral and the other methods described in chapter 6. The through thickness integration
method is used to calculate G for the elastic material property models in section 9.3.1,
and is compared with J-integral results for the models used to calculate mode mixity in
section 9.3.2. The section 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 results show that the through thickness
method over-predicts G for elastic overlay properties by around 10% when compared
with the J-integral and analytical methods, probably attributable at least in part to the
use of a fairly course mesh.
As mentioned in the previous section, the J-integral method may sometimes be used
when there is small scale yielding, but is not generally a suitable method for calculating
strain energy release rate in cases with large scale yielding, where path independence is
likely to fail. In contrast, from section 9.4.1, the limited plastic models discussed in
chapter 6 predict the energy available after the large scale yielding reasonably well.
Neither the J-integral nor the chapter 6 models consider the crack tip losses in the
overlay that consume some fraction of the available strain energy as the crack tip
propagates. However the through-thickness method when used in a finite element
model may provide an estimate of the total plastic loss in the overlay if the crack-tip is
allowed to propagate, and therefore may be used to isolate an estimate of Gpaint from the
overall strain energy release rate of the system.
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It would be a substantial task to accurately calculate the energy partition between crack
tip losses and large sale yielding, and certainly it is not within the scope of this work to
attempt an accurate partitioning for a material as complex as epoxy K106. An accurate
partitioning would require a suitable near crack-tip material model, many elements in
the region of the propagating crack tip, and a good quality crack position with time
measurement (due to the stop-start nature of fracture process in the test and the rate
dependence of the material).

Although none of these three criteria were properly

satisfied, estimates of the epoxy overlay crack tip losses using a simple bi-linear elasticplastic fit to the K106 material properties were attempted, with the results shown in
section 9.4.1.
To partition the work done on the adherends from the work done in the paint and
interface using the finite element model, equation 8.2.3 is introduced giving the amount
of plastic work done on the epoxy overlay and steel substrate as the crack propagates.

 i =n
  i =n

G p =  ∑ PENERib ⋅ hib  −  ∑ PENERia ⋅ hia 
 i =1
  i =1

b

a

8.2.3

where PENER is the plastic work done on an element as given by ABAQUS. The
second term in this expression gives the plastic work done ahead of the crack tip on the
bonded sample by constraining it to the curved roll. Most of this work is done near the
top of the overlay since it is subject to the greatest strain due to bending, although for
cases of severe bending some plastic work may also be done on the steel substrate. The
first term applies behind the crack-tip and includes both the initial work due to bending,
and the work done near the base of the overlay due to the propagating crack. The
difference between the two terms is therefore the plastic work done on the overlay due
crack propagation, most of which occurs near the crack-tip in the epoxy overlay. Since
the paint system is very thin and not modeled, the equation 8.2.3 gives only the plastic
work done on the adherends.
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Finally equations 8.2.1 and 8.2.3 can be combined to give the energy available to work
on the interface or the paint, thus giving an estimate for the toughness of the paint or a
paint interface in isolation from the work done on the adherends.

G paint = G − G p

8.2.4

The results from equation 8.2.4 above are compared with the overall G for the roll test
(equation 8.2.1) in section 9.4.1, where it is estimated that the epoxy overlay consumes
up to 50% of the available energy during crack propagation.

8.3

Crack face displacement method to calculate G and mode mixity

The complex stress intensity factor K=K1+iK2 at a bimaterial interface, in its now fairly
standard form given by Hutchinson et al. (Hutchinson, Mear et al. 1987) relates to the
interfacial stresses ahead of the crack tip a distance x through
K = (σ yy + iσ xy )(2πx )

1/ 2

x − iε

8.3.1

A useful method for extracting the complex stress intensity factor using near tip crack
face displacements is described by Matos et al. (Matos, McMeeking et al. 1989).
Klingbeil and Beuth used the method described by Matos et al. to analyze the
delamination of aluminium from a steel roll during the spray casting of aluminium
billets (Klingbeil and Beuth 1998). In this casting problem the system has an imposed
curvature and is geometrically quite similar to the roll test problem of interest in this
work, albeit with much larger roll radius of around 25m. Klingbeil and Beuth used the
complex stress intensity in the form



_
_


(1 + 2iε ) E 1 E 2 cosh (πε )  2π

K=
_
 x

 _

4 E1 + E 2 












1/ 2

x

− iε

(δ

y

+ iδ x )

8.3.2
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_

_

where, if plane stress, Ei = Ei and if plane strain then Ei =

Ei
1 −ν i

2

. δx and δy are

relative crack face displacement in x and y directions respectively.
The strain energy release rate is then given by
_

G=

_

E1 + E 2
_

_

2 E1 E 2 cosh (πε )

K

2

8.3.3

and the mode mixity, also in the form given by Hutchinson et al. (Hutchinson, Mear et
al. 1987) is

 Im(Kl iε ) 

ψ = tan −1 
iε 
 Re(Kl ) 

8.3.4

where, as discussed in the fracture mechanics review section of chapter 1, l is an
arbitrary length dimension. For the mode mixity analysis of the roll test presented in
section 9.2.2, a steel thickness of 0.5mm is chosen as the value of the length dimension.
Matos et al found that the stress intensity calculated using the crack face displacements
varied somewhat with the crack face position relative to the crack tip (Matos,
McMeeking et al. 1989). To ensure consistency between the fracture parameters, they
therefore chose a crack face position where the strain energy release rate calculated
from the crack face displacements (equation 8.3.3) matched the strain energy release
rate calculated using the J-integral.

Thus a result was obtained where the stress

intensity factors, mode mixity, crack face displacement and J-integral are consistent
with respect to each other.

Klingbeil and Beuth also found that there was some

dependence of mode mix and G on the choice of where the crack face displacements
were calculated, and so they also used the position where the displacement based G
most closely matched that calculated using the J-integral. Their results for G were
found to match that obtained through a beam theory calculation, for cases where the
crack was sufficiently long.
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For the roll test results shown in section 9.3.2, the crack face displacement method was
used to calculate mode mixity. G obtained from equation 8.3.3 during mode mixity
calculation was found to vary with crack face position, but there was not always a
matching J-integral value. Instead a crack face displacement would be used to calculate
mode mixity at a position where a maximum or minimum G was closest to J. The more
severe extent of internal inconsistency observed for the roll test model in comparison
with Klingbeil and Beuth’s aluminium casting models was probably associated with the
much lower radius of curvature used in the roll test (60mm rather than 25m for the
casting problem) relative to the thickness of the specimen, resulting in greater geometric
non-linearity (particularly lifting from the roll near the crack-tip) and more severe
element distortions.

8.4

Crack face displacement ratio method to calculate G and mode
mixity

Sun and Qian suggested two additional methods for calculating stress intensity factors
(Sun and Qian 1997). The first is based on crack closure integrals solved by Sun et al
(Sun and Jih 1987) and was used to calculate energy release rates associated with some
small finite crack extension, specifically generalized for bimaterial interfaces. Their
second method, called the displacement ratio method, is based on the ratio of near tip
node relative displacements for opening and sliding directions which they argue should
be more accurate than a method based on absolute displacements. This second method
is easier to implement than their first which was based on the crack closure integrals and
was shown, in comparison to other methods of analysis, to be accurate for high elastic
mismatch (E2/E1=100) for both and infinite bimaterial plate with center crack, and
bimaterial 4-point flexure specimens. The proven ability to handle high ratios of elastic
moduli and relative ease of implementation made this method attractive for use with the
roll test calculation. Further, in their examples the accuracy of the crack-face relative
displacement method seemed to be sufficiently similar to that achieved using their crack
closure method.
Sun and Qian defined a stress intensity factor, related to the above Hutchinson et al.
complex stress intensity through
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K s = K sI + iK sII

iε
(
2a )
=K
cosh (πε )

8.4.1

where a is the crack length. The advantage of Ks is that it has the same dimension as the
classical stress intensity factor.

Note however that the l-iε term cannot simply be

forgotten, as the stress field singularity remains oscillatory in nature.
To find Ks, the following equations are solved simultaneously

K sII
=
K sI

G=

δy
δx
δy
H 2 − H1
δx
H1 − H 2

8.4.2

1  κ1 + 1 κ 2 +1 2
2

 K sI + K sII
+
16  µ1
µ 2 

(

)

8.4.3

where G may be determined from the J-integral and


 r 
 r 
H 1 = cos ε ln   + 2ε sin  ε ln  
 2a  
 2a  




 r 
 r 
H 2 = sin  ε ln   − 2ε cos ε ln  
 2a  
 2a  



Obviously, knowledge of G is only important here for determining the magnitude of the
stress intensity factor and not for determining the ratio of its components.
This method was tested for use in calculating the fracture parameters for the roll test and
it was found that after conversion of the calculated stress intensity factor back to the
Hutchinson et al formulation, the stress intensity factors and mode mixities were
identical to that obtained using the crack face displacement method discussed in section
8.3 above. The equivalence of the results suggested that for the roll test problem at
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least, using crack face displacement ratios to calculate mode mixity was no more or less
accurate than using the face displacement values in isolation.

8.5

Crack closure method to calculate G and mode mixity

The crack closure method for calculating G was proposed by Irwin (Irwin 1957). In this
method it is claimed that the energy released by small extension of a crack is the same
as the energy required to close that back to the original length. Crack closure methods
have been used for G calculations for beam type specimens (Toya, Aritomi et al. 1997)
and can be expressed as

G1 =

1 F y δy
1 Fxδx
, G II =
2 ∆a
2 ∆a

where Fi is a nodal force in the i direction, and δi, is a relative nodal displacement in the

i direction, and ∆a is the virtual crack extension.
Adding the terms gives the total strain energy release rate, and for uni-material
specimens the ratio gives a measure of the mode mix.

However when there is

substantial elastic mismatch the oscillatory singular nature of the crack-tip fields
prevents such simple partitioning, (Toya, Aritomi et al. 1997) making the method
unattractive for use with our system of interest.
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9 Modeling studies of the roll test
9.1

Introduction

In this chapter, results from several of the models from chapter 6 are compared with
finite element calculations estimating G and mode mixity using the methods described
in chapter 8. Also estimated is Gpaint, the strain energy available to work on the paint
and its interfaces after energy has been consumed by the epoxy overlay during crack
propagation.
To put the various models in context for the reader, the simple approximate model
(section 6.6) does not include radial stresses, and only includes the additional stress due
to the plane strain assumption in a first order manner. However it presents a convenient
method for including the observed strain hardening when estimating G. The “not very
thick film” model (section 6.3) solves the stress due to plane strain simultaneously with
the stress in the direction of bending, but does not allow for convenient plasticity
calculation, and also does not consider the contribution due to radial stresses. The
composite beam theory model (section 6.4) does not account for radial stresses, nor
does it allow for convenient plasticity calculations, but like the “not very thick film”
model, it accounts for the plane strain assumption.

The beam theory model also

accounts for the slight shift of the neutral axis in the substrate due to the presence of the
overlay, while the other non-FEA models did not (although they could have done so).
The incremental plasticity model ignores the small neutral axis shift with overlay
thickness but solves for all the stresses simultaneously and allows for plasticity in the
overlay. The plasticity models could easily included some shift in the neutral axis, but
presence of plastic deformation is believed to reduce that shift slightly, and also makes
its calculation more difficult. Finally, the finite element model solves for all of the
stresses simultaneously, allows for complex material properties and neutral axis shift,
and includes sample tension.
Two finite element meshes were used for these calculations. The first is a regular mesh
consisting of 8 node quad elements of regular shape. In section 9.3.1 this mesh is first
used with elastic material properties to compare strain energy release rates predicted
using the “not very thick” film model (section 6.3), the beam theory model (6.4), the
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incremental plasticity model (6.5), and the simple plasticity model (6.5), with finite
element results generated using the through thickness method. The through thickness
method predicted strain energy release rates within around 10% of the other methods.
The other methods were in agreement to around 2%.
The second mesh is similar to the first, except for a region around the crack tip that is
meshed to enable simulation of the singular stress concentration, and more accurate
calculation of the J-integral and mode mixity. The set of comparisons using this mesh
also assumed elastic material properties (section 9.3.2), and shows J-integral, through
thickness method and mode mixity results for the finite element models, and compares
them with the non-finite element model results. The J-integral method is found to be in
better agreement (within around 3%) with the non-finite element methods than the
through thickness method. Mode mixity was found to increase with overlay modulus.
Next, the first (non singular) mesh is used with a bi-linear elastic-plastic material model
for the overlay (section 9.4.1). Results for this finite element models are compared with
the incremental plasticity (6.5) and simple approximate plasticity model (6.6) where bilinear elastic plastic material properties are assumed. In these finite element models the
crack is also propagated allowing the through thickness methods to be used to estimate
crack tip losses. As was found for the elastic models, the stored energy ahead of the
crack-tip predicted by the FEM is generally within around 10% of that predicted by the
non-finite element methods. When the crack is allowed to propagate, up to 50% of that
energy available ahead of the crack tip is estimated to be consumed by plastic
deformation in the overlay crack tip region.
Finally, the results from the elastic-plastic analysis with crack propagation are used to
generate an estimate of the overlay strain rate in the region of the crack tip (section
9.4.2).
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9.2

The finite element models

9.2.1 Standard mesh

This model was meshed uniformly through its thickness, with 10 elements through the
epoxy, and 5 elements through the steel, while rigid elements were used to model a
quarter roll. The paints and alloy layers were not meshed, as they were considered too
thin to have any profound impact on the bulk mechanics. Along the length of the model
were 172 elements, with no geometrical bias toward the edges. A close-up of the end of
this model is given in Figure 52.
A uniform distribution of elements through the thickness of the mesh would not
normally be considered appropriate for crack propagation problems. However for this
system there is a sharply increasing stress (if elastic overlay properties are assumed) or
significant yielding (in the plastic case) also towards the top edge of the sample,
suggesting an ideal element density distribution less focused toward the crack face than
might otherwise be expected.
Plane strain second order reduced integration elements were used (ABAQUS element
CPE8R) as they were found to provide a good compromise between accuracy in
bending, computational efficiency and convergence.
The model runs over three distinct steps. The two element sets (representing the epoxy
and the steel) are initially bonded together through the length of the specimen while the
bottom corner nodes of the steel substrate are constrained to the roll. In the first stage of
the simulation, tension is applied to the model simulating the weights hanging from the
sample. In the second stage of the simulation, the roll is rotated until a sufficient
amount of the sample is deformed about the roll. The third stage holds the roll in
position, while the nodes on the bottom of the overlay and the top of the steel are
debonded so as to simulate the propagation of a crack along approximately 40% of the
length of the sample. Zero friction was assumed for all surfaces. Start and ending states
are shown in Figure 53.
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A special case of this model is elastic material behavior, where an initial crack length
may be assumed and the crack propagation stage ignored. Some results for this case are
shown in section 9.3.1.
The model’s strain energy release rate results were calculated by integrating stored
strain energy density through the thickness of the specimen at many points along the
length of the sample. At some distance ahead and behind the crack the total energy
through the thickness becomes fairly uniform as a function of distance, and it is within
these sections that the terms in equation 8.2.1 are calculated. Behind the crack tip, the
stored energy is zero for the elastic case, and very small for the plastic case, so equation
8.2.2 is a fairly accurate approximation for cases where the section behind the crack tip
is too short.
For the models with crack propagation (section 9.4), elastic-plastic material properties
were attributed to the epoxy overlay and the steel was modeled as a linear elastic
material. It is not expected that plastic deformation in the steel will profoundly change
any of the conclusions of these studies. The overlay material properties were taken
from section 4.4.2, where the rate dependence of the K106 epoxy resin cured at 50°C
was investigated, with the following observations being made.
•

The unloading modulus was mainly dependent on maximum strain, not on strain
rate. At low maximum strain it was close to 1GPa, dropping linearly with
maximum strain.

•

Setting an initial modulus of 1GPa, if a bi-linear elastic-plastic yield curve was
assumed then the second (strain hardening) part of the fitted curve could be
fitted with a fairly constant gradient also independent of loading rate, of around
0.4GPa.

•

With the above constraints on modulus, the fitted yield strain increased linearly
with the log of the loading rate.

Over the strain range and rate of interest, a two-part elastic plastic curve with an initial
modulus of 1GPa (based on the unloading moduli) and a hardening modulus of 400MPa
was thought to provide an acceptable fit for the purpose of this exercise. Yield strains
of 0.01 and 0.02 were thought to be representative although it is not certain to what
extent they are valid near the base of the overlay where strain rates during loading are
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very low, since experimental investigations did not include very low strain rate
measurements.
The overall plastic work on the overlay due to crack propagation is not expected to be
calculated with high accuracy, mainly due to the inadequate modeling of the crack tip.
Another factor contributing to poor model accuracy is the strain rate independent
assumptions as a large range of strain rates would be expected from the stop-start type
crack propagation that was observed in experiments. In the experiments, the crack
appeared to stop on either side of the point of first contact with the roll, and the attempts
to optically determine the crack position relative to the point of first contact with the roll
as a function of time, were not very successful due to the very acute angles involved
(section 11.4.7). Also the model assumes that the bulk of the material is static at the
time of crack propagation, whereas in reality the material is being strained at differing
rates through its cross-section and near the crack tip as the roll is turned. A method to
calculate the strain rates through the thickness of the sample during deformation of the
composite sample about the roll was discussed in section 7.1. Despite the model
limitations it was felt that some indication of the balance between crack tip energy
consumption and energy consumed from bulk overlay deformation may be derived from
the above multistage model of the crack propagation, where energy is released from
static sample already deformed about the substrate.
Computational resource constraints limited the size and complexity of the models,
which typically required 2-3 days to run on a shared 160MHz Sun Enterprise server,
with most of the time used in propagating the crack.

Figure 52 Close-up of standard mesh model
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Figure 53 Standard mesh model initial state, and final state after roll rotation and crack
propagation.

9.2.2 Singular mesh crack-tip model for elastic materials

The purpose of using a singular crack tip mesh was to enable efficient simulation of a
r −1 / 2 stress field surrounding the crack tip to allow, hopefully, accurate J-integral, crack

face displacement and mode mixity estimation. For these models a singular mesh
surrounded a fixed crack-tip, set at a distance of about 30% along the sample length as
shown in Figure 54. The elements on either side of the singular crack-tip mesh were
biased toward the crack-tip to ensure maximum accuracy in the zone of interest, and a
minimum number of elements overall. As shown in Figure 55, the singular mesh
consisted of a 0.2mm x 0.2mm box, with the second order elements focused toward the
crack tip. The mid-side edge nodes were biased toward the crack tip by ¼ element
length, and the crack tip nodes of the center elements were collapsed and constrained
using a multi-point constraint. Interface nodes ahead of the crack tip were tied, and the
ABAQUS surface definition features were use for nodes behind the crack tip to prevent
crack face inter-penetration.
Some attempts were also made to construct singular style meshes for modeling the roll
test with elastic-plastic materials. Several strategies were attempted, including adjusting
the element aspect ratios and densities, allowing the crack tip nodes to open, and also
experimenting with “keyhole” style crack tips and other element types (including hybrid
constant volume elements). However the large-scale deformation that occurs as the
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sample conforms to the roll tended to cause severe element distortion near the crack tip,
inevitably generating numerical problems mainly in the form of negative eigenvalues.
The next option to model the crack region with reasonably accuracy would involve submodeling of the crack tip region, but this was not attempted. Thus in the end, only
linear-elastic material properties were considered using this mesh
With the above-described singular mesh, it was found the roll radius was limited to a
minimum of around 100mm radius (about the largest radius we were able to use in the
experimental rig due to a limited size oven for casting samples). Again, the main
limitation for the model was the severe element distortion that occurs as the crack-tip is
opened (see Figure 56 for degree of crack opening with 2GPa epoxy overlay). Submodeling, or re-meshing at mid-simulation the crack-tip region may have addressed
these issues, but was not attempted. For some simulations the addition of dashpot
elements in one or two locations was found to aid convergence, possibly due to the
dashpots presenting some resistance to buckling type behavior as the specimen lifts
from the roll.
Strain energy release rates were calculated using through thickness integration (equation
8.2.2), as well as the J-integral calculation capability provided with ABAQUS. The Jintegral usually converged within a few contours (counting from the crack tip), and was
relatively constant for about five contours, after which it would tend to diverge. The
divergence tended to be relatively fast, making the choice of “good” contours not too
subjective.
Stress intensity factors and mode mixities were calculated using the crack face
displacement method described in section 8.3. The strain energy release rate calculated
using crack face displacements varied as a function of distance from the crack-tip, with
a minima occurring somewhere between the outside edge and middle of the singular
part of the mesh. The J-integral result tended to be slightly lower than the minimum
value obtained using crack face displacements, so the mode mixity was calculated using
the crack face nodal displacements that gave the minimum G.
As was mentioned above, roll radius was limited to a minimum of 100mm. In a finite
element model of the casting of aluminium billets from steel rolls, a system with
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geometry and boundary conditions to that used in this study, Klingbeil and Beuth
(K&B) deformed their mesh about roll radius of some 25m radius (Klingbeil and Beuth
1998). K&B claimed that the mode mixity calculations would be independent of roll
radius. They imposed the 25m radius of curvature as a boundary condition so given the
impossibility of buckling and the relative dimensions in their model (the billets being
cast were 6.35mm thick), it seems likely that mode mixity would be relatively
independent of roll radius for their system. The roll test system is not so geometrically
linear because the roll radius is much smaller relative to other length dimensions than is
the case for K&B (with the roll test using typically a 2mm overlay with less than
100mm roll radius), and the roll test specimen is constrained only by tension and is
therefore more prone to lifting from the roll in the vicinity of the crack tip (seen
experimentally and in the simulations). It therefore seems quite possible for the roll test
system that there would be some variation of mode mix with roll radius for small roll
radii.
At the time of this work, simulations using the singular mesh required in the order of 46 days to complete, restricting the feasibility of performing an extensive study using this
mesh.

Figure 54 Mesh surrounding the singular mesh
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Figure 55 Singular crack-tip mesh

Figure 56 Singular mesh deformed about roll
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9.3

Results for elastic material property cases

9.3.1 Strain energy release rate from Finite Element Analysis, Incremental
Plasticity model, Beam modal, Approximate model (Elastic) and the “not
very thick film” model.

The main goal of this study was to establish the accuracy of the models allowing plastic
overlay properties by comparing them with more straightforward models that give only
an elastic solution. The “not very thick film” model and the beam model are only really
suited to elastic material properties, whereas the simple approximate plasticity model,
the incremental plasticity model, and the finite element models are able to generate
solutions when the overlay has elastic-plastic properties. Table 4 shows results for a
selection of elastic solutions using the various models described in chapter 6 and the
two finite element models described above. The finite element model strain energy
release rates are on this occasion calculated using the “through thickness” integral, and
an error taken (arbitrarily) relative to the “not very thick film” solution from section 6.3
is given in parenthesis.
Convergence problems with thicker overlay finite element models limited the scope of
the finite element studies to an overlay thickness of just 1mm. Table 4 shows adequate
agreement between the finite element solution and the other models, with the finite
element solutions tending to overestimate the strain energy release rate somewhat in
comparison with other methods. The finite element model is expected to give some
degree of overestimation relative to the other methods as only the finite element model
includes sample tension, however this effect is expected to be smaller than the error
seen here (see section 7.2). More likely is that the finite element models have poorer
accuracy over the other methods due to relatively few elements (10) used through the
thickness of the overlay. Attempts to improve the accuracy of the finite element model
by using different element types, such as fully integrated elements instead of the
reduced integration elements, did not change the results significantly.
The assumption in the simple approximate plasticity model (section 6.6) of treating the
additional energy due to the Poison’s contraction as a simple additive term appeared to
work quite well for the range of dimensions relevant for the adhesion test for the elastic
case. The incremental plasticity model (section 6.5) using only elastic properties is also
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shown to be quite consistent with the analytical methods for elastic behavior. The radial
stress, σ r , calculated in the incremental plasticity model was found to be small in
comparison with stresses in other directions, and so it is not surprising that the strain
energy release rates are not substantially different between that model, and the
analytical models where radial stresses were not included.

E2
(GPa)

H
(mm)

R
(mm)

G (J/m2)
Through
thickness
method using
finite element
model

G (J/m2)
Incremental
plasticity
model

G (J/m2)
Beam
theory
model
(plane
strain)

G (J/m2)
Simple
approx
model (no
dσr/dr)

G (J/m2)
Not
very
thick film
elastic
model (no
dσr/dr)

(section 8.2)

(section 6.6)

(section
6.4)

(section
6.6)

(section
6.3)

96.8
(-1.0%)
35.5
(+0.6%)
562.0
(-2.1%)
205.2
(-1.0%)
193.7
(-0.9%)
71.6
(+1.4%)
1124
(-2.1%)
410.5
(-1.0%)

96.8
(-1.0%)
34.9
(-1.0%)
564.3
(-1.7%)
203.8
(-1.7%)
192.1
(-1.7%)
69.5
(-1.6%)
1111.0
(-3.2%)
401.4
(-3.2%)

97.0
(-0.9%)
35.0
(-0.8%)
569.3
(-0.8%)
205.6
(-0.8%)
193.9
(-0.8%)
70.0
(-0.9%)
1139
(-0.8%)
411.2
(-0.8%)

97.8

1

1

60

1

1

100

1

2

60

109.3
(+11.8%)a
40.0
(+13.3%)b
*

1

2

100

*

2

1

60

2

1

100

2

2

60

215.0
(+10.0%)a
79
(+11.9%)b
*

2

2

100

*

35.3
573.9
207.3
195.5
70.6
1148
414.6

Table 4 Elastic results for strain energy release rate, G (J/m2) comparing finite element
analysis, incremental plasticity model, beam theory model and simple approximate
model with the elastic (not very thick film) solution. E2 is overlay modulus, H is overlay
thickness, R is roll radius, substrate thickness h=0.5mm, substrate modulus
E1=207GPa, and Poison’s ratios are 1/3. FEM assumes tension of 10000N/m. *=does
not converge, a= regular mesh from section 9.2.1, b=regular section of singular mesh
from section 9.2.2.
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9.3.2 Mode mixity and J-integral calculated using finite element analysis with
singular crack tip and elastic material properties

In this study the overlay modulus was varied from 1GPa (similar to K106 epoxy) up to
70GPa (similar to aluminium) using the singular mesh finite element model described in
section 9.2.2. Model convergence difficulties limited the scope of the study to 100mm
roll radius, and 1mm overlay thickness. For each model the J-integral was calculated
over 18 contours of increasing distance from the crack tip in order to identify the valid
J-integral results in a region of contour independence. A region of reasonable contour
independence was found in each case, and examples for the J-integral as a function of
contour number are given in Figure 57 and Figure 60 for 1GPa and 70GPa overlay cases
respectively.

Between contours 8 and 9 there was a sharp discontinuity possibly

associated with the boundary between singular and non-singular mesh.
Relative crack tip nodal displacements were also calculated in each case, with crack
face opening and sliding displacements given for 1GPa and 70GPa in Figure 58 and
Figure 61 respectively. A main difference between these extreme cases was in the
relative sliding behavior of the crack faces. The reversal of sliding direction was
attributed mainly to the difference in neutral axis position near the crack tip. In the
composite section of the specimen, the neutral axis is half way through the substrate for
1GPa overlay modulus, but the neutral axis is located in the overlay when its modulus is
increased to 70GPa. For the 70GPa case, the relative sliding direction of the crack faces
will probably reverse at some position further along the crack as the neutral axis
position of the composite becomes less signficant in determining the sliding direction.
The crack face displacements were used to calculate the mode mixity and strain energy
release rate as a function of distance from the crack tip (shown in Figure 59 and Figure
62) using equations 8.3.4 and 8.3.3 respectively. As previous workers have observed,
the mode mixity and G varied with distance from the crack tip and so J was required to
determine the appropriate position at which to calculate mode mix (Matos, McMeeking
et al. 1989) (Klingbeil and Beuth 1998).

For the cases where there was not an

intersection between G calculated from the crack face displacements and J, the position
at which the match is best was taken for the calculation of mode mixity.
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The effects of the elastic modulus of the overlay material on mode mixity, J-integral,
through thickness G result, and the chapter 6 models are all shown in Table 5. The
results in Table 5 show that the effect on mixity of increasing the modulus of the
overlay is to increase the proportion of mode II shear component. This appears to be an
opposite trend to that seen in the results given by Klingbeil and Beuth for the spray
forming application where similar trends might have been expected.

A possible

explanation for the difference in trend may lie in the applied boundary conditions,
where in the case of the spray forming model the entire substrate is constrained by the
imposed radius of curvature boundary condition. In contrast, the roll model has the
substrate unconstrained and in tension.
The J-integral results were found to be quite consistent with strain energy release rates
calculated using other model types from chapter 6, except in the case of high overlay
modulus, where the chapter 6 models become inaccurate and overestimate G. The
models from chapter 6 overestimated the strain energy release rate for high overlay
stiffness models due to the breakdown of the assumption of a section of uniformly
deformed sample matching the roll radius ahead of the crack tip. The film, simple
approximate plasticity and incremental plasticity models assumed that the neutral axis
was at the center of substrate adding further error. The beam theory model determines
stress based on a composite modulus, so it’s estimate is probably the most reliable of
the chapter 6 models in this respect. The other three chapter 6 models could assume a
shifted neutral axis, but in general it is not necessary (or perhaps even desirable) to do
so due to the presence of plastic deformation in both the overlay and sometimes also in
the substrate. As seen in the previous section 9.3.1, the through thickness method was
found to be of the order of 10% in error with respect to those models, and was unable to
generate a result for G when overlay is stiff, as the sample is unable to conform to the
roll to generate a section of uniform radius.
To illustrate the stress field near the crack-tip and its variation as a function of distance
from the crack tip, results with stress contours are shown in Figure 63 and Figure 64 for
2GPa overlay. Minimal lifting from the roll can be seen for this overlay stiffness. As
the modulus of the overlay is increased, the degree of lifting of the substrate from the
roll increases, and the length of the region of uniformly deformed sample ahead of the
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crack tip and conforming to the roll becomes shorter making analysis using the through
thickness more difficult. An extreme of overlay modulus and lifting shown in Figure 65
occurs when (70GPa modulus) aluminium is used as overlay material. As it is this
section of uniformly curved sample that is used in the calculation of G for many of the
chapter six models, it is expected that they will also over-predict G when the region
ahead of the crack tip in contact with the roll is too short. This effect is seen in Table 5
where at 70GPa the region ahead of the crack tip is not sufficiently uniform to enable a
through-thickness calculation to be performed using the FEA results, and the chapter 6
models over- predict G relative to the J-integral result.
It would have been interesting to compare the roll test mode mixity results with those
from Sou and Hutchinson’s beam model (Suo and Hutchinson 1990). However two
factors make the comparison difficult. Firstly, the boundary conditions are slightly
complicated due to the crack tip area of the sample lifting from the roll, particularly as
occurs for stiffer overlays. The difficulty of determining the boundary conditions in the
crack tip region is avoided in the beam model from chapter 6 by only considering the
uniformly deformed sections some distance ahead and behind the crack tip. Secondly,
and significantly for high elastic mismatch cases of most interest here (where the
overlay has low stiffness), they do not provide the required phase factor results. Their
model uses a table of values they had derived for a phase factor ω, dependent on
Dundur’s parameters, α and β (which in turn depend on the respective elastic moduli of
the overlay and substrate). Unfortunately Sou and Hutchinson present solutions for ω
ranging only up to around a factor of 10 for elastic mismatch between the adherends
(compared with a factor of 100-200 for the roll test system). The solution of the phase
factor is not trivial, and so their model was not used to provide mixity values for the roll
test system of interest. No suitable comparison model using a large radius roll with low
elastic mismatch was run.
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Figure 57 J-integral as a function of contour number for 1GPa overlay modulus
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Figure 58 Crack face relative opening and sliding for 1GPa overlay modulus
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Figure 60 J integral as a function of contour number for 70GPa overlay modulus
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Figure 61 Crack face relative opening and sliding for 70GPa overlay modulus
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Figure 63 Stress along the sample (S11), overlay modulus of 2GPa.

Figure 64 Stress through the thickness of the sample (S22), overlay modulus 2GPa
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Figure 65 The sample with an aluminium (70GPa) overlay, lifting from the roll.
Colors indicate stored elastic energy density.
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E2
(GPa)

Mode Mixity
from FEM
crack face
displacements

(section 8.3)

Finite element
model crack
face
displacement
method, G
nearest to J
(section 8.1)

Finite element
model JIntegral result

(section 8.2)

Finite element
model using
through
thickness
method

35.5 (+0.6%)

G (J/m2)

(section 6.5)

35.0 (-1.0%)

G (J/m2)

(section 6.4)

Beam theory
model
(plane strain)

35.0 (-0.8%)

G (J/m2)

(section 6.6)

Simple approx
model (no
dσr/dr)

35.3

G (J/m2)

(section 6.3)

Not very thick
film elastic
model (no
dσr/dr)

1213 (-51%)

137.5 (-2.6%)

70.8 (+1.0%)

No valid section

152.8 (+8.2%)

79.0 (+11.9%)

2464 (-0.3%)

140.8 (-0.3%)

71.6 (+1.4%)

1593 (-35.6%)

136.5 (-3.3%)

69.4 (–1.6%)

2452 (-0.8%)

140.1 (-0.8%)

70.0 (-0.8%)

2472

141.2

70.6

Incremental
plasticity
model

(section 8.3)
G (J/m2)

3.9°

40.0 (+13.3%)

1
13.2°

35.6 (+1.0%)

2
14.0°

41.1 (min at
0.048mm)
75.0 (min at
0.0365mm)
143.8 (min at
0.0326mm)
1213 (exact at
0.0596mm)

J (J/m2)

4
25.5°

G (J/m2)

70

Table 5 Mode Mixity, substrate thickness h=0.5mm, overlay thickness H=1.0mm, substrate modulus E1=207e9, Poisson’s ratios v1=0.3,
v2=0.3, roll radius R=100mm (60mm will not converge when using singular crack tip), (length parameter used in mode mixity is h). FEM
includes tension of 10000N/m.
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9.4

Results for elastic-plastic material properties

9.4.1 G and Gpaint

Simulations allowing plastic deformation of the overlay were performed using the
standard mesh finite element model, the incremental plasticity model and the
approximate plasticity model. In the finite element model the crack was allowed to
propagate. An elastic substrate with modulus of 207GPa was assumed, and the overlay
was modeled using a bi-linear hardening material model. A conventional Mises stress
yield criteria was assumed, except in the case of the simple approximate plasticity
model where plasticity is handled differently.

The overlay elastic modulus was

assumed to be 1GPa, with a 400MPa hardening modulus. Based on estimates of strain
rate from section 7.1 and strain rate dependence on yield from section 4.4.2, yield strain
values of 0.01 and 0.02 were chosen as covering reasonable extremes of behavior, with
the yield strain of 0.02 perhaps better reflecting crack tip strain rates and 0.01 tending to
reflect strain rates in the bulk overlay. Changing the yield strain simulated the effect of
higher strain rates, while overlay thickness and roll radius were also varied according to
the various experimental test conditions.
Figure 66 and Figure 67 show model images with contours for plastic work and elastic
stored energy respectively, where the overlay is 1mm thick with 0.01 yield strain. As
was found with some of the elastic simulations, there were sometimes numerical
difficulties illustrated by the occasional discontinuity in work or energy across elements,
but these were not considered to be sufficiently serious to compromise the overall
results. The effect of crack propagation on the plastic work done on the overlay is seen
quite clearly in Figure 66. In this model there is plastic deformation along the entire top
section of the overlay due to the sample bending around the roll, whereas along the base
of the overlay there is plastic deformation only behind and for a small distance ahead of
the crack tip. The elastic energy shown in Figure 67 is stored mostly in the substrate
and in the overlay ahead of the crack tip, with the highest energy densities occurring in
the stiff substrate. As was assumed in the incremental plasticity model from chapter 6,
the neutral axis is very close to the middle of the substrate and is minimally perturbed
by the presence of the relatively compliant overlay.
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To calculate strain energy release rate and work on the overlay due to crack
propagation, the stored elastic energy and plastic work through the thickness of the
sample was calculated at the position of each column of elements along the sample.
Figure 68 shows an example where plastic work and elastic stored energy are plotted for
both the 1mm and 2mm overlay thickness, 0.01 yield strain cases with 60mm roll
radius. Ahead and behind the crack tip are identified regions of sample where the total
elastic energy and plastic work is essentially constant, and it is the energy or work at
these sections that is used as inputs to the through thickness equations in chapter 8.
The different test conditions and the resulting estimates of strain energy release rate and
plastic work are given in Table 6. There were a small number of cases where the energy
stored in the substrate behind the crack tip could not be calculated due to the lack of a
suitably long section of constant stored energy (for example note the profile of the
stored energy in the steel substrate behind the crack tip in the 2mm overlay case in
Figure 68). The energy stored in the steel does not change very much when the overlay
is debonded so for these cases the strain energy differences were calculated from the
overlay energy only. That the change in energy occurs only in the overlay is also
assumed in the models from chapter 6 used for comparison in Table 6, and for most of
the roll test measurements during this project it is not thought that this assumption
would add any substantial error.
Table 6 shows the level of consistency between the incremental plasticity and simple
approximate models from chapter 6, and the finite element model in estimating the
overall strain energy release rate. The discrepancies in strain energy release predictions
between the incremental plasticity models and the finite element model are plotted in
Figure 69, where it can be seen that the finite element models over-predict strain energy
release rate by 0-10%, a similar scale of error as was seen for the elastic case models.
The discrepancies are more noticeable between the finite element model and the
approximate simple plasticity model where in Figure 70 differences of up to around
12% are seen, except in the case of severe plastic deformation due to bending around
the roll from a combination of thick overlay and small bending radius, giving up to 25%
disagreement between the models. The large error of the approximate model in this
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final case was attributed to the effect of the Poisson’s constraint being handled in only a
first order manner.
The finite element model predictions for strain energy release rate are plotted in Figure
71, where some interesting features are noted.

Firstly, the effect of doubling the

thickness of the overlay from 1mm to 2mm is to increase the strain energy release rate
by a factor of 1.9-2.8.

By comparison, for the elastic specimens, the effect of a

doubling of overlay thickness is to increase the strain energy release rate by a factor of
5.7-5.9. The effect of an increase in yield strain from 0.01 to 0.02 is more variable,
increasing strain energy release rate by a factor of around 1.1-2.7, dependent on overlay
thickness and roll radius. The effect on G of the changing roll radius at low yield strain
is not strongly dependent on overlay thickness, with G dropping by a factor of around
2.6-2.7 from 40 to 100mm roll radius at both 1mm and 2mm overlay thickness. For the
higher yield strain case of 0.02, G drops by a factor of 4.6 and probably about 3.0 at
1mm and 2mm respectively, for an increase in roll radius from 40mm to 100mm.
The finite element crack propagation simulations were used to generate a rough estimate
of the losses in the overlay due to crack propagation. Most of the deformation due to
propagation of the crack tip occurred across only 2-3 elements at the base of the
overlay, which is too few to be confident of high accuracy but hopefully enough to give
a rough indication of the general behavior. The energy consumed around the overlay
crack tip during propagation was determined by comparing the plastic losses through
the thickness of the epoxy ahead of and behind the crack tip (equation 8.2.3), and is
plotted for the various cases in Figure 72. The same energy consumed by the overlay
during crack propagation is plotted as a fraction of total available strain energy in Figure
73. It is clear from Figure 73 that for typical test conditions of interest, of say, εy=0.01
and thickness H=2mm, that losses in the overlay during crack propagation can account
for 30-50% of the strain energy release rate estimated from the various models.
Increasing yield stress to 0.02 reduces the overlay losses somewhat, but to do this
through increased strain rate would imply increasing the roll speed by something of the
order of a factor of 10, which would be beyond the capability of the tensile testing
machine used to apply the roll test displacements. Greater test speeds could be achieved
with the use of a smaller drive roll to increase the gearing between the tensile machine
cross head speed and the roll test crack driving speed.
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The sensitivity of Gpaint with roll radius depends on both yield strain and overlay
thickness. An estimate of the remaining strain energy available to work directly on the
paint or paint interface (Gpaint from equation 8.2.4) is given in Figure 74. For 0.01 yield
strain, Gpaint drops steadily by a factor of 1.4 from 40mm through to 100mm for both
overlay thickness’, and increased by a factor of 2.5-2.8 with overlay thickness changing
from 1mm to 2mm. At higher yield strain the increase in Gpaint with overlay thickness is
1.9-2.7 (but no result was obtained at 100mm roll radius). At the higher yield strain the
1mm overlay thickness shows a proportionally much larger drop in Gpaint between
60mm and 100mm than between 40mm and 60mm. The higher proportional drop may
be attributed to the Gpaint behaving like the overall G as the calculated overlay crack tip
losses drop to zero somewhere between 40mm and 60mm.
Disturbingly, the higher yield strain case with 2mm overlay shows no drop in Gpaint
between 40mm and 60mm roll radius as the additional available strain energy at 40mm
roll radius is entirely consumed by the overlay crack tip. In such a case the test is acting
only as a single point measure of Gcpaint, with the crack propagating between 40mm and
60mm roll radius if Gcpaint is less than 280J/m2, despite the system strain energy release
rate dropping from around 620J/m2 to 420J/m2. If Gcpaint were close to 280J/m2 then it
would be expected that the crack stopping position over a number of trials could be
scattered randomly between 40mm and 60mm roll radius giving a false sense of paint
property variability. If the critical radius for the above combination of high yield strain
with 2mm overlay thickness is too sensitive to Gcpaint, then the same material property
overlay but with 1mm overlay thickness shows the least sensitivity to Gcpaint with Gpaint
varying between 140J/m2 and 40J/m2 for roll radius variation between 40mm and
100mm.
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Figure 66 Plastic work done on overlay after crack propagation for 1mm and 0.01
yield strain overlay case

Figure 67 Stored elastic energy after crack propagation for 1mm and 0.01 yield strain
overlay case
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the 0.01 yield strain models with 1mm and 2mm epoxy overlay thickness
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Figure 70 Difference between approximate plasticity model and FEM in estimate of
stored strain energy ahead of crack tip
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Figure 71 Total strain energy available to drive crack propagation after sample is
deformed about roll
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Figure 72 Plastic work done on overlay due to crack propagation
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Figure 73 Fraction of available strain energy consumed by overlay near crack tip
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Figure 74 Result of energy balance, giving the strain energy consumed by the paint
during crack propagation (final G).
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(equation
8.2.1)
G (J/m2)
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(equation
8.2.4)
Gpaint
(J/m2)

122.5
179.7
96.8
35.2
631.3
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213.6

93.4
61.8
33.4

(section
6.5)
G (J/m2)

416.5
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180.1
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260.7

111.1
65.6
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6.6)
G (J/m2)

Simple
approx.
model
strain
energy
release
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353.4
220.3

100.4
141.6
108.5
39.9
276.1

400.0

FEM Total FEM Work Increstrain
done
on mental
energy
paint
or plasticity
model
release
paint
strain
rate
interface
energy
release rate

129.0
185.4
108.8
39.9
620.4

280.5

201.8

417.5

203.5

Table 6 Elastic-plastic overlay properties with crack propagation; substrate thickness h=0.5mm, overlay thickness H, roll radius R,
substrate modulus E1=207e9, overlay modulus E2a=1.0e9, overlay hardening modulus E2b=0.4e9, Poisson’s ration v1=0.3, v2=0.3
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9.4.2 Strain rate near crack tip for 0.01 yield strain 2mm overlay case

Strain rate is a key consideration in assessing the above results, with the difficulty being
to determine the appropriate strain rate to use in calculating the yield strain. In chapter
7 a beam method was suggested for estimating the strain rate through the sample as it
approached the roll. This method is thought to give a reasonable estimate of the strain
rates near the top of the overlay as it is deforms towards the roll, but it fails to estimate
the strain rate of lower section of the overlay where the material passes through the
crack tip stress concentration. A plot of the strains in the middle of the bottom row of
elements is shown in Figure 75, where the dominance of opening mode deformation
over shear mode deformation close to the crack tip that was inferred earlier from the
mode mixity calculation is seen for this elastic-plastic case also. These strains were
calculated along the center of the bottom row of elements, placing them at 0.1mm into
the 2mm overlay.
The plastic work density, PENER, given by ABAQUS at the center of the bottom row
of overlay elements was used to calculate the effective plastic strain by working
backwards from the assumed bi-linear yield curve (see chapter 6 for some discussion on
incremental plasticity). The plastic work density may be related to plastic strain through
εp

PENER = ∫ σ (ε p ) ⋅ dε p

9.4.1

0

For the bi-linear strain hardening curve with modulus E1, strain hardening modulus E2
and yield strain εy, the stress during plastic deformation is given by

σ = ε y ⋅ E1 + ε p ⋅ E2

9.4.2

Substituting 9.4.2 into 9.4.1 and solving for εp gives

εp =

[(

1
(ε y ⋅ E1 )2 + 2 E 2 ⋅ PENER
E2

)

1/ 2

− ε y ⋅ E1

]

9.4.3

or in terms of initial yield stress
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εp =

[(

1
2
σ y + 2 E 2 ⋅ PENER
E2

)

1/ 2

−σ y

]

The effective plastic strain as a function of position along the sample is plotted in Figure
76. Also plotted is its spatial derivative with the appropriate conversion factor to give
the effective plastic strain rate for 200mm/min crack driving speed. The overall strain
rate will be slightly higher than the plastic strain rate due to strain hardening. The key
point to note is that the effective strain rate is probably of the order of 300%/min, giving
a yield strain of around 0.025, which is somewhat higher than assumed in the model.
This underestimate of yield strain would contribute to an underestimation of the cracktip losses.
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Figure 75 Strains along the bottom 0.01mm of 2mm overlay, for 0.01 yield strain and
60mm roll radius case
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Figure 76 Plastic strain and strain rate along bottom 0.1mm of 2mm overlay for 0.01
yield strain, 60mm roll radius case, assuming 200mm/min roll speed

9.5

Modeling conclusions

This chapter has shown that there is a high level of consistency between the various
models of the roll test for the range of dimensions and properties of most interest when
elastic properties are assumed. The key assumptions on which this consistency depends
are that the radial component of stress is small through the sample, the neutral axis is
close to the middle of the substrate, and that tension does not contribute significantly to
strain energy release rate. There was some discussion and analysis of these assumptions
in chapters 6 and 7, and further confirmation is found with the consistency of the
chapter 6 models with the finite element models where these assumptions have not been
made.
The question of the mode mixity of the test was addressed, where it was found to be of
the order of 3.9° (assuming a characteristic length dimension of the substrate thickness

h=0.5mm), for 1mm and 1GPa overlay material. No result was obtained for a thicker
overlay, but the mode mixity increases with overlay modulus to 13.2° for 2GPa overlay
and it seems likely that a similar small increase in mode II component might occur if the
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overlay is exchanged for one of 2mm thickness. It is not certain what effect a reduction
in roll radius would have on mode mixity as models were restricted to 100mm due to
convergence difficulties. For lower roll radii there would be an increase in lifting
around the crack tip. Stiffening the overlay also causes lifting of the crack tip area from
the roll so it seems possible that an increase in shear mode would occur thus increasing
the mode mix value.
As expected, the overlay close to the crack tip was found to consume a significant
fraction of the available strain energy during crack propagation. The models for crack
tip propagation were very coarse with only 2-3 elements representing the plastic zone
around the crack tip, but are thought to be sufficient to indicate the general trends in
plastic losses, even if the absolute results are inaccurate. Based on the finite element
results, overlay crack tip losses of the order of 30% seem likely for many of the
experimental measurements in this project, resulting in a significant overestimate of the
paint adhesion/cohesion Gc if one of the non-FEA models is used in isolation, or if a
finite element model is performed without propagating the crack-tip.
A particularly concerning prediction from the models in this chapter was that under
some circumstances the energy dissipated in the paint (Gpaint) has very low dependence
on the roll radius R. In such cases most of the additional strain energy with low R is
dissipated in the epoxy overlay making the test potentially extremely sensitive to small
variations in paint toughness and therefore difficult to use.

The most significant

example of this effect was for the high yield strain, thick overlay case. High yield strain
could also occur with very high loading rates or high tension where local crack
propagation rates are higher.
The effective plastic strain rate along the bottom row of elements was checked for the
case of 0.01 yield strain and 2mm overlay thickness where a peak rate of the order of
300%/min at 0.01mm into the overlay was estimated for the 200mm/min crack driving
speed used in many of the experiments. It is noted that the length of the elements along
the specimen, and their ability to support large strain gradients limited the accuracy of
this estimate. However, such a strain rate is indicative of a higher yield strain than 0.01
around the crack tip region, suggesting that the finite element model overestimates
crack-tip losses. However there were clearly too few elements in the crack-tip region
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and other concerns about the appropriate material models to use around the crack tip to
be certain of the overall direction of error in crack-tip loss.
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Part III: Experimental Roll Test Studies (chapters 10-12)
10 Feasibility Study using non-automated roll test
10.1 Object

This factorial style study was designed to test the significance of a number of roll test
variables and to assess the sensitivity of the test in comparison with two common
practical adhesion tests, before investing in the engineering required to build an
automated version of the test. A summary of the work is reported here and it was also
described in (Jinks, Brown et al. 2002). This work was done prior to most of the work
reported in the chapters 4-9, and so the methods used here were not as developed as
those used in chapters 11 and 12.
This study was designed to test the effect of sample width, epoxy overlay thickness,
paint type and epoxy batch. The study was to be considered successful if statistically
significant differences in paint adhesion were detected. For comparison, the samples
were also tested using the T-bend test (ASTM D4145-90), and the reverse impact test
(ASTM D2794-93).

10.2 Method

Strips of the painted sheet metal were first cut to required dimensions, and then wiped
clean with methanol. They were then layed flat in a polyethylene tray. Ceiba-Geigy
K106 epoxy resin was poured over the sample, and the tray was place in an oven set to
70°C for two hours. After curing, the epoxy resin slab containing the samples was
removed for machining to the required dimensions.
A factorial experiment design was used to assess the effects of a range of variables on
the adhesion measurements. The independent variables were paint system (3 levels),
sample width (3 levels), epoxy resin thickness (3 levels) and epoxy resin batch (2
levels). A part factorial design was considered, but it was felt that the possibility of
noisy or incomplete data was sufficiently high to merit the additional sample
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preparation work. The larger number of samples also presented the opportunity to test
for the effect of variations in the curing process and the epoxy resin batch.
In summary the experimental design included
•

Epoxy resin thickness: 1mm, 2mm, 3mm

•

Sample width: 20mm, 30mm, 40mm

•

Paint top coat color: White, Green, “Sabotaged” Green

•

Epoxy resins: Ceiba-Geigy (2-part epoxy) K106 batch #678279 (Batch A), K106
batch #679046 (Batch B)

The sample systems consist of a substrate of 0.61mm thick steel sheet, coated first with
20µm of Zinc/Aluminium alloy, then 5µm of epoxy based primer, and finally 18µm of
polyester based top-coat. The two colors are representative of a low resin/pigment ratio
system (white) and a high resin/pigment system (green). The “sabotaged” green had no
pre-treatment layer between the primer and metal alloy layer (normally associated with
poor adhesion), and the system was grossly “over-cured” after application of the topcoat in order to further encourage adhesion failure. All three systems met commercial
specifications for adhesion, as determined by reverse impact and T-bend tests.
The above experiment, when implemented in a full factorial design gives 54 samples.
Because the curing oven was not sufficiently large to process all the samples in one run,
the samples were prepared over several runs. The samples were split up according to
epoxy resin batch (27 samples for each epoxy batch).

Each list of 27 was then

randomized in order, then split up in to two separate preparations. Each preparation was
further split to fit into top and bottom trays of the oven, again in a random manner.
While the oven was set to 70°C, with the large thermal mass in the oven (approximately
800g of epoxy resin was used in each preparation), the temperature overshot to 115°C in
the first preparation, and to 85°C for the remaining 3 of the preparations.

High

temperature cure of the epoxy resin overlay results in a thermal mismatch stress when
the samples cool, due to the differing thermal expansion coefficients of the steel and the
epoxy resin. The first stage of testing consisted of measuring the radius of curvature of
the sample. The second stage was to measure the critical radius beyond which a crack
could not be propagated.
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10.3 Measurement of the critical radius

The critical radius measurement was quite simple to perform. The sample was locked
into the beginning section of the roll, and the crack initiated as the sample was stretched
over the sharp edge. The sample was pulled around the curve by hand, applying enough
tension to keep the sample from visibly lifting off the surface of the roll. When sample
lift-off occurs, the result becomes less accurate. At the point where the crack stops
propagating, the critical radius was read off the edge of the roll. In some cases a crack
did not initiate on a particular roll, or continued to propagate beyond the end of the roll.
In such a case, only a limiting critical radius was recorded, and if possible a roll of more
suitable dimensions was chosen to continue the measurement.

Three rolls were

available, with base radii of 5, 10 and 20mm respectively.
In many cases, two or three measurements per sample were achieved. As the results
ranged in measurement quality a statistical weighting system was implemented for the
purpose of the regression analysis, which allowed different weightings to be associated
with measurements of differing precision. A weighting between 1 and 3 was given to
each measurement and the measurements were then averaged, where results with
weighting 2 or 3 had two and three times respectively the weight of results with a
weight of 1.
Sometimes the sample would hold to the surface of the roll, and the crack would
propagate relatively smoothly.

In such a case the assumptions made in the

mathematical model of the test would hold reasonably well, and the calculated adhesion
value should be relatively believable. Results of this sort were given a weighting of 3.
On some occasions the steel strip would lift slightly from the surface of the roll,
especially near the crack tip. Or the crack would propagate in a stop start fashion in
jumps of several millimeters. Measurements where this was observed were given a
weighting of 2.
If significant lifting was observed near the crack tip, or the cracks jumped distances of
more than 1cm, then the result was given a weight of unity.
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10.4 Mechanical properties of the epoxy resin

In order to estimate the adhesion energy, measurements of the epoxy resin mechanical
properties were required. Tensile tests were performed on a selection of the 3mm epoxy
resin overlays removed by the roll test. At 3mm, these were the thickest samples
available and therefore the least “pre-strained” by adhesion testing.
The mechanical properties of the epoxy resin were measured under uni-axial tension up
to a strain of 0.1 at a strain rate of 3%/min. Strains were estimated from the cross-head
positions. No Poisson’s ratio measurement was performed. Sample necking was not
found to be significant so little error in stress measurement was expected due to change
in cross sectional area of the sample during mechanical testing.
For the purpose of applying the data to a model, the mechanical data was fitted using
the relation σ = E

ε
, where σ is stress (Pa) and ε is strain. E and D are fitted
1 + Dε

parameters where E is a magnitude (in Pa) equal to the Young’s modulus at low strain,
and D is a shape factor. The stress and strain were fitted in terms of engineering stress
and strain. A conversion into true stress is expected to make a difference of up to about
3% to the ultimate stress of the epoxy resin.
More complicated equations that fitted the data better could have been used, but it was
felt that insufficient additional accuracy was obtained by their use, and the additional
parameters when fitted tended to vary in a random manner, making the relating of the
fitted parameters to the results of the adhesion test unreliable.
Plots of typical stress-strain curves are given in Figure 77. The data was fitted using the
above stress-strain equation with quite acceptable results, except for data from
preparation 3 which had to be truncated to about 0.03 strain. This preparation suffered
from an overshoot in temperature during cure where the oven reached about 115°C.
Beyond 0.03 strain the data indicated a much more sudden yielding (and perhaps
necking) than for the other preparations, making the application of the model in cases
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where epoxy resin strain extend beyond 0.03 inaccurate. The fitted parameters are

engineering stress (Pa)

given in Table 7 below.
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Figure 77 Stress-Strain behavior of the epoxy resin

Preparation

Epoxy

E

(Pa), D, Shape E/D (Pa), Comment

Resin

Young’s

Batch

Modulus

Factor

Approx.
Maximu
m Stress

3

A

9

1.51x10

21.2

71x106

59.1

6

Oven overshot to 115°C.

Only

applicable to 0.03 strain.
4
5

A
B

9

1.09x10

18x10

9

39.4

13x10

9

0.51x10

Slightly less epoxy resin used in batch.

6

6

B

0.56x10

38.9

14x106

6

B

0.80x109

43.3

18x106

10x strain rate

Table 7 Fitted parameters characterizing epoxy resin mechanical properties
Another parameter of general interest was the thermal expansion coefficient of the
epoxy overlay, and the implied additional strain energy release rate of the specimen due
to the mismatch between the epoxy overlay and the steel substrate. The coefficient of
thermal expansion and the base strain in the overlay was estimated from the curvature of
the prepared samples using the method described in chapter 7.3. The curvature was
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derived from the deflection of the specimen from a flat surface, and the epoxy CTE was
then calculated using the measured modulus of the overlay, the known properties of the
steel substrate, and the approximate cure temperature as the stress free temperature.
The general trend in sample curvature and derived epoxy CTE is shown in Figure 78.
As expected sample curvature increases with overlay thickness, however overlay CTE
also increased somewhat with thickness. At 1mm nominal overlay thickness CTE was
estimated at 23±8 x 10-6 (for 95% CI), at 2mm it was 27±4 x 10-6, and at 3mm overlay
thickness CTE was estimated at 34±5 x 10-6. A typically quoted CTE for epoxy is of
the order of 50x10-6 (Ashby and Jones 1981).
It is notable that on some occasions, mainly in the case of the lower (1mm) overlay
thickness’, there was a reversal in the radius of curvature. It is possible that this was
associated with the sample machining process where a thin layer of surface overlay
sample is severely deformed to such an extent that it is in a state of compression. If this
explanation is correct then it is likely that the thermal expansion coefficient was
generally underestimated and it may explain the apparent trend in epoxy CTE with
thickness.
The estimated base strain ε2 due to the mismatch stress (calculated using the method
from chapter 7.3) was combined with the strain due to bending at the critical radius, to
calculate strain energy release rate using the case 2 model from section 6.6. The effect
of including ε2 on strain energy release rate is plotted as a proportion of strain energy
release rate, and as a function of overlay thickness in Figure 79. Figure 79 shows the
effect of the mismatch stress where it was estimated to increase the strain energy release
rate of the specimen by under 5% in most cases. There were however a small number
of cases with 10-25% contribution to strain energy release rate for the 3mm case.
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10.5 Results
10.5.1 Analysis of fracture Surfaces

At low critical radius the Green topcoat paint system tended to fail consistently
somewhere within the topcoat revealing an even green topcoat surface on both sides.
The exceptions to this behavior were the results from preparation 3, and when the
critical radius was larger (usually associated with thicker epoxy resin) and where an
oscillating (banded) pattern was observed (Figure 80) consistent with start-stop style
crack propagation.

From observations during these roll tests measurements, it is

believed that during loading the crack initially penetrates to near the primer layer, then
after propagating some distance jumps to somewhere in the topcoat where it travels a
short distance before stopping. Further investigations using a video camera reported in
chapter 11 were not very successful at further characterizing the crack propagation
process.
The White painted sample consistently displayed the similar oscillations to those seen in
the preparation 3 Green samples, except with the exposed primer surface appearing to
be much cleaner (Figure 81).
The “sabotaged” Green displayed the most uneven failures, with patchy sections of
exposed metal, primer and topcoat (Figure 82). In preparation 3, when thicker epoxy
resin was used, an oscillating pattern similar to that observed for the Green was seen.
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Figure 80 Fracture surface of "Green" from preparation 3

Figure 81 Typical fracture surface of "White"
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Figure 82 Typical fracture surface of "Sabotaged Green"
There was a concern that the plane of fracture was being influenced by diffusion of
epoxy from the overlay into the topcoat. The plane of failure within the topcoat might
simply be the plane where the concentration of diffused epoxy becomes sufficiently
low. To test this hypothesis and to aid the interpretation of the observed failures,
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in attenuated total reflection (ATR)
mode was performed on several fracture surfaces. In this mode an incident beam is
propagated through an internal reflection element that is in contact with the fracture
surface of interest before being passed to a detector. Multiple internal reflections occur
along the length of the element between the top of the element and the element base that
is in contact with the fracture surface of interest. Along the base of the element, an
evanescent wave propagates into the sample normal to the surface to a depth of the
order 1µm, allowing the technique to detect the presence of certain chemical groups
within this zone.
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On the overlay side of the roll test fracture surface, the sample usually consisted of
some polyester topcoat bonded to the thick epoxy overlay, so a high level of overall
absorption of infrared would be expected. However on the metal substrate side of the
fractured roll test sample there was a range of surfaces including topcoat, primer, and
metal. If the failure has occurred within 1µm or so to the reflective metal surface then a
lower level of overall absorption would be expected and thus the overall relative
intensity of the spectra would be expected to give a rough indication of the relative
thickness of any primer layer remaining on the metal, assuming the spectra were
referenced against a common surface and sufficiently similar materials were being
analyzed.
FTIR was performed at a selection of fracture sites. In Table 8 some general results of
the FTIR work are presented. The table lists the failure as interpreted by the naked eye,
and then gives the species believed detected by FTIR for that plane. It should be noted
that the spectra generally had poor signal to noise ratios, so that not detecting a species
by FTIR does not conclusively demonstrate that it is not present. Example spectra are
shown in Figure 83 for the sabotaged green fracture surfaces and in Figure 84 for the
white topcoat fracture surfaces. Spectra were not saved for the green samples.
The primary bands used to infer the presence of epoxy were situated at 1605/cm (C-C
stretch of aromatic nucleus), 1510/cm (C=C) and 830/cm (out of plane bending of two
adjacent H’s, para subset) (Rinner 1993).

Polyester was inferred from 1740/cm

(carbonyl) and 730/cm (isophthalic ring substitution) (Rinner 1993).

Both species

exhibit some bands in the region of 1200-1300/cm corresponding mainly with C-O
stretching so these bands were generally not used for interpretation.
The results suggest that while the naked eye can be broadly trusted when interpreting
the fracture planes, an apparently interfacial fracture may not be a pure and clean
interfacial failure and some of both species of material may appear on one side of the
crack.
When analyzing the overlay side of the fracture planes, what appeared to be topcoat on
the white and green samples was identified as topcoat. That no clear epoxy signal (from
the epoxy overlay) was observed on the overlay side for samples where topcoat only
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appeared to be removed from the substrate, indicates that the crack path is at least 1µm
from the top of the topcoat, and also that an apparently interfacial crack does not tend to
remove a clearly detectible quantity of primer.
For the substrate side of the sabotaged green material, three surfaces were identified by
eye as metal (f), primer (g) and topcoat (d) respectively. The exposed metal surface was
not polished in appearance indicating perhaps some small amount of residual material
present.

The FTIR spectra showed a small but distinct band at around 1500/cm

suggesting that some epoxy remains on the surface. The surface that appeared to be
primer also contained signs of polyester indicative of that fracture occurring near the
topcoat/primer interface, while the substrate surface that appeared to be topcoat, was
positively identified as simply topcoat. Opposite the apparently exposed metal substrate
of the sabotaged green samples was expected to be a layer of primer attached to the
overlay through the topcoat. This was confirmed by spectrum e).
The apparently exposed primer on the metal substrate side of the white sample was also
found to have some polyester present (k). The white topcoat surface on the metal
substrate side was identified as just polyester (l). Both of these results are consistent
with the results for the sabotaged green samples. The related light and dark bands on
the overlay side of the off-white sample surface both showed similar spectra dominated
by the absorption bands indicating polyester.
It is interesting that no clear failure was observed showing polyester topcoat on the
overlay and epoxy primer on the substrate side. In both cases (off-white (k) and
sabotaged green (g)) both polyester and epoxy appeared to be present on the substrate
side surface. In the original paper these spectra were assigned as consisting mainly of
epoxy (Jinks, Brown et al. 2002), but after further consideration a stronger claim is
made that there is definitely also some signal due to polyester. The interpretation is that
the crack actually passes predominantly through the polyester topcoat, but is close to the
interface (at around 1µm or less) so the ATR techniques detects a sufficiently strong
signal due to the epoxy just underneath the polyester layer. That there was no similarly
strong signal due to epoxy on the overlay side of these failures supports this
interpretation, however it is noted that the signal to noise ratio was poor and FTIR is not
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really a quantitative technique. No additional work was done during this project to
further analyze the fracture surfaces.

Paint

Sample
code

Fracture
surface side

“Naked Eye”
observed
failure plane

Expected
species
based on
“naked-eye”

Epoxy
detected?

Polyester
detected?

“Sabotaged”
Green

d)

Metal
substrate side
Epoxy resin
overlay side
Metal
substrate side
Metal
substrate side

Within topcoat

Polyester

No

Yes

Primer/Metal

Epoxy

Yes

No

Primer/Metal

Just metal

Possibly

No

Primer/topcoat

Epoxy

Yes

Yes

i)

Epoxy resin
overlay side

Polyester

No

Yes

j)

Epoxy resin
overlay side
Metal
substrate side
Metal
substrate side

Within
Topcoat (dark
band)
Topcoat/primer
(light band)
Primer/Topcoat

Polyester

No

Yes

Epoxy

Yes

Yes

Within topcoat

Polyester

No

Yes

Within topcoat

Polyester

No

Yes

e)
f)
g)

White

k)
l)

Green

c)

Epoxy resin
Overlay side

Table 8 Summary of FTIR results.
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Figure 83 FTIR (ATR) spectra for sabotaged green fracture surfaces

Figure 84 FTIR (ATR) spectra for off white topcoat fracture surfaces
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10.5.2 Roll test adhesion measurements

A large range of critical radius values were recorded, with multiple measurements on
many of the samples, however a significant number of measurements indicated Rc
values outside the measurable range of the rolls. While these values were recorded as

Rc<X or Rc>X, where X is a limit of the roll radius, the analysis of the data containing
such results presented a difficulty. Two approaches were devised to analyze the data,
the first being regression analysis and the second being a binomial analysis.
For the regression analysis the open-ended range results were simply excluded from the
analysis of the data. The results for the “over-cured” preparation were very different
from those obtained from the other preparations and so for the purpose of generating a
fair measurement of true batch and preparation variability this data was also ignored for
the regression analysis. Additionally, it could not be certain that any additional curing
effect on the paint would be negligible at this higher temperature. There were only two
1mm epoxy resin thickness samples remaining after this exercise, so they too were
removed from the dataset. The resultant 27 item data-set after the above elimination
process was insufficient for a standard analysis of a full factorial experiment design,
therefore a first order regression technique was used to fit the data-set. It should be
noted that most of those 27 items represented weighted averages rather than single
measurements.
The regression models were of the form:
adhesion = CONST + THICKCO ⋅ thickness +
GREENCO ⋅ [Paint = Green] + SABCO ⋅ [Paint = Sabotaged_Green] +
BATCHCO ⋅ [prep = 4] + PREPCO ⋅ [prep = 5] + TRAYCO ⋅ [tray = bottom]

10.5.1

where capitalized parameters are the fitted coefficients, and lower-case parameters are
experimental variables. [X=Y] is a logical operator, such that when X=Y is true,
[X=Y]=1, else [X=Y]=0. The dependent variable, adhesion, is either the critical radius
or the adhesion energy as calculated using the experimental parameters and a
mathematical model. The “base case” is a White, 0mm epoxy resin thickness sample
from the top tray in preparation 6 and the regression coefficients represent perturbations
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relative to this base case where the adhesion is equal to CONST. The regression models
were fitted using a standard least squares approach.
Initial analysis studies showed that width was not a significant parameter so width was
excluded from the analysis presented here. The effect of including thermal mismatch
stress in the estimate of Gc improved the variance explained (R2) of the adhesion energy
models slightly but did not change any of the conclusions. The regression parameters
shown for the residual stress adjusted Gc values were derived from an earlier model for
mismatch stress that gave slightly larger estimates of its effect on Gc than the model
presented in section 7.3. A re-analysis of the data would give marginally different
values than those shown Table 9, but would not change the conclusions.
The results from two regression models are summarized below, with data from these
models presented in Table 9.
In the first regression model (Model 1) the main experimental variables were related to
the weighted best estimate of the critical radius using the above regression equation.
This model showed epoxy resin thickness, paint type and epoxy resin preparation as
being significant test variables. The residuals for this model did not appear to be
random and were probably not “normal”, suggesting some systematic effect not
included on the model.
In the second regression model (Model 2), the calculated adhesion energy was used as
the dependent variable instead of critical radius. The adhesion energy was calculated
using the simple non-linear elastic plastic epoxy resin material model described in
section 10.4 with the approximate model for calculating G, reported in section 6.6.
Using Gc rather than Rc it was found that the relative size of the batch effect was
reduced compared to the effect of the paints. However the effect of preparation alone,
which had a low effect in the previous model, was increased substantially suggesting
that the simple approximate plasticity model from section 6.6 had over-compensated
somehow. The magnitude of the effect of epoxy resin thickness relative to the effect of
the paint did not greatly change between the regression models, also suggesting a
problem with the adhesion energy model where it would be otherwise be expected to
somewhat compensate for variations in overlay thickness. Tray position became a
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significant variable for the Gc model possibly indicating that there was some
inhomogeneity in the oven temperature.

The overall quality of fit parameter R2,

improved from Model 1 to this model, and the systematic variation of the residuals
seemed to disappear, suggesting that the simple adhesion energy model accounted for
some non-random factor that was not accounted for when critical radius was used as the
dependent variable.
Regression models with interaction terms and with further sub-sets of the data were also
tested, but were not found to improve the results sufficiently to justify their use, given
the limited size of the data-sets involved. Non-linear models regression models were
not tested. Attempts were made to further refine the dataset by removing the poorer
quality measurements as determined by the rating approach used during the experiment.
However the broad conclusions were not changed, and any apparent “improvements”
become suspect as smaller datasets were fitted.
The binomial analysis provides a method to include the open-ended range data and thus
to allow many more measurements to be included in the analysis. The test used for this
analysis is to determine the probability of observing y “successes” in n trials, given an
assumed success probability for each single trial of p (usually 50%). This probability is
given (Ott 1988)

P=

n!
n− y
p y (1 − p )
y!(n − y )!

10.5.2

The probability of observing ≥y successes out of n trails was determined using

Px ≥ y = ∑i = y
n

n!
n −i
p i (1 − p )
i!(n − i )!

10.5.3

Obviously if there are a low number of positive outcomes, y, for a large number of
trials, n, then although Px≥y is high the significance of the event is 1-Px≥y. This method
calculates a low probability for y=n or y=0 for n trials, and a probability of 0.5 for
y=(n/2+0.5) when n is odd (because there are n+1 possible outcomes for n trials).
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The binomial analysis was used in this study to assess the effect of paint on adhesion, so
the hypotheses were of the form of Rc(green) > Rc (white), where appropriate pairs of
results for the white and green topcoat samples were collected and compared. The
regression analysis results were used to guide the selection of pairs for comparison from
suitable subsets of results. The subsets consisted of comparisons within preparation 3
samples (significant due to overcure), preparation 4 (significant due to separate epoxy
batch with differing mechanical properties), preparation 5 and 6 together (same cure and
epoxy batch), and were further subdivided by epoxy thickness. Tray position and width
were not used to define subsets so comparisons between samples with differing tray
position or width were allowed.
For the hypothesis of the Rc(green) > Rc (white), 32 suitable pairs were collected, and
for all of those pairs Rc(green) was greater than Rc(white). The probability of this event
occurring if the probability of Rc(green)>Rc(white) is 0.5 for each pair is 2.3x10-10,
making it seem highly likely that in fact Rc(green) > Rc(white).
While the effect of the “sabotaged” green paint was of similar order to the RMS error of
the fitted regression models suggesting little significant difference in adhesion
compared with the white paint, the binomial analysis (using a larger set of samples) did
detect a significant difference (Table 10). It was found that when considering all
possible subsets chosen using the above criteria (i.e. no direct comparisons were made
between samples from preparation 3 and preparation 5, or between 1mm epoxy
thickness samples and 2mm epoxy thickness samples) that for 22 out of a possible 30
cases where comparison was possible, the sabotaged green had a greater critical radius
than the white. The probability of achieving ≥22 positive outcomes from 30 P=0.5
trials is 0.0081 according to the above binomial formulae. Further, all of the cases
where the white had a lower critical radius were where the both epoxy thickness were
1mm. The 1mm epoxy thickness was insufficient in many cases to propagate a crack
into a measurable region of the roll, suggesting that the test detects differences in
adhesion between the white and the sabotaged green quite consistently when the epoxy
overlay is of sufficient thickness to reliably propagate the crack into the measurable
radius region of the roll.
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Model %
INT THICK GREEN SAB BATCH PREP5
Variance
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
Explained

TRAY DF RMS
CO
error

1 (Rc)

85.5%

-6.1
not
sig.

13.5
strong

-8.4
strong

3.6
not
sig.

8.7
medium

1.9
not sig.

-2.8
not sig.

20

4.2

2 (Gc)

88.4%

75.9
low

90.7
strong

63.0
Strong

-30.0
low

-32.6
low

-44.7
medium

27.1
low.

20

25.7

Table 9 Data from regression analysis. Strong significance (p<0.001), medium
significance (0.001<p<0.01), low significant (0.01<p<0.05), maybe significant
(0.05<p<0.1), not significant (p>0.1). RMS error = ( loss function / DF )1/2, where DF
is the number of degrees of freedom in the model, and the loss function is the least
squares sum of residuals. Note that all coefficients except THICKCO apply to logical
expressions. THICKCO multiplies directly with overlay thickness.

Hypothesis

Rc
Rc White > Rc
Green > Sabotaged Green
Rc
(including
1mm
White
thick epoxy data)

Rc White > Rc
Sabotaged Green
(excluding
1mm
thick epoxy data)

Rc White > Rc
Sabotaged Green
(only 1mm epoxy
data)

Success
rate
(y
successes
/
n
attempts)
Probability of ≥ y
successes out of n
attempts if P(a>b)=0.5
for each attempt

32/32

22/30

22/22

2/8

2.3x10-10

0.0055

2.4x10-7

0.964 (giving a
significance
of
0.035)

Strong
Sig.

Medium Sig.

Strong Sig.

Maybe sig.

Table 10 Binomial comparison

10.5.3 Performance of coatings compared to conventional “practical” adhesion
tests

For the purpose of comparing the roll test technique with more conventional (practical)
methods for assessing paint adhesion, some conventional adhesion tests were also
performed, with the results given in Table 11.
From the practical adhesion test results, a prima face judgment might normally made
that the white paint displays the best adhesion, with the green and “sabotaged” green
performing equally poorly. However the results generated using the roll test suggested
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that the order is quite different. The roll test measurements are shown with estimated
95% confidence intervals calculated using the adhesion regression model for 2mm
overlay thickness shown in section 10.5.2 above. The results obtained at 2mm were
believed to provide the most credible estimates of Gc, having a reasonable number of
results (unlike the 1mm case), and not too much lifting from the roll (unlike the 3mm
case).
In a sense the comparison between the adhesion test results is not a fair one, since the
tests depend on the mechanical properties of the paint and substrate in different ways.
Nevertheless the tests are used make practical assessments of paint adhesion and
degradation over time and so the sensitivity of the standard tests and their behavior
relative to the roll test estimate of Gc is of interest.
T-bend Test
(% paint removal /
% paint cracking )
Sabotage
d-green
White
Green

0T
80/
100
0/
90
30/
90

1T
80/
90
0/
90
10/
80

2T
60/
70
0/
80
30/
50

3T
20/
50
0/
70
10/
30

4T
0/
10
0/
60
0/
20

5T
0/
0
0/
20
0/
0

Tbend
Test
Result

Rev.
Impact
(Joules
)

2mm
(J/m2(95
% CI) )

4T

>20

227(51)

0T

>20

257(51)

4T

>20

320(51)

6T

0/
0

Table 11 Results of standard adhesion tests on coatings

10.6 Simple finite element model – no crack propagation

Ideally Gc should be geometry independent. Assuming rate effects are small, it might
be expected that two samples of differing overlay thickness generate the same Gc, yet
the analytical model calculated differing values of Gc for these two cases. To test the
accuracy of the model assumptions, finite element models were constructed for cases of
2mm and 3mm thickness, and Gc was calculated using equation 8.2.1 from chapter 8,
where the stored energy ahead of the crack tip is compared with the stored energy
behind the crack tip.
The finite element models were constructed using the finite element modeling program,
ABAQUS. They were precursor models to those described in section 9.2.1, differing in
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the choice and number of elements, loading method and material property models.
Through the thickness of each of the overlay and the substrate there were 9 elements.
The models used 4-node plane-strain reduced integration elements for the specimen, and
rigid elements for the roll. The crack was not propagated, and no attempt was made to
refine the mesh near the crack tip as crack tip stress field accuracy was not required for
this calculation. The elements were uniformly distributed along the length of the
sample, and the sample was simply displaced over the roll under constant tension. In
contrast, for the models reported in chapter 9 the roll was rotated generating a more
realistic and consistent deformation history for the sample. Zero friction was assumed
between the roll and the sample.
The model dimensions were chosen from the results of the regression analysis of the
experimental data (see Table 9). The regression results were used to estimate the
average critical radius, Rc, for the Sabotaged Green paint for the 2mm and 3mm epoxy
resin thickness cases of preparation 5 epoxy resin.
Non-linear elastic-plastic material properties were assumed in the model in the form of
a look-up table of values generated to fit the yield curve, and the Mises stress yield
criterion was used. For the overlay, the yield curve table fitted the result for the
preparation 5 epoxy resin (see Table 7 for the preparation 5 overlay mechanical
properties).
An example of the deformed mesh is given in Figure 85, while in Figure 86 below are
shown typical strain energy profiles through the thickness of the sample, ahead and
behind the crack tip. These profiles through the thickness of the sample are integrated
to give stored energy (in J/m2) as a function of position along the length of the sample
for both overlay thickness cases (Figure 87). There was some small scale lifting of the
sample from the roll at the crack tip which probably contributed to the considerable
distance of about 5 times the epoxy resin thickness before the stored strain energy
profile becomes smooth. In these finite element models, contact with the roll tended to
occur at points separated by distances of the order of several mm generating some
additional noise, particularly in the stored elastic energy profiles for the steel. Further
variability in the strain energy profile may have occurred due to the non-uniform
deformation history of the sample.
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At both roll radii, the finite element model predicted some plastic deformation occurring
in the steel. The tendency to plastic deformation reduces the effect of the decreasing
radii on the amount of stored elastic energy in the steel. The neutral axis in the FEM
was noted to be close to the center of the steel in agreement with the assumption made
in the analytical model described earlier. The only difference in energy profile in the
more uniformly deformed sections is therefore associated with the epoxy resin, whose
stored energy is then representative of the strain energy release rate for the system.
In Figure 87 the analytical result for the strain energy release rate is marked for each of
the cases. For the 2mm thickness, 26.6mm roll radius case, the analytical model from
chapter 6 equation 6.6.10 predicted a strain energy release rate of 174J/m2, compared
with 160-170J/m2 for the FEM around its peak. For the 3mm thickness case with
39.6mm roll radius, the analytical model estimated a strain energy release rate of
247J/m2, while the finite element model predicted G of 230-240J/m2 at around its peak.
It is interesting to note that these values are higher than the model I toughness found for
the epoxy overlay material when used as the adhesive in a double cantilever specimen
(section 2.2.3).
In both thickness cases for the finite element model, the sample was not sufficiently
long relative to the element dimensions to be confident of the result. In neither finite
element model case was there a long, clearly identifiable, uniformly deformed section
ahead of the crack tip, and so it is possible that the peak finite element results somewhat
underestimated the stored strain energy. Later finite element model results given in
chapter 9 presented a much more clearly identifiable section of uniform deformation, as
the sample thickness in those models was much less relative to the roll radius, longer
samples were able to be used, and the deformation history was more uniform along the
sample. Despite the rough nature of the finite element results in this section, there
seemed to be sufficient agreement with the analytical results to give some confidence in
the analytical method.
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Epoxy cross section ahead of crack tip
through which stored strain energy (J/m3) is
integrated to determine strain energy release
rate (J/m2).

Figure 85 Typical contours of stored elastic strain energy density in sample deformed
over roll
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5
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2.0x10

5

1.5x10

5

1.0x10

5

5.0x10

4

3

stored elastic energy (J/m )

4.0x10

-30 degrees from crack tip (steel only)
+30 degrees from crack tip (steel and epoxy)

Steel

Epoxy Resin

0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

position through sample thickness (mm)

Figure 86 Profile of stored strain energy density through the sample thickness for
39.6mm roll radius 3mm epoxy resin thickness sample, at positions –30 degrees (13.9mm) and +30 degrees (13.9mm) relative to the crack tip

steel (40mm roll diameter, 3mm epoxy thickness)
epoxy (40mm roll diameter, 3mm epoxy thickness)
steel (27mm roll diameter, 2mm epoxy thickness)
epoxy (27mm roll diameter, 2mm epoxy thickness)

300
280

2

stored strain energy (J/m )

260
240
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Analytical results

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-40

-20

0

20

40

angle (degrees) around roll with respect to crack tip position

Figure 87 Total stored strain energy in the steel and epoxy resin, as a function of
position relative to the crack tip. The analytical model calculated for 26.6mm roll
radius and 2mm epoxy resin, that G=174J/m2, and at 39.6mm/3mm, G=247J/m2. The
angular position allows straightforward comparison between cases with differing roll
radii.
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10.7 Conclusions from feasibility study

The broad conclusions of this feasibility study were:
•

The raw numerical results of the roll test are more sensitive to paint type than
the T-bend and reverse impact methods for assessing paint adhesion in a
commercial environment.

•

The simple to implement analytical model from section 6.6 using the stressstrain relation σ = E

ε
1 + Dε

may be used in place of a finite element model to

more quickly estimate Gc results.
•

The test is sensitive to epoxy mechanical properties and sample geometry in an
expected fashion.

•

The simple model using the from section 6.6 does not account for the variation
in Rc with sample thickness if Gc is assumed constant.

•

The roll test performed sufficiently well to merit building a much more capable
test jig.

10.8 Addendum to feasibility study – comparison with butt test
10.8.1 Objective and background

Over one year later when the automated roll test jig was completed and operational, the
sample material used in the original study above was retested using the new instrument,
and the results were also compared with those from the butt pull-off test. The butt pulloff test was not considered in the original feasibility study, however it was thought that
as some previous studies on similar painted metal systems had used the butt test
((Simpson 1998), (Zhang 1995)), it would be interesting to include it in this project.
From the data reported by both Simpson and Zhang, the variability of the butt test
measurements appeared to be of the order of 20-30% (Simpson 1998), (Zhang 1995).
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10.8.2 Methods

Specimens were prepared for testing using the automated roll test rig, and for the butt
testing rig used by Simpson (Simpson 1998). The samples were identical to those used
in the above feasibility study, except aged by over 1 year in ambient laboratory
conditions.
The roll test samples were cleaned with methanol, then placed in an oven at 50°C for 24
hours, after which the Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy resin overlay was poured onto them,
then the samples were returned to the oven at 50°C for a further 24 hours. The samples
were machined using the fly cutter to achieve the required overlay thickness (1.3mm
and 1.9mm), then stacked and ground to the required width (20mm) using an end mill.
The roll test samples were tested at 200mm/min, and 29kg tension (for 20mm sample
width).
The butt test sample material (20mm x 20mm squares) was similarly wiped with
methanol and bonded to 3mm steel plates using Miller-Stephenson’s Epoxy 907. This
resin cures to be very hard, and so should ensure minimal sample substrate deformation.
The new composite samples were then heated at 50°C for 24 hours. The steel studs to
be used in the butt test were cleaned using sandpaper, then washed in an ultrasonic bath
containing methanol for 15 minutes. The methanol was then exchanged for fresh
methanol, and the samples were allowed to soak for 24 hours before further ultrasonic
methanol bath cleaning, and oven drying at 50°C for 1 hour, just before bonding to the
samples. The samples were bonded to the studs using Ceiba-Geigy epoxy K106 from
the same manufacturer batch as that used with the roll test samples. After initial
bonding, the samples were allowed to stand at room temperature for 1 hour in order to
set, before placing them in an oven at 50°C for 25 hours. No special effort was made to
control the thickness of the epoxy layer joint.

After curing, the bead of epoxy

surrounding the bottom of the stud was filed using a rectangular cross-section file, then
further sanded away, leaving only residual amounts of the paint whose adhesion was
being tested. Care was taken not to apply excess force to the side of the stud. The
important consideration was that a reasonably flush and consistent edge was generated
around the base of the stud.
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The butt joint samples were tested in a specially designed rig used in previous studies
(Simpson 1998), shown in Figure 88. The sample is held under a flange that is locked
to the base of the tensile testing machine. The stud protrudes through the center of the
flange and attaches to a crude universal joint connected to the tensile testing machine.
The tensile testing machine pulls the stud through the flange, whilst the flange resists
the surrounding sample at the base of the stud. A crude universal joint helps ensure that
the stud is pulled in a direction normal to the plane of the sample.
The tensile testing machine was loaded at a rate of 1mm/min, with the time until failure
being of the order of 30-60 seconds, once the looseness of the joints had been taken up.

Figure 88 Butt joint rig

10.8.3 Results

The general trend in failure modes was for deeper and more uniform failures to occur
with the roll test specimens, than for the butt test specimens. Typical butt specimen
fracture surfaces are shown in Figure 89 and for comparison the automated roll test
fracture surfaces are shown in Figure 90. The failure modes are summarized in relative
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percentage terms in Table 12 and Table 14 respectively. The white topcoat specimens
displayed mostly topcoat/primer failure for both methods. The green topcoat system
also behaved similarly, except in the case of the butt test there was also some adhesive
failure of the epoxy adhesive (epoxy/stud or epoxy/topcoat), whereas with the roll test
there was observed some fracture at the primer topcoat interface due to some limited
banding. The sabotaged green samples had the largest difference in failure mode, with
the butt specimens showing a mostly cohesive topcoat failure, and a small amount of
primer/metal failure, whereas the comparable roll test specimens displayed almost total
primer/metal failure. Recall that the sabotaged green system used no pretreatment layer,
whose purpose is to ensure good adhesion between the primer and the zinc/aluminium
alloy.
The actual adhesion/cohesion measurements for the butt tests displayed no significant
difference between the three systems. In both (Zhang 1995) and (Simpson 1998),
measurement “error” of the order of 20-30% was reported. Sample standard deviations
of similar order were found in this study, however the measured average critical forces
found differences of less than 10%, suggesting that many samples would be required to
detect a statistically significant difference in adhesion/cohesion. In contrast differences
in paint adhesion/cohesion of high statistical significance were found using the roll test
during the feasibility study reported earlier in this chapter, where there were a similar
number of samples involved (see Table 13 for comparison).
Also in contrast to the butt test result, when this original sample material was tested
using the new roll test rig, it was clear from very few samples that the difference in
adhesion/cohesion between these samples was large (see Table 14). For the case where
the epoxy overlay was 1.3mm thick, for the green topcoat the crack could not be
propagated beyond the start of the roll whereas for the sabotaged sample the crack
propagated easily to the end of the sample. This large difference was consistent with
the fact that the sabotaged sample had no pretreatment layer. In section 11.4.3 the
variability of the roll test was found to be of similar order as the length of the bands that
are generated on the fracture surface during crack propagation, and differences in Rc
measured using the automated version of the roll test shown in Table 14 were large
compared to the band length.
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The surprising closeness of the butt test results for three systems (within 10%) relative
to the standard deviations (20-30%) is perhaps a matter of concern, as it may well
indicate that measured critical force reflects some feature of the sample preparation or
test design, rather than the samples themselves. However it is not clear what this may
be, unless strength of the off-white paint is very close to the strength of the epoxy-steel
or epoxy-topcoat interfaces, and the small scale (10%) failure in those planes is
sufficiently lowering the apparent adhesive/cohesive strength of the green and
sabotaged green samples, making them appear very similar in strength to the white. The
corollary of this theory would seem to be that the roll test is incorrectly identifying the
adhesion in the sabotaged system as lower than that in the white system.
The explanation for the roll test’s apparent more uniform failure mode and higher signal
to noise ratio probably lies the crack tip creation and propagation process. In the roll
test, crack initiation is separated from the crack propagation during testing, and the
crack propagation process is globally stable due to the increasing roll radius, so the
crack tip throughout the test is formed naturally and is propagated in small steps. This
is in contrast with the butt test where it is difficult to separate the crack initiation phase
from the specimen “failure” phase, due the relatively unstable and very rapid nature of
the crack propagation.
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Figure 89 Butt fracture surfaces, from left to right, green, off-white, and sabotaged
green.

Figure 90 Automated roll test substrate fracture surfaces, from left to right, green, offwhite, and sabotaged green
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Topcoat

Average
Force (kN)

95%
Confidence
interval

%epoxy
steel,
topcoat

Green
White
Sabotaged
Green

1.61
1.63
1.75

0.39
0.26
0.32

11%
0%
9%

/ %topcoat
cohesive
89%
11%
75%

%topcoat
/primer

%primer
/metal

0%
89%
8%

0%
0%
9%

Table 12 Butt test results, including failure planes
Butt test data
Fc
Fc
Green ≥ White
Fc
≥ Fc
White
Sab.
Green

Hypothesis

Success rate
(y successes / n
attempts)
Probability of ≥ y
successes out of n
attempts,
if P(a>b)=0.5 for
each attempt
Significance

Fc Green
≥ Sab.
Green

Roll test data (feasibility study)
Rc Green > Rc White >
Rc White >
Rc White
Rc Sab.
Rc Sab.
Green
Green
(including
(excluding
1mm thick
1mm thick
epoxy data)
epoxy data)

12/25

10/25

12/25

32/32

22/30

22/22

0.655
(0.345
significa
nce)

0.885
(0.115
signific
ance)

0.655
(0.345
significan
ce)

2.3x10-10

0.0081

2.4x10-7

Not Sig.

Not Sig.

Not Sig.

Strong Sig.

Medium Sig.

Strong Sig.

Table 13 Binomial comparison giving sensitivity results for butt test and roll test
Topcoat

Rc (band
length) 1.9mm
epoxy
overlay

Rc (band
length) 1.3mm
epoxy
overlay

%epoxy
/topcoat

%topcoat
cohesive

%topcoat
/primer

%primer
/metal

Green
White
Sabotaged
Green

54.0 (4.9)
>89
>89

<30
47.3 (4.3)
>89

0%
0%
2%

90%
1%
0%

10%
99%
0%

0%
0%
98%

Table 14 Roll test results using automated rig to measure adhesion for samples tested in
the original feasibility study
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11 Investigations into the behavior of the automated roll test
11.1 Introduction

In the chapter 10 feasibility study the roll test was run manually, with sample deformed
about the roll under tension applied by hand. A range of test variables were considered
in that study, including paint type, epoxy batch, overlay thickness and sample width.
All except sample width were found to be significant in their effect on critical roll
radius, and estimated Gc. After the chapter 10 study confirmed the test’s sensitivity to
paint type, an automated version of the test was engineered, and it is described in
chapter 3. Also described in chapter 3 is an improved sample preparation procedure
that significantly reduces the amount of wasted epoxy and better controls the uniformity
of cure temperature.
The automated roll test rig and the new sample preparation tray and method are assessed
in this chapter, along with the newly controllable variables of crack driving speed and
sample tension. There were several goals throughout these studies, including refining
the sample preparation methods, understanding the basic behavior of the test and
determining the optimum operating parameters.
The first two studies reported in this chapter are matrix studies, each considering a
range of variables. There was some overlap between these two matrix studies as there
was concern after the first matrix study from this chapter that the new sample machining
method was causing too much damage to the edge of the samples from excessive
heating and mechanical agitation causing cracking along the edge of the sample, and so
some level of confirmation of the initial results from the second study was desirable.
The samples from the chapter 10 study were cast in an excess of the K106 epoxy
completely covering the sample, and so there was previously no need to machine the
steel substrate.
The main conclusions from the two matrix studies in this chapter were that test speed,
overlay thickness, and epoxy overlay batch are all significant variables affecting critical
radius, while sample tension during testing and preparation number do not have any
great effect. The preparation-to-preparation variability was not significant, unlike in
chapter 10 where the sample preparation was less controlled, suggesting that the new
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preparation procedures generated more consistent mechanical properties in the epoxy
overlay. However using epoxy overlay from different manufacturer’s batches did have
an effect on critical radius measurement. The most important result was that the test is
sensitive to paint color.
A feature of the test is the generation of “bands” along the fracture surface, where
typically the crack path oscillates between the topcoat-primer interface, and topcoat
cohesive failure. The presence and dimension of the “banding” on the fracture surface
of the sample was considered as another response variable in the matrix studies in this
chapter.

The first matrix study with fairly small numbers of samples showed no

statistically significant trend in the presence of a “banded” fracture surface with the
other test variables, except perhaps test speed, where there may have been weak trend of
faster crack driving speed increasing the tendency for banding to occurs. Test speeds
were higher for the second study, and banding tended always to occur, supporting the
previous observation. The second matrix study had sufficient results to also allow
consideration of band location and dimensions. The position of the first occurrence of
banding was found to be most influenced by overlay thickness. Topcoat band length
(topcoat on substrate fracture surface indicating a topcoat cohesive failure) near Rc was
influenced by overlay thickness only, whereas primer band length was not influenced
strongly by any one test variable, despite both showing significant trends with Rc.
Following the two matrix studies, section 11.4 of this chapter is concerned with the
effects of test variables over larger ranges, and considers individually, tension, crack
driving speed and overlay thickness. Tension was showed again to have little effect on
critical radius, while increasing crack driving speed or overlay thickness, increased
critical radius. Also, finally, in section 11.4.7 is presented an analysis of the crack path
for a single sample as a function of roll radius.
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11.2 First matrix study into automated roll test behavior considering the
effect of speed, tension, overlay thickness and paint color
11.2.1 Object

This factorial study was performed in order to assess the general performance of the
automated roll test rig, including its sensitivity to paint type. A new sample preparation
procedure was also assessed where a new tray and machining method was used.
This study tested
•

2 epoxy overlay thickness’ (2mm, 3mm)

•

2 paint types (high pigment/binder ratio white, low pigment binder green,)

•

2 test tensions (20kg and 29kg weight applied to 20mm nominal width)

•

2 test speeds (40mm/min, 200mm/min)

The 3mm epoxy was only tested at 29kg, to ensure good conformation to the roll.
Width was not found to be important in Study 1, and so was not considered here. The
effect of epoxy batch, while important, was not considered in this study in order to
focus on the rig performance, and so as to enable the study to be performed using only
two preparations of 6 samples.

11.2.2 Method

The samples were cut to 23mm x 298mm, wiped with methanol, then loaded into the
tray described in section 3.4.2. The key difference between this tray and the one used in
the study reported in chapter 10 was that the epoxy was cast along the middle of the
painted steel sample. This casting arrangement minimized waste of epoxy, but meant
that the edge of the steel had to be ground back to flush with the overlay giving a final
sample width of about 20mm. A second difference with the earlier tray was that this
tray was mounted on a thick aluminium plate to ensure a high level of temperature
uniformity during cure.
The tray with the samples mounted in it was placed in an oven set to 110°C in order to
pre-heat the aluminium block and to evaporate any residual methanol. After about 1
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hour the tray was removed from the oven and the mixed Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy
(batch #678279) was poured into the sample moulds in the tray. The tray was put back
into the oven and the epoxy was cured for 2 hours at 110°C, then the oven was turned
down to 60°C for 1 hour, after which the tray was removed. After further cooling for
about 30 minutes the samples were removed from the moulds for machining.
The samples were then milled to the required thickness, and the edges of the steel strip
were ground back to flush with the epoxy using a bench grinder. Unfortunately the
grinding method of trimming the samples generated excessive heat along the edges of
the samples. Further, one of the samples after testing in the roll test rig was noted to
show a clear edge effect along the fracture surface due to machining damage, indicative
of an edge crack reducing the effective width of the sample. The bench grinder method
of removing excess substrate was abandoned in future studies.
The samples were tested using the roll test rig described in section 3.3. The sample
tension was applied via weight plates hung from a G-clamp attached to the free end of
the sample. The other end was locked into the low radius of curvature section of the roll
and the crack driving speed was set by the INSTRON mechanical testing machine
cross-head speed. The instantaneous crack speed deviates from the cross-head speed
when stick-slip type propagation occurs, but the average crack speed matches closely
the average local crack speed due to the matched dimensions of the drive roll.

11.2.3 Results

The raw data from this study is given in Table 15, with a binomial analysis of the data
in Table 16 and a regression analysis result given below in Table 17. As was found in
earlier studies, several results outside of the measurable range occurred, and
consequently only a first order analysis of effects could be performed using the
regression analysis. This problem of missing results would be alleviated somewhat by
having longer samples able to utilize the full range of the existing rolls, or even larger
ranged rolls. However to use longer samples would required a larger oven in which to
cure the full length samples, combined with a larger casting tray so a time/money
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decision was made to make do with the existing equipment for remaining duration of
this project.
To allow for some level of inclusion of single bounded range data into the analysis, a
binomial analysis was used, similar to that used in the feasibility study described in
chapter 10. In this analysis, all possible subsets of the available data were considered
with all variables within each subset held constant except for one (independent) variable
of interest that was changed. The fraction of subsets where the change occurs in a
particular direction is the analysis result, giving an indication of the significance of the
independent variable, without the concern of how to manage range type results. The
probability of achieving the observed outcome by chance, P, was calculated using
equation 10.5.3. A regression analysis by contrast cannot include all the data generated
due to the open ended nature of some of the results, however it takes into account the
magnitude of the various effects in measuring their significance.

Combined, the

binomial and regression style of analysis provide a good indication of which
independent variables are significant even when there are open ended or missing results.
Taking first the binomial comparison (Table 16), the results for P suggested that
increasing roll speed, increasing overlay thickness, and using green topcoat, all generate
higher critical radius values. For increasing tension on the other hand, Rc increased for
3 out of only 4 subsets, which for such a low number of trials is inconclusive. These
results were broadly supported by the first order regression analysis (Table 17) where
all four variables also appeared to have some positive effect on Rc, but the small
number of samples able to be included (8) limited this analysis. Of those four variables
only epoxy thickness was statistically significant followed by crack driving speed,
which had lower, very marginal significance (P=0.1). It was thought unlikely that
tension would have a significant effect on Rc except in cases where roll conformation is
poor. Tension was tested in isolation in a later study (see section 11.3), and was found
to have little significant effect on Rc.
It was noted for some samples there was a stick-slip type crack propagation producing
banding due to oscillating topcoat/topcoat and topcoat/primer failure, whilst in others
propagation was a smooth process producing an even fracture surface with the failure
exclusively within the topcoat. The binomial analysis did not contain sufficient data to
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attribute real significance to the independent variables on banding, with epoxy overlay
thickness having the most significant probability of having an effect (P=0.125).
However the regression analysis of the fracture surface (results Table 18) suggested that
the occurrence of banding is most likely correlated with thicker epoxy and faster driving
of crack propagation rather than topcoat paint color or tension.
The band dimensions and location of first band are also given, however it is a very
small data set so analysis was considered futile. Note that the band dimensions and
position are given in radius of curvature units (as marked on the side of the roll), not
direct length dimension units. In order to convert to actual length, use may be made of
the calibration curve shown in chapter 3.
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White
White
White
White
White
White
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green

Preparation Topbatch
coat
color

9
10
9
8
9
10
10
8
9
9
8
10

Total
thickness
(mm)

2.56
2.5
2.45
2.49
3.46
3.54
2.54
2.51
2.55
2.57
3.52
3.55

Nominal
epoxy
thickness
(mm)

Weight
applied
to
put sample
into tension
(kg)
(nominal
20mm
width)
48.8
59.3
43.6
75.0
106.5
>125
59.0
65.4
81.1*
85.5<Rc<97.7
>125
>125

Nominal
Critical
Crack
Radius
Speed
(mm)
(mm/min)

40
200
40
200
40
200
40
200
40
200
40
200

Fracture
Surface

43.6
<85
<30
40.2
49.5
47.1
<30

R,
for Band
first band length
beyond
near
initiation crack
banding
tip
topcoat
band
3.5
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.7

Smooth
Banded
Smooth
Smooth
Banded
Banded
Smooth
Banded
Smooth
Banded
Banded
Banded

Band
length
near
crack
tip
primer
band

3.5
1.0
1.8
1.4
1.0
1.4
1.8

indicates edge delamination causing possible overestimation of Rc

20
20
29
29
29
29
20
20
29
29
29
29
*

2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2

Table 15 Automated roll first exploratory study.

.
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Change

Color

Thickness

Tension

Speed

Increase in Rc
P

5/5
0.031
Low sig.
1/3

4/4
0.063
Maybe Sig.
3/3

3/4
0.313
Not sig.
0/2

5/5
0.031
Low Sig.
3/4

0.375
Not sig.

0.125
Not sig.

0.250
Not sig.

0.250
Not sig.

Change band state
from smooth to
banded
P

Table 16 Binomial comparison showing effects of major test variables on critical
radius and on presence of banding on fracture surface.
Rc

Const

[color=green] [Epoxy
[weight(tension)=29kg] [speed=200mm/min]
thickness=3]

Factor

42.0

14.2

53.2

11.3

18.1

Std. Err.

6.8

7.6

12.2

7.6

7.6

0.0085

0.1586

0.0225

0.2340

0.0972

Not sig

Low sig

Not sig

Maybe sig

P
Significance

3

Table 17 Regression analysis of effects of major test variables on critical radius (no
interactions). Only results with bounded Rc values, are used in this analysis. Fitted
equation is:
Rc=42+14⋅[color=green]+53⋅[epoxythickness=3]+11⋅[weight=29]+18⋅[speed=200],
R2=0.91378

Surface
Const
(1=banded,
0=smooth)

[Color=green] [Epoxy
[weight(tension)=29kg] [speed=200mm/min]
thickness=3]

Factor
Std. Err.
P

0.17
0.21
0.4512

0.75
0.26
0.0220

-0.25
0.26
0.3611

0.50
0.21
0.0479

Not sig.

Low sig.

Not sig.

Low Sig.

0.17
0.23
0.4986

Table 18 Regression analysis of effects (no interactions) of major test variables on
presence of banding on fracture surface. Fitted equation is
“Probability of surface banding” =
0.17+0.17⋅[Color=green]+0.75⋅[epoxythickness=3]0.25⋅[weight=29]+0.50⋅[speed=200], R2=0.68571

3

Strong significance (p<0.001), medium significance (0.001<p<0.01), low significant
(0.01<p<0.05), maybe significant (0.05<p<0.1), not significant (p>0.1). RMS error =
( loss function / DF )1/2, where DF is the number of degrees of freedom in the model,
and the loss function is the least squares sum of residials.
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11.3 Second matrix study into automated roll test behavior considering
the effect of speed, overlay thickness, paint color and epoxy batch
11.3.1 Object

This factorial study was performed to assess a slightly different sample space from the
previous study (200-400mm/min rather than 40-200mm/min, and 1.0, 1.5 and 2mm
epoxy rather than 2.0-2.5mm), and to refine the sample preparation method further. In
the previous study the sample edges were ground so that the epoxy overlay and the steel
substrate were flush, generating heat and some edge damage. For this study the samples
were instead clamped together on their sides and milled flush.
This study tested
•

3 epoxy thickness’ (1mm, 1.5mm 2mm).

•

2 paint types (high pigment/binder ratio white, low pigment binder green – same
as previous study described in section 11.2).

•

2 test speeds (200mm/min, 400mm/min).

All tests were done at 29kg tension (for 20mm wide sample) as the previous study had
suggested little effect due to tension, and little effect was expected as long as the as
sample conformed well to the roll (based on results from chapter 7).
Epoxy batch was also considered here for comparison with the feasibility study reported
in chapter 10 where epoxy batch was found to be significant.

11.3.2 Method

The samples were cut to 23mm x 298mm, wiped with methanol, then loaded into the
new tray described in section 3.4.2. The tray was then placed in an oven set 110°C.
After about 1 hour, the mixed Ceiba-Geigy K106 epoxy (batch #678279 is epoxy A,
used in preparation 15, batch #679046 is epoxy B, used in preparations 14, 16 and 17)
was poured into the sample moulds in the tray. The epoxy was cured for 2 hours, at
110°C, then the oven was turned down to 60°C for 1 hour, after which the tray was
removed. After further cooling for about 30 minutes the samples were removed from
the moulds for machining.
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The samples were milled to the required thickness, and were then stacked and clamped
for milling along their edges. In the previous matrix study the substrate was reduced to
flush with the overlay using a bench grinder, causing excessive heating of the edges and
some edge damage. For this study to reduce the heating, the samples were mounted
together on their sides under a mill, and machined to flush using a fly cutter tool.
The samples were tested using the automated roll test rig described in section 3.3. The
sample tension was applied via weight plates hung from a G-clamp attached to the free
end of the sample. The other end was locked into the low radius of curvature section of
the roll, with the speed is set by the INSTRON mechanical testing machine cross-head
speed.

11.3.3 Results

Although sample heating during machining did not seem as severe as for the previous
study, the new machining method produced the occasional edge failure where cracking
was observed between the steel and overlay along the edge of the sample. This damage
was attributed to the machining tool not exclusively cutting along the plane of the
sample, thus “flicking” the stiff substrate away from the soft overlay. For samples with
severe edge damage, the effective width of the sample is much less than the total width
of the sample and the critical radius results are discredited. To avoid edge damage, the
machining method for future studies utilized an end mill tool instead of a fly cutter.
Nevertheless sufficient results were obtained during this study to allow some analysis.
The raw data coming from this study is given in Table 19, the binomial analysis is given
in Table 20, and the regression analysis result is given in Table 21.
In the binomial analysis where the open ended Rc results are able to be included,
consistent with the results of the previous matrix study, topcoat color, crack driving
speed, epoxy thickness and epoxy batch (as distinct from preparation) all had a fairly
significant effect on Rc (Table 20). The regression analysis supported the binomial
analysis results, also finding that Rc was dependent on paint color, crack driving speed,
epoxy thickness and epoxy batch (Table 21). The regression analysis also showed little
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effect due to preparation-to-preparation variation where epoxy batch was held constant,
suggesting that the sample preparation procedure was more consistent than in the
feasibility study reported in chapter 10.
The position of the first band in radius units was also recorded and is analyzed here in
Table 22. In contrast with the earlier study, banding always occurred if the crack had a
chance to propagate. The consistent presence of banding was attributed to the higher
test speeds during this study than occurred in the first matrix study. The first study
found an increase in the occurrence of banding with an increase in speed from
40mm/min to 200mm/min, whereas this study considering 200mm/min to 400mm/min
always found banding. With regard to the position of the first band, the only variable
that seemed to have any significant effect in the binomial analysis was epoxy thickness,
with the radius value of the first band increasing with epoxy overlay thickness.
The dimensions of the bands near the final crack stopping position were also measured
(in radius units), with separate measurements being taken of the topcoat and adjacent
primer band. From Table 23 the regression analysis suggested that topcoat band length
was correlated only with epoxy thickness, with increased overlay thickness resulting in
decreased band length. In contrast, primer band length seemed unaffected by changes
in the main independent variables (Table 24).
Both primer and topcoat band length are plotted as a function of Rc in Figure 91, where
an apparent counter-correlation between primer and topcoat band length was observed,
with topcoat band-length decreasing with increasing Rc, and primer band length
increasing.
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Preparation Nominal Speed
Color Edge
Total Rc R, for
Band
batch
epoxy
(mm/min)
cracking thick- (mm) first
length
thickness
failure? ness
band
near
(mm)
(mm)
beyond crack
initiation tip banding topcoat
(mm)
band
(mm)

Band
length
near
crack
tip primer
band
(mm)

14 (B1)
14 (B1)
14 (B1)
14 (B1)
14 (B1)
14 (B1)
15 (A)
15 (A)
15 (A)
15 (A)
15 (A)
15 (A)
16 (B2)
16 (B2)
16 (B2)
16 (B2)
16 (B2)
16 (B2)
17(B3)
17(B3)
17(B3)
17(B3)
17(B3)
17(B3)

1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.0

200
400
400
200
400
400
200
200
400
200
400
400
200
400
200
200
400
200
200
200
400
200
200
200

W
W
W
G
G
G
W
W
W
G
G
G
G
W
W
G
G
W
W
W
W
G
G
G

N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

2.1
2.12
2.6
2.6
2.1
2.61
2.07
2.63
2.58
2.08
2.1
2.59
2.05
2.13
2.6
2.59
2.59
2.07
1.57
2.59
2.54
2.12
2.6
1.54

44.5
49.4
?*
>89*
63.8
>89*
65.7
>89*
>89*
73
81.3
>89*
43.5
48.7
75.9
>89*
>89*
37.7
<30
61.4
74.7
50.7
>89
<30

40.2
38.4
64.5
55.9
39.3
<30
36.7
<30
<30
56.7
<30
<30
41
45.4
63
62.8
58
33.1

2.8
1.3
1.2
1.5
1.1
0.6
2.5
0.8
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.7
4.5
6.7
1.5
1.8
1.7

2.7
3.1
3
4.5
3.7
3.1
4.7
2.3
2.3
6.3
7.3
1.9
4.5
2.5
5.3
4.1
3.1

46.2
52.7
38.4
62.8

1.5
1.1
5
0.8

5
7.1
2.3
7

Table 19 Automated roll test second exploratory study. * indicates edge delamination
causing overestimation of Rc. Edge affected results are ignored when estimating effects
on Rc.
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Change

Color (G>W)

Increase
Thickness

Speed (400>200)

Epoxy Batch (A
[prep 15] > B [prep
14, 16, 17])

Increase in Rc
P

9/10
0.010
Medium sig.
6/10

13/13
0.00012
Strong sig.
6/7

8/9
0.018
Low sig.
4/9

5/5
0.031
Low sig.
3/5

0.377
Not sig.

0.063
Maybe sig.

0.246
Not sig.

0.5
Not sig.

Increase in R for
first band position
P

Table 20 Binomial comparison
Rc

const

[prep=1
5
(Epoxy
A)]

[prep=1
6
(Epoxy
B)]

[prep=1
7
(Epoxy
B)]

[color=green] [Epoxy
[speed=400
thickness=2] mm/min]

Factor
Std.
Err.
plevel

43.8
3.5

20.1
4.2

-4.8
4.0

-8.5
5.1

10.0
3.3

31.4
4.5

8.1
2.9

1.58E
-05

0.0029

0.2784

0.1428

0.0220

0.0005

0.0310

Medium
sig

Not sig.

Not Sig.

Low Sig.

Strong Sig.

Low Sig.

Table 21 Statistical analysis of effects (no interactions) on Rc. Samples with
unbounded Rc, or with edge
failures not included in this analysis,
Rc=44+20⋅[prep=15]-5⋅[prep=16]9⋅[prep=17]+10⋅[color=green]+31⋅[epoxythickness=2]+8⋅[speed=400], R2= 0.94458
R
const
(banding
starts)

[prep=15
]

[prep=16
]

[prep=17
]

[color=g
reen]

[Epoxy
thickness=2]

[speed=40
0mm/min
]

Factor
Std. Err.
p-level

7.6
5.9
0.22635

1.0
4.0
0.8091

-4.3
4.6
0.3761

4.4
3.2
0.1946

19.7
3.5
0.0002

1.9
3.6
0.6045

Not sig.

Not sig.

Not sig.

Not sig.

Strong sig

Not sig.

36.9
4.1
4.46E06

Table 22 Statistical analysis of effects on position of first band (no interactions)
R(banding-starts)=37+8⋅[prep=15]+1⋅[prep=16]4⋅[prep=17]+4⋅[color=green]+20⋅[epoxythickness=2]+2⋅[speed=400], R2= 0.78501
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Topcoat
band
length at
Rc

const

[prep=15] [prep=16] [prep=17] [color=
green]

[Epoxy
thickness=2]

[speed=400
mm/min]

Factor
Std. Err.

2.59
0.532
63
0.000
31

-0.44
0.52

1.05
0.64

0.76
0.62

-0.06
0.42

-1.40
0.44

-0.66
0.44

0.4104

0.1221

0.2427

0.8785

0.0069

0.1577

Not sig.

Not sig.

Not sig.

Not sig.

Med. Sig.

Not sig.

p-level

Table 23 Statistical analysis of effects on topcoat band length near Rc, Topcoat band
length=2.6-0.4⋅[prep=15]+1.0⋅[prep=16]+0.8⋅[prep=17]+0.0⋅[color=green]1.4⋅[thicknes=2.5]-0.7⋅[speed=400], R2= 0.63184
Primer
band
length
at Rc

const

[prep=
15]

[prep=1
6]

[prep=1
7]

[color=gree
n]

[Epoxy
thickness=2]

[speed=400mm/
min]

Factor
Std.
Err.
p-level

3.49
1.11

0.77
1.08

0.90
1.32

2.09
1.29

-0.49
0.91

-0.09
0.92

0.33
0.87

0.0077

0.4899
Not
sig.

0.5062
Not sig.

0.1305
Not sig.

0.5973
Not sig.

0.9240
Not. sig.

0.7124
Not sig.

Table 24 Statistical analysis of effects on primer band length near Rc. Primer band
length=3.5-0.8⋅[prep=15]+0.9⋅[prep=16]+2.1⋅[prep=17]-0.5⋅[color=green]0.1⋅[thicknes=2.5]-0.3⋅[speed=400], R2= 0.20605
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topcoat band length
primer band length
7

band length (mm)

6

2

tbl = -1.4(1.7) + 0.1(0.02) x Rc, R =0.62, P=0.007

5
4
3

2
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Figure 91 Primer and topcoat band length as a function of Rc

11.4 Study into basic trends in critical radius with changes in main test
parameters
11.4.1 Introduction

The previous matrix studies considered only 2 levels for each major variable so no
information about the shape of the curves relating tension, loading rate and overlay
thickness to critical radius was obtainable. The goal of the short studies reported in this
section was simply to establish some trend behavior in critical radius due to changes in
those operational parameters. All these studies were performed using the a polyester
white paint system and were centered about a base case with nominal 2mm overlay
thickness, 20mm wide strip, 29kg sample tension and 200mm/min loading rate.

11.4.2 Sample preparation

The samples were prepared by curing the Ceiba-Geigy epoxy resin overlay at 110°C for
two hours, and were then machined to the required thickness. For samples prepared to
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investigate the overlay thickness effect, the epoxy overlay was machined to between 0.8
and 2.6mm, while for the other tests 2.0mm epoxy thickness (making a total of 2.5mm
sample thickness) was used. Sample width was held constant at 20mm because the first
substantial study (chapter 10) had shown that width is an insignificant factor, and there
was little reason to expect that it might become significant with the new rig, except
through its interaction with tension.
These experiments were performed just before and just after the second matrix study
reported in section 11.3 and as a consequence, there were some variations in machining
methods used while the sample preparation method was still being optimized. Results
with excessive edge damage were discarded from the analysis, so any effect on results
due to differing edge machining methods is expected to be minimal.

11.4.3 Tension

A simple model analyzing the effect of tension on strain energy release rate was given
in chapter 7.2. Due to the comparative stiffness in tension of the steel substrate, it was
estimated that as long as the tension applied to the sample is sufficient to substantially
constrain the sample to the roll (no significant lifting or buckling), changes in tension
would have little influence on the critical radius. However tension may have some
indirect impact on critical radius through its effect on the strain rate in the overlay, and
this effect was calculated in section 7.1 where a thin beam model was applied to
estimate the profile of the sample as it approached the roll. In that model, the estimated
effect of the doubling the tension from around 30kg to 60kg for a 20mm wide sample
was to more than double the strain rate in the overlay (see Table 2).
For the experiments described in this section, tension was varied between 15kg and
40kg of applied weight (20mm nominal sample width), while the crack driving speed
and overlay thickness were held constant at 200mm/min and 2mm respectively.
Tension to the samples was applied using iron weight plates attached to the end of a rod
suspended from the base of the sample via a square G clamp. Care was taken to ensure
that the suspended weights and clamp did not apply any significant moment at the end
of the sample.
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The result showing variation of Rc with tension is given in Figure 92, where it can be
seen that there was no statistically significant variation of Rc with applied tension. It
was noted that at the lower tensions the sample seemed to more readily lift from the roll,
as the tension applied became less than sufficient to constrain the sample to the roll. As
the tension increased, lifting became less visible, but the stick-slip style cracking still
occurred, and the fracture surfaces continued to be similarly “banded” in nature.
The error bars given in Figure 92 represent the length (in “radius” units) of the
primer/topcoat composite band. The average band length was 2.9mm long in radius
units, which, as it turns out, is essentially identical to the standard deviation for this
data-set. If the variations in other factors that influence stored energy (such as epoxy
thickness and properties) are sufficiently small compared to the band formation energy
then it seems reasonable to expect that there might be some correlation between band
length and measurement error. Consider that if a crack propagation step resulting in
band formation represents an event associated with some significant energy barrier, then
it is uncertain whether the stored energy remaining after the current band formation is
almost but not quite enough to create an additional band, or whether it is so small that
the previous energy level was barely enough to create the current band. Thus small
variations in stored energy or band formation energy barrier would be expected to result
in one additional or one fewer bands, making band length representative of the
variability in the critical radius.
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Figure 92 The effect of tension on critical radius. The values in parentheses represent
the standard error for the fitted parameter.

11.4.4 Crack driving speed

The speed with which the crack is being “driven” was determined directly by the crosshead speed on the tensile testing machine to which the roll test rig was connected. The
crack driving speed determines the global average crack speed, while the local crack tip
speed is determined by the local stick-slip behavior. In this study two batches of
essentially identical samples were tested at a range of global crack speeds from
40mm/min to 500mm/min. Figure 93 shows fracture surfaces from these samples for
the each crack driving speed, along with two samples of green painted material from the
second matrix study. The first few bands on the samples shown in Figure 93 are
associated with the mounting of the sample and crack initiation and so should be
ignored. Figure 94 shows the critical radius plotted as a function of crack driving speed.
The first feature of interest Figure 93 is the apparent transition from smooth fracture
surfaces to banded fracture surfaces with increased crack driving speed. The second
matrix study (section 11.3) considered the position of the first band as a function of
speed between 200 and 400mm/min but found no correlation (see Table 22), but the
first matrix study (section 11.2) found a correlation between the occurrence of banded
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surfaces and speed between 40 and 200mm/min. While the cause is uncertain, there
seems to be such a transition for both paint types.
The other notable feature of the data is a general trend toward increased Rc with
increased crack driving speed. Some probable contributing effects may be identified. It
is expected that as the driving speed of the crack is increased the strain rates in the
epoxy material are also increased, resulting in increased yield stresses in the overlay.
The effect of increased yield stress is twofold; firstly it increases the stored elastic
energy available to drive crack propagation, and secondly it decreases the critical strain
energy release rate of the system through a reduced size of crack tip plastic zone in the
epoxy overlay. These two effects act similarly on critical radius, with increased stored
energy at a given sample loading increasing critical radius, and reduced plastic zone size
increasing the proportion of energy available for crack propagation in the paint thus also
increasing critical radius. It is noted however the when the effect of crack driving speed
on the strain rates in the bulk overlay near the point of first contact with the roll was
investigated in chapter 7, only a proportional increase in bulk strain rate was predicted
with an increase in speed. Thus only a small increase in bulk overlay yield stress is
expected due to the increased strain rate (see Figure 27 from Chapter 4 for the effect of
strain rate on tensile properties), suggesting that dynamic effects near the crack tip
might be more a significant factor determining the effect of increased test speed.
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Figure 93 Typical fracture surfaces for a range of crack driving speeds (marked on
each sample in mm/min units). Note that the apparent crack length is distorted
somewhat by the degree of sample curvature. The white samples are from the current
study, while the green samples are taken from the second matrix study
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Figure 94 Critical radius as a function of crack driving speed. Error bars measure the
band length in radius units. Where there are no error bars, the fracture surface was
smooth, with failure occurring within the topcoat.

11.4.5 Epoxy overlay thickness

The experiment considering the effect of overlay thickness tested samples at six epoxy
overlay thickness’, of which the bottom three (all under 2mm) generated critical radii
bellow 30mm. The highest thickness sample required an additional measurement due to
insufficient sample length to cover the range of the roll, and so some element of
judgment was involved in extending the sample to obtain the critical radius. The other
measurements are displayed clearly in Figure 95, along with their corresponding
estimated strain energy release rates.
A concern from the feasibility study reported in chapter 10 was that strain energy
release rate did not seem consistent with increased Rc due to higher overlay thickness.
In other words, measured Gc changed with test conditions. To estimate strain energy
release rates for this study, the simple approximate plasticity model from chapter 6
(equation 6.6.10) was used with the 5% strain rate material properties for the CeibaGeigy K106 cured at 110°C as shown in Figure 31 from section 4.4.2.
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The results for Gc, shown in Figure 95 indicated poor compensation when comparing
low thickness low critical radius results with high thickness high critical radius results.
The reasons for the variation in Gc with Rc are not certain, but possible explanations
may be associated with changing mode mix with radius (altering the dimensions of the
plastic zone surrounding the crack tip), or changing crack stability with radius resulting
in changing stick-slip behavior. It is also possible that a step like change in the test
mechanics occurs between 70mm and 30mm radius causing a step like change in
apparent Gc. A change in test mode was predicted in section 7.1 where a transition
between good and poor conformation with the roll is expected for similar test conditions
to those used in this study. A final possibility that is likely to be a contributing factor to
the poor thickness compensation of the model is that the material model used is simply
inadequate to properly predict a Gc. Some of these possibilities are discussed further in
section 11.5 below.
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Figure 95 Effect of epoxy thickness on critical radius. The error bars are indicative of
the fracture surface band length near the crack stopping position.
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11.4.6 Paint adhesion comparison with original feasibility study

The original feasibility study reported in chapter 10 identified a clear order of adhesion
or paint toughness for the three paints, with paints in order of increasing adhesion, being
Sabotaged Green, White, then Green. During the studies using the automated test rig
reported in this chapter using the same type of paints, a reversal in adhesion order was
observed, with the green showing consistently higher critical radii (lower adhesion or
paint toughness) than the white. The paints from the different studies were identical in
type, but were sourced from different batches and prepared at a different times (a year
or so apart), so naturally there was a concern as to whether the reversal in order was due
to the test or the paint.
A short study was done using some left over material from the original feasibility study
to assess the order of adhesion for those paints using the automated test rig, with the
results shown in Table 25 below.

This study was also performed along side a

comparison study with the butt test that was reported in section 10.8, and photographs
of the fracture surfaces were shown in Figure 90. The samples were held at 50°C for
two days to minimize damage to the paint while ensuring a high and consistent level of
overlay cure.
The results in Table 25 indicate an order (in increasing adhesion) of Sabotaged Green,
White then Green, consistent with the original study. Therefore by implication there is
variation from paint batch to paint batch that needs to be understood, since pigment to
binder ratio clearly is only one factor determining adhesion or cohesion, and is clearly
not the only determining factor. The failure modes were similar between the original
chapter 10 studies (Figure 80 and Figure 81) and this one (Figure 90), except in the case
of the sabotaged (pre-treatment) green where very clean primer/metal failure was
observed, rather than patches of metal being exposed as seen in the original study (see
Figure 82).
The critical radii were in general larger for the study using the automated rig than
during the feasibility study. This large difference was attributed to the stiffer overlay
material used in the automated study. The difference in tension between the automated
test and hand operated test studies might also have contributed to the difference.
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Varying tension between 15 and 40kg (for 20mm wide samples) was found in the
section 11.4.3 not to have much effect on critical radius, but the tension applied when
performing the test by hand was probably well under 10kg causing much more severe
lifting from the roll and increased substrate “peeling” type action.
Hand operated test
Automated test
1.9mm
overlay
2mm overlay thickness
thickness
1.3mm overlay thickness
Rc (mm) (based on
regression analysis,
Rc
standard deviation
Paint (mm) Failure mode Rc (mm) Failure mode 4.2mm)
Failure mode
Primer /
Sabotag
Primer /
metal
Patchy topcoat
interface
ed
metal interface
failure with
(smooth)
\Green >89
(smooth)
>88
33.2
exposed metal
Topcoat /
Topcoat /
primer
primer
Topcoat, topcoat /
White >89
interface
47.3(4.3) interface
29.6
primer interface
Topcoat,
topcoat /
Topcoat /
primer
primer
Topcoat, topcoat /
interface
primer interface
Green 54(4.9) interface
20.9
21.2

Table 25 Adhesion test results from automated test rig for original paint samples used
in the feasibility study (chapter 10). Note: overlay material for automated test
σ ≈ 1.17GPa /(1 + 24.3ε ) (2.6GPa at 5% strain), manual test σ ≈ 1.09GPa /(1 + 59.1ε )
(1.4GPa at 5% strain).

11.4.7 Crack path analysis

An interesting feature of the roll test is the tendency to expose bands of primer material,
and the stop-start nature of some of the crack propagation. A question arising from
considering this behavior is whether the sudden crack starts in the primer, the topcoat,
or at the interface. In order to explore the cracking process, a standard consumer digital
camcorder was used to track the crack propagation for a small number of samples, one
of which exhibited banding type behavior typical of many of the specimens tested
during this project. The sample was taken from the rate study reported in section
11.4.4. Overlay thickness was around 2mm, and loading rate was 400mm/min.
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The video camera captured about 500 horizontal lines of resolution at 50 frames per
second. The video record of the crack propagation was replayed frame by frame
through the crack propagation process to determine the time, position (in radius units)
and failure plane for each crack propagation event. Failure plane was classified as
either within the primer, within the topcoat, or at the interface and given numerical
values of 1, 3 and 2 respectively for the purpose of plotting. The resulting time-position
information is plotted in Figure 96, where sudden rapid crack propagation is indicated
using arrows, with the events numbered 1 to 7. The line plotting radius position with
time is roughly linear as expected from the calibration curve shown in Figure 23 from
chapter 3.
The general behavior consisted of a combination of slow and rapid crack propagation,
initiated in either topcoat, or interface. There was a general trend of increasing primer
band length and decreasing topcoat band length, consistent with Figure 91 where primer
and topcoat band lengths just before Rc were taken for a large number of samples. The
distribution of rapid and slow crack propagation zones seemed randomly distributed
along the sample, rather than concentrated on any one feature as might have been
expected.
Of the 7 rapid propagation events, 3 initiated at or very close to the primer-topcoat
interface. The remaining 4 events appeared to initiate in the topcoat, and of those 2
remained within the topcoat. For the 3 that initiated very close to the interface, it is
uncertain as to their exact starting position. A key difficulty was the extremely acute
angles were involved, making accurate determination of crack tip position and the
fracture surface close to the crack tip very difficult and the analysis extremely time
consuming.

For greater insight, substantial improvement of the technique, or

development of other methods would be required in order to pursue productive studies
into this problem.
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Figure 96 Estimate of crack propagation path with time

11.4.8 The effect of water on crack propagation and contact angle

To determine whether the test might be adapted to investigating the effect of water on
adhesion failure, a short study was performed where water was injected into the crack
tip. The sample was a white painted panel prepared using the same paint, epoxy
material and method (110°C cure) to the above studies. The sample was machined to
1.5mm overlay thickness and was tested at 100mm/min and 29kg tension.
A critical radius of 62.6mm was measured with a band length of 4.9mm. The sample
was not removed from the roll test rig, and was left in a loaded state that should allow
the crack to propagate to around 80mm. Using a syringe, distilled water was injected
into the crack tip, and the sample was left in-situ for 3 hours.
After 3 hours, no further propagation of the crack had occurred and the sample was
removed. The two fracture surfaces were exposed and contact angle measurements
performed. The surfaces showed poor wetting with water (88º on the substrate side
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primer surface, 94º on the overlay side topcoat surface), and it was concluded that the
water had probably not penetrated to the crack tip.
The experiment was repeated using water mixed with 1% by volume of Alconox®
detergent from Aldrich Chemicals. This solution was showed to wet well (≈0º on the
substrate side primer surface, 17º on the overlay side topcoat surface). A critical radius
of 62.6mm (2.1mm band length) was obtained. The Alconox® was injected into the
crack tip, and the sample was left mounted in the jig for around 70hours, after which no
further crack propagation was observed and the detergent solution had evaporated. No
further investigation into the use of the roll test for slow propagation studies was
performed.
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11.5 Summary of experimental results and discussion
11.5.1 Effects of test variables on Rc and estimated Gc

The main test variables are sample geometry (mainly overlay thickness), sample
tension, crack driving speed, overlay material and preparation, and the paint or coating
of interest. These variables influence not only the critical radius result, but can also
have some impact on the nature of the fracture surface. The results summarizing the
effects of these main test variables on critical radius are shown in Table 26.
The item of most critical interest was the test’s sensitivity to paint type. In both matrix
studies reported above, the test was found to be sensitive to paint type, with the green
paint showing lower adhesion/cohesion than the white. It was of concern that this
reversed the order of adhesion for the same two paint types observed in the initial
feasibility study reported in chapter 10, but when spare sample material from the
original chapter 10 study was used on the new automated rig, the order of adhesion was
found to be consistent with the original chapter 10 results. The consistency between the
hand operated and automated tests for the chapter 10 materials indicates that there was
probably some variation from paint-batch to paint-batch that has been picked up by the
test method, rather than there being some inconsistency due to the test.
The simplest variable to understand qualitatively is that of overlay thickness, where
increased overlay thickness will increase the capacity to store and release energy from
the overlay for a given change in sample radius, thus increasing the final stopping radius
for a given Gc.
Both matrix studies (11.2.3 and 11.3.3) and the single variable study (section 11.4.4)
showed a significant effect of increasing crack driving speed causing an increase in
measured critical radius. The average crack speed is controlled directly by the crosshead speed of the tensile testing machine into which the automated roll test rig is
mounted. Instantaneous crack speed may of course differ from the average crack speed
if stick-slip type propagation conditions occur. One factor that might help explain an
effect on critical crack stopping radius (Rc) due to crack driving speed, is the increase in
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yield stress of the overlay that occurs due to its increased strain rate. In chapter 4, the
epoxy yield stress was found to increase in rough proportion to the log of strain rate,
thus increasing the amount of energy able to be stored by the overlay ahead of the crack
(see figure 2 in chapter 4 for overlay mechanical properties for cure at 110°C). From
equation 7.1.18 in chapter 7, strain rate in the specimen is proportional to crack driving
speed (and is also weakly influenced by overlay modulus which affects the profile of the
sample as it approaches the roll), so increased crack speed would be expected to slightly
increase Rc through the increase in stored energy associated with the stiffer overlay.
A second factor potentially explaining the effect of crack driving speed on critical
radius is the effect on the Gc of the system due to higher yield stress from higher strain
rates around the crack tip. The finite element result from chapter 9.4.2 indicated near
crack tip strain rates of several hundred percent per minute for a base case of 2mm
overlay with a crack traveling at 200mm/min. Several hundred percent per minute
strain rate is two orders of magnitude higher than maximum strain rate occurring in the
bulk overlay and potentially doubles the expected effective yield stress in the crack tip
zone, reducing the size of the plastic zone and by implication the Gc of the paint/epoxy
overlay system. The modeling studies did not investigate the effects of the various test
variables on the crack tip strain rates and were very limited in predictive capability due
to low numbers of elements and simplistic material property assumptions.
The effect of overlay thickness was however tested in the simple models and some
estimates were made of Gc for the some experimental cases of differing thickness.
Ideally in an adhesion test, it would be hoped that changes in test parameters would
generate the same Gc for the same adhesive interface. The clearest demonstration of the
problem relating overlay thickness and therefore critical radius to Gc is Figure 95,
where Gc was estimated using the simple plasticity model from chapter 6 (equation
6.6.10) and showed large differences in Gc between the low Rc (low thickness) results
and the large Rc (large thickness) results. On a positive note, the consistency of Gc
results between the thicker overlay cases shown in Figure 95 was not bad. However the
view that there is a discrepancy is reinforced by results shown in Table 26 where the
simple plasticity model from chapter 6.6 is applied to the regression equation results
from the matrix studies in that chapter to also show some inconstancy in Gc values from
thickness to thickness for each paint type.

It should be noted that the regression
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equation results are limited in their applicability for this type of analysis because, due to
the small number of samples, they do not take into account interactions between
variables and thus are useful only for generating first order estimates of critical radius
for a given combination of test variables. For the purpose of comparison, the cases in
Table 26 have epoxy batch, tension and crack propagation speed held constant, but it is
possible that the errors in critical radius estimates are significant due to the ignored
second order interactions.
Some of the variation of estimated Gc with thickness might be explained by strain rate
effects.

From Table 2 of section 7.1, it is predicted that the effect of increasing

thickness for a given radius is to reduce the strain rates in the overlay. For the case
considered in section 7.1, a 40% reduction in strain rate was estimated for an increase in
thickness from 2mm to 2.25mm. Larger changes in strain rate are expected due to the
larger changes in thickness applied in the two matrix studies.
Another factor potentially contributing to a trend in calculated Gc with thickness might
be a change in propagation mode during the test. Although the data shown in Figure 95
was very limited, it would be consistent with some change in test behavior occurring
between 2.1 and 1.8mm overlay thickness and 70m to 40mm roll radius.

The

intermediate region of around 2mm overlay thickness indicated in Figure 95 of this
chapter was predicted by equation 7.1.18 from chapter 7 to be a transition region
between good roll conformation ahead of the crack tip, and poor confirmation ahead of
the crack tip. The equation predicts that the 1.8mm overlay thickness sample is unable
to conform to the roll at under around 50mm roll radius, and that 2.5mm overlay sample
is able to conform to the roll when roll radius is over 65mm (see Figure 44 from section
7.1 for the thresholds plotted as a function of thickness). It therefore seems reasonable
to speculate that in the case shown in Figure 95 of this chapter, a change in sample
conformation mode occurred between low and high thickness.
With respect to sample tension, the first matrix study on the automated test showed an
average positive effect on Rc with increased tension, but the number of samples was too
small to be confident that an accurate assessment of the size of the variable’s effect had
been made. Tension was also considered individually in section 11.4.3, where a small
possible trend of increasing critical radius with increasing tension was also observed,
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with a gradient of similar order as its standard error, but again the size of the effect was
not great enough to confident of its significance. Simplistic theoretical considerations
in chapter 7.2 suggested that the 0.5mm steel substrate is too stiff for tension to have an
effect of more than around 0.1J/m2 on strain energy release rate. However analysis of
the sample profile as it approaches the roll in chapter 7.1.1 predicted that tension can
have a significant effect on the strain rate of the overlay (doubling of tension roughly
doubling overlay strain rate for the base case), so given the speculated effect of strain
rate due to changes in other variables, it seems possible that any small tension effect
might be better explained through strain rate effects than through the simplistic model in
section 7.2.
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Matrix
study

Change

Comment

Binomial
statistic
p
(proportion
of cases),

Regression
statistic
p (effect
on Rc),

1.

Tension 2029kg
Speed 40200mm/min

Minimal predicted effect (table 2, chapter 7),
perhaps some small effect seen in section 11.4.3.
Possibility some effect due to increased strain
rate induced stiffness of overlay (see figure 2
from chapter 4, then table 8 from chapter 7)
As above, except relative change in strain rate
smaller so lower effect on Rc expected.
From preparation A (same as study 1 epoxy),
200mm/min, 29kg tension. Both thickness and
paint have a significant effect on Rc.
Rc (mm)
Gc (J/m2)
73.9
76.7
green, 1.5mm
63.9
92.5
white, 1.5mm
105.3
86.5
green, 2mm
95.3
98.8
white, 2mm
200mm/min crack speed, 29kg tension. Both
thickness and paint are probably significant, but
sample numbers are too small to achieve really
high significance.
Rc (mm)
Gc (J/m2)
85.6
113.5
green, 2mm
71.4
142.1
white, 2mm
138.8
142.1
green, 3mm
124.6
169.2
white, 3mm

0.313 (3/4)

0.23
(11.3mm)
0.10
(18.1mm)

1.
2.
2.

Speed 200400mm/min
Overlay
thickness
1.5-2.0mm

2.

Rc,
Paint
WhiteGreen

1.

Overlay
thickness 23mm

1.

Rc,
Paint
WhiteGreen

0.031 (5/5)
0.018 (8/9)
0.00012
(13/13)

0.031
(8.1mm)
0.0005
(31.4mm)

0.011 (9/10)

0.022
(10.0mm)

0.063 (4/4)

0.023
(53.2mm)

0.031 (5/5)

0.16
(14.2mm)

Table 26 Effects of main test variables on critical radius
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11.5.2 Effects of test variables on banded appearance of fracture surfaces

In addition to critical radius, the two matrix studies from this chapter also considered
the banding behavior that occurs on the fracture surfaces resulting from the test.
Banding of the fracture surface typically occurs when the crack path oscillates between
topcoat cohesive failure and topcoat-primer interfacial (or nearly interfacial) failure. In
study 1, banding was observed to occur only some of the time, so with a limited number
of cases with which to work, only the fact of banding (or no banding) was analyzed.
For study 2, banding seemed to occur for all cases and so the analysis was instead
focused on where banding first occurs, and on the dimensions of the bands. The
banding results are summarized in Table 27.
A natural first question on the issue of banding is why did banding only sometimes
occur in the first matrix study, and not in the second? In the first study, increasing crack
driving speed from 40mm/min to 200mm/min was found to increase the occurrence of
banding. The second study performed between 200mm/min and 400mm/min always
produced banded fracture surfaces suggesting that driving speed has an influence on rate
of occurrence of banding.
The first study also found that higher thickness would increase the occurrence of
banding. In apparent contradiction the second study performed at lower thickness found
that banding would always occur.

The second study also showed that increased

thickness would increase the radius at which banding occurs whereas crack speed would
not. So for the thinner cases in the first study the banding probably had simply not
occurred yet due to the low critical radius.
The relative dimensions of the primer/topcoat interface bands and topcoat bands near
the crack tip were recorded in the second matrix study, with the results plotted in Figure
91. Topcoat band length near the crack tip was seen to decrease with critical radius
whereas primer/topcoat interface band length increased.

The only statistically

significant relationship between band length and test variables from the matrix studies
was between topcoat band length and overlay thickness (Table 23) where increased
thickness reduced the topcoat band length near the crack-stopping radius. Given the
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statistically significant trends seen in Figure 91 and the lack of clear first order
connections to test variables for the primer particularly, it seems reasonable to
hypothesize that band length is more directly correlated with roll radius itself, or a more
complex set of interactions between the main test variables. This view is reinforced by
the crack path analysis shown in Figure 96, and the photographs shown in Figure 93
where a clear trend of increasing band-length with roll radius seems to occur.
The question is then, what is it about increasing roll radius that increases the tendency to
expose the primer? Two factors suggest themselves as being potentially relevant to
initiation of banding. The first factor is that mode mixity may vary with roll radius
when radius is sufficiently small relative to sample thickness. The second factor is that
the design of the roll ensures that crack stability changes with radius, giving the crack
more time and distance before strain energy release rate drops sufficiently to stop the
accelerating crack.
The sample geometry is it approaches the roll was discussed previously in section 7.1
where it was hypothesized that the occurrence of banding might be indicative of a
change in propagation mode (and therefore mode mixity) related to the limit of
applicability of the sample profile equation (equation 7.1.18). Equation 7.1.18 uses the
roll radius as a boundary condition and does not generate real solutions when, for a
given sample stiffness and tension, the sample is unable to conform to the roll radius. In
such cases the sample ahead of the crack tip probably has only a small area of contact
with the roll, and the test resembles a peel test with the crack tip substantially lifted with
the substrate peeling away from the overlay. In contrast, for large rolls the sample is
able to comfortably conform to the roll for a substantial distance ahead of the crack tip
and in such cases mode mix would be expected to be largely independent of roll radius.
The transition between the two states that occurs around the limit of applicability of
equation 7.1.18 should also correlate with a transition with mode mix.
The second factor that might influence band dimensions as the crack propagates is the
stability of the propagation. Crack stability was discussed briefly in section 7.4 where it
was shown that the derivative of G (as a function of roll radius) with respect to roll
radius would asymptote strongly toward a low value after around 60mm radius, with the
derivative of G changing by an order of magnitude over the range of the roll. In other
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words, as the roll turns, the crack must jump a larger distance in both radius and crack
length units in order to achieve the same change in G.
While both static mixity and crack stability may be important in understanding the band
formation process more investigation is required in order to properly understand this
dynamic process.

Study 1. Non-banded to Binomial statistic
Regression statistic
banded transition
p (proportion of cases p (size of effect banding
where non-banded to occurs=1, no banding=0)
banded transition occurs)
Tension 20-29kg
Speed 40-200mm/min
Overlay thickness 2mm3mm
Paint White-Green

0.25 (0/2)
0.313 (3/4)
0.125 (3/3)

0.36 (-0.25)
0.048 (0.5)
0.022 (0.75)

0.125 (1/3)

0.17 (0.45)

Study 2.
Change in Binomial statistic
position
of
banded p (proportion of cases
surface (all samples where there is an
showed banding)
increase in R where
banding starts)

Regression statistic
p (size of effect on R
where banding starts due
to change)

Speed 200-400mm/min
Overlay thickness 1.5mm2.0mm
Paint White-Green
Epoxy Batch A-batch B

0.25 (4/9)
0.063 (6/7)

0.60 (1.9mm)
0.0002 (19.7mm)

0.377 (6/10)
0.50 (3/5)

0.19 (4.4mm)
0.23 (7.6mm)

Table 27 Effects of main test variables on banding behavior
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12 Study into the effect of cure temperature
12.1 Introduction

The cure of paint in a continuous painting line occurs quickly, with, for short lines the
temperature of the coated primed material being increased to over 200°C in a matter of
seconds. If the cure temperature is too high (over-cure), the paint will be too brittle and
may fail more readily on severe deformation than is desirable. If too low (under-cure)
then the paint will be too soft, and prone to other sorts of damage. Other properties
affected by cure temperature include gloss, chemical resistance and intercoat adhesion.
Topcoat-primer adhesion is dependent on there being sufficient time and energy to
allow for diffusion and mechanical interlocking to occur between the layers. The
primer layer is typically somewhat under-cured before painting the topcoat so as to
allow for sufficient interaction between the primer and the topcoat. If left under-cured
however, then insufficient primer interaction with the pre-treatment later will have
occurred, and primer-pretreatment layer failure may occur.
Clearly then there is reason to be concerned about the relationship between cure
temperature and adhesion/cohesion in the paint system.

In this study some paint

adhesion (and other property) measurements commonly used in the paint coatings
industry are compared with measurements using the variable radius roll adhesion test,
for a paint system that has been cured at different temperatures.

12.2 Sample preparation

Commercially primed (using an epoxy based resin), but not top-coated material was
used as the substrate.

The pre-primed 0.49mm thick panels were painted in the

laboratory using threaded “draw-down” rods, of thread dimensions chosen to give a dry
topcoat thickness of just under 20µm. A polyester resin based white pigmented paint
similar to that commonly used for building applications, was used for this study. This
paint was designed around a 232°C peak cure temperature. Immediately after painting,
each panel was placed into an oven at 300°C. The oven was set at a higher temperature
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than the panel target temperature so that the panel would reach the required PMT in a
relatively short time, typical of a commercial painting process. The time to reach a
given PMT in the oven was determined from a calibration curve for the oven and panel
size, and the calibration was performed using a calibration panel with attached
thermocouples. The panel was held in the oven for just enough time for it to reach the
required peak metal temperature (PMT) (usually of the order of just under 1 minute) and
was then removed and immediately quenched in cold water.
The painted samples were stored for 2-3 weeks in an air-conditioned laboratory to
ensure stabilization of properties. Sections of panels were then taken for adhesion
testing, whilst the remainder of the panel was used for other standard physical and
thermo-mechanical tests. The adhesion test strips were placed in an oven for 2 days at
50°C to ensure any surface solvent likely to evaporate at 50°C is already removed,
before pouring over the epoxy resin overlay. After pouring, the epoxy was cured for 2
days at 50°C.
Samples for thermomechanical testing were taken before the 50°C oven baking, after 2
days of 50°C oven baking, and after 4 days 50°C oven baking, in order to detect any
effect of the oven treatment on the paint system (there was none detected)
The preparation procedure was repeated, generating in total two batches of six samples,
labeled preparation 20 and 21 respectively that were used for a range of tests, including
the roll test. At a later date an additional batch consisting of primed only material (no
topcoat) was also prepared using the same heat treatments as the top-coated panels
(except with no topcoat) for testing using the roll test. This final batch was used for
assessing the effect on primer metal adhesion with topcoat cure, without the
confounding effect of topcoat adhesive failure. Unfortunately, having been obtained at
a later date, the pre-primed panels were probably from a different batch from the topcoated panels (or at least have had quite different histories) and so the results are not
necessarily directly comparable with those from the top-coated studies.
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12.3 The physical tests

A range of physical tests or measurements were used on the painted panels, most of
which are variations of fairly standard tests used within the industry.
“MEK” rubs

Methyl-ethyl-ketone is applied to a sponge attached to a mechanical “wiper”. The
number of wiping cycles before some visible failure occurs measures the solvent
resistance, and gives an indication of cure. Different modes of failure may occur
depending on over-cure or under-cure.

Any number over about 100 “rubs” is

considered good performance.
Dry film thickness

Film thickness was measured drilling out a section of the coated steel with a drill of
known dimensions, and optically analyzing the remaining cross-section. The drilling
instrument was manufactured by DJH.
Pencil hardness

The abrasion resistance of the topcoat was indicated by the hardness of the pencil which
when pushed firmly into the paint, causes topcoat damage. This value can be an
indicator of cure, where cure is probably adequate when HB or greater hardness is
required to scratch the paint.
Scratch

A sharp needle is dragged over the sample. The normal force applied to the needle
required to expose the primer layer is an indicator of intercoat adhesion. Sometimes
primer-substrate decohesion may occur, in which case the test may be a measure of
primer-substrate adhesion. Good performance has a scratch resistance greater than
about 1.8kg needle force.
Gloss

Gloss is another indicator of cure. If high then the paint may be under-cured, if low,
then the paint may be over-cured.
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Reverse Impact

In this test, the panel is placed over a small cup, and a weighted steel hemispherical
indenter is dropped onto the sample deforming it into the cup. The height from which
the indenter is dropped (and therefore its kinetic energy) required to cause some form of
coating failure is a measure of adhesion and/or coating flexibility. A standard for this
test is ASTM D2794-93.
T bend

The sample is folded over itself and the number of folds minus one is the “T” value for
the test (so “Zero-T” is the first 180° bend).

The two failure modes generally

considered when determining the critical “T” are cracking and pick-off. Cracking is
determined by visual inspection of the percentage of the sample width affected by
cracking. Pick-off is determined by adhering some adhesive tape along the bent edge
and then pulling it off. The highest value of “T” at which no cracking occurs is the
“cracking T”, while the highest value of “T” at which no visible pick-off of paint occurs
along the strained edge occurs is the “pick-off T”. 7T can be considered adequate
performance for the paints of interest.

12.4 Thermomechanical tests

Dynamic mechanical analysis used a 1mm diameter hemispherical quartz probe that
was pushed into the coating system with a sinusoidally varying force. The average
force was 250mN, and the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation was 200mN peak-topeak, at 1Hz.
In the below derivation is defined the loss and storage modulus, and the “tan delta”
parameter that is frequently reported from DMA results. The derivation given here is
somewhat different to that given by Menard from Perkin Elmer (Menard).
The load applied by the probe is of the form
f (t ) = f p sin (ϖt ) + f c

12.4.1
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The resulting deflection of the probe is given roughly by
d (t ) = d p sin (ϖt + δ ) + d c

12.4.2

where δ is a phase shift (that is negative in this scheme, since the displacement wave
leads the force wave) caused by the viscoelastic response of the coating.
Considering now the dynamic components only, and for convenience, converting to
phasor notation, effective dynamic stress and strain parameters can be defined,

σ effd =

f (t ) − f c
= σ p e iϖt
A

12.4.3

d (t ) − d c
= ε p e i (ϖt +δ )
D

12.4.4

and

ε effd =

where σ p =

fp

A

and ε p =

dp

D

. A has the dimension of area and seems simply to be

taken as the probe cross-sectional area πr 2 , while D is a length dimension, such as the
depth of the coating or, in this specific case, of the entire sample (Menard). The
effective stress and strain bear some resemblance to a real stress or strain, but in reality
A is likely to be a function of contact force and plastic flow, and the strain probably also
needs further definition.
The effective modulus is therefore

E eff =

σ effd σ p −iδ
=
e
ε effd
εp

12.4.5

The modulus component in phase with the driving force signal is therefore
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[ ]

Eeff' = Re Eeff =

σp
cos(− δ )
εp

12.4.6

and the out of phase component is

[ ]

Eeff'' = Im Eeff =

σp
sin (− δ )
εp

12.4.7

The in phase component is often referred to as the “storage” or “elastic” modulus, and
the out of phase component, the “loss” or “viscous” modulus. For the case of a
spherical probe, the “storage” modulus is not necessarily equal to the elastic modulus
due to the simplifying assumptions used to calculate effective stress and strain.
A convenient quantity to report because it is less dependent on choice and definition of
A and D, is the ratio of the two moduli, or “tan delta”
Eeff''

= tan[− δ ]

Eeff'

12.4.8

In practice, an experiment may involve tracking d(t), d0 dc and tan(δ) as frequency or
temperature are swept over some range. By sweeping temperature, information can be
inferred regarding phase transitions such as glass transition temperature.
For the samples considered in this study several quantities were calculated as a function
of temperature, with the following two considered significant.
•

Average strain or

dc

D

(generating a temperature related to onset of initial

softening, usually referred to as the glass transition temperature Tg )
•

Tan(δ) (generating another temperature indicating the onset of a phase change
when plotted as a function of temperature)
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12.5 Results and correlations

The topcoated samples cured between 212ºC and 242ºC were found to give passable
performance according to standard tests and experience, suggesting that in fact the cure
window for this paint material is quite large. It was not expected that any one of the
measured parameters would fully correlate with any other single parameter, and indeed
individual correlations were poor. However there were some general trends that are of
interest. In Table 28 are shown the main results for the two separate preparations, and
the charts on the following pages illustrate the extent of the correlations. Note that for
practical reasons, the chart values which were expressed in the table as a single sided
ranges of the form >x were plotted simply as x giving a possible false impression of the
range of values on the graph as being narrower than perhaps they really were.
In Figure 97 are shown the standard mechanical test results plotted as a function of cure
temperature. Clear trends with cure temperature were apparent for the gloss, pencil
hardness and needle scratch test while the other tests presented data that was noisy or
inconsistent between preparations.

The gloss test showed decreasing gloss with

increasing cure temperature, with the values within the expected range for this particular
paint material. Although of low resolution, the pencil hardness scratch test showed the
samples increasing in hardness with cure temperature, while the needle scratch test
showed a weakening in the topcoat occurring above 240°C cure temperature. This
observation of topcoat weakening is loosely supported by the T-bend crack threshold
test result, where cracking occurred at lower strain (or higher T) for higher cure
temperature samples. The T-bend cracking result was noisy however and showed some
differences between preparations. The T-bend pick-off threshold test was also noisy
and displayed preparation differences, but hinted at higher strains required before being
able to easily pick-off the topcoat from the primer as cure temperature increases. This
higher pick-off strain may relate to either or both of increased cracking releasing strain
energy that might otherwise have contributed to delamination, or increased primertopcoat adhesion. The reverse impact test showed for preparation 21 a lower energy
required to remove paint material for the lowest cure temperature. At higher cure
temperatures the reverse impact test tended to show paint cracking but no removal
suggesting that cracking to relieve stress is useful for impact resistance.
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The MEK double rub test was only done on preparation 20, and showed differing failure
modes for high and low cure temperature paint. For low cure temperature paint, peeling
was observed, whereas for the high cure temperature paint, material was eroded from
the surface. Following a similar pattern, the thermomechanical test results for onset
temperature of average (or DC) strain change and for change in tan(δ) showed the
highest onset temperatures occurring for middle range cure temperatures between
212°C and 267°C (Figure 98).
Also in common with the MEK result, the roll adhesion tests tended to show better
performance for intermediate cure temperature samples (Figure 99), consistent with
poor adhesion for undercured samples, and weakened topcoat for overcured material.
All roll test samples showed fairly clean topcoat-primer interfacial failure except the
most undercured sample from preparation 21 which showed apparent primer-metal
interfacial failure up to 58.8mm roll radius, after which the failure locus shifted to the
topcoat-primer interface.

The primer-metal substrate failure seems consistent with

undercure of the primer after the low temperature topcoat cure, whereas increasing
critical roll test radius for topcoat failure with increasing cure temperature is consistent
with dropping topcoat toughness with increasing overcure temperature. This is also
consistent with the increased cracking at high cure temperature seen for the T-bend and
reverse impact tests.
The incremental plasticity model described in section 6.5 was used to calculated Gc
from the roll test critical radius results, using the bi-linear strain rate-dependent strain
hardening material properties derived in section 4.4.2 for the preparation 20 and 21
epoxy overlay material: The properties for the model were E1=1035MPa, E2=375Mpa
 dε 
and ε y = 0.0388 + 8.4 x10 −3 log  . The unloading modulus was 1035MPa at low
 dt 

load rate and was assumed to be constant at this value for this exercise.
The thermomechanical tests found the highest Tg values occurring when the paint was
cured at 220-270°C, while the roll test found that cure temperatures in the range 250270°C gave maximum paint toughness. In comparison, the paint had a specified target
cure temperature of around 232°C. The correlation between thermomechanical and Gc
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results is illustrated in Figure 100. For each preparation there appeared to be a rough
correlation between increasing Gc and increasing onset temperature for some change in
average strain (during dynamical testing). However the preparations had differing onset
temperature ranges yet similar Gc ranges suggesting that any correlation between the
average strain onset temperature and roll test toughness is relative rather than absolute.
The change in roll test Gc with tan(δ) onset temperature appeared to have a more
preparation independent correlation with than was seen for average strain onset
temperature. However there were some low Gc values at high apparent glass transition
temperature despite the apparent overall positive trend, so caution would be advised
before using thermomechanical results alone to indicate Gc.
Out of interest, the paint thickness results were also plotted (Figure 101). The point of
note is that the topcoat and epoxy overlay thickness’ were reasonably consistent with a
variation of less than 15%, which should be sufficient for general comparisons.
Finally, the effect of the topcoat cure process on the primer/substrate adhesion is plotted
in Figure 102, where a trend of increasing primer/substrate adhesion was found with
increasing cure temperature. From 197°C to 227°C peak cure temperature, the crack
was easily propagated past the limit of the roll, while at 282°C the crack was not able to
be initiated.

The failure modes as determined by eye appeared clearly to be

primer/substrate interfacial (or near interfacial) failures up to 242°C cure. At 267°C, the
surface differed slightly and it is speculated that some additional cohesive primer failure
also occurred for that case. At 282°C, the crack could not be propagated past the
beginning of the roll. No further analysis of the fracture surfaces was performed.
The trend in primer adhesion results seems not entirely consistent with the top-coated
results. The primed only samples showed very low adhesion (Rc>89mm) occurring up
to 227°C whereas the adhesion/cohesion of the topcoated systems both appeared to be
in the measurable range (<89mm roll radius) above 197°C.

It would be naively

expected that if the primer/substrate adhesion were poorer than the primer/topcoat
adhesion (or topcoat cohesion), then the topcoated samples should have more readily
displayed primer/substrate adhesive failures at higher temperatures. Two theories are
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speculated: firstly that the difference in primer batch between primed only and
topcoated samples accounts for the effect, or secondly, that there is some resistance
(primer toughness perhaps) to jumping from a topcoat/primer failure plane to a primer
substrate plane, and that topcoat (if present) failure is likely to occur first. There was no
further investigation of this issue.
At higher cure temperatures (240°C and above), the adhesion of the primer/substrate
interface appeared to rapidly increase to a level much higher than the adhesion/cohesion
measured on the topcoated systems.

It is interesting that only at higher cure

temperatures with low Rc results were there signs of primer cohesive failure, suggesting
that the primer itself is quite tough in comparison to the topcoat. A tough primer is
consistent with the view that there might be some resistance to the crack path
penetrating the primer if it has already been initiated in the topcoat or topcoat/primer
interface. It is also consistent with the fracture surface analysis using FTIR reported in
chapter 10, where apparent interfacial topcoat/primer failures tended to show signs of
polyester topcoat deposited on the epoxy primer fracture surface, while little sign of
epoxy primer was seen on the polyester topcoat fracture surface.
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Prep- PMT
aratio °C
n

Double
Rubs

20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21

470*
>1000
>1000
>1000
>1000
600**

197
212
227
242
267
282
197
212
227
242
267
282

Pencil Gloss Reverse T Bend T Bend
(No
Impact (J) No
HardPickoff# Crack-ing
ness
limit)##
HB
27
>20
2
5
H
30
>20
2
6
H
29
>20
1
6
H
28
>20
1
>6
H
24
>20
2
>6
H
18
>20
1
>6
F
29
13***
3
6
H
28
>20
2
>6
H
29
>20
1
6
H
27
>20
0
6
H
24
>20
0
7
H
18
>20
0
7

Tg
Scratch Rc
(mm) (static
(kg)
stress)
###
°C
>2.0
86.4 25.2
>2.0
66.1 30.2
>2.0
70.2 31.3
>2.0
52.9 31.1
1.5
43.8 32.6
1.5
67.7 29.5
>2.0
87.9 24.5
>2.0
72.1 30.8
>2.0
72.8 35.2
>2.0
73.6 32.7
1.6
55.7 1.6
62.3 26.5

Tan(δ)
onset°
C
28.1
32
40.4
40.5
39.6
33.9
31.9
35.8
35.6
37.8
37.7
-

Notes:
* Organic coating “peeled” off the substrate in failed areas
** Material slowly wore off at ends of double rub stroke. By standard practice, a value
under 600 is considered poor, however the middle of the double rub stroke still passed.
*** Just passes at ≥13J.
# Considered passable performance for all samples.
## All samples would probably passed <8T.
### Samples cured at above 242C failed the >1800g scratch resistance requirement.
Table 28 Summary of test results
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prep 20
prep 21

prep 20
prep 21
3

T-bend (no pick-off threshold)

Pencil hardness (arbritrary units)

101

100

2

1

99

0
200

220

240

260

280

200

220

240

PMT (C)

260

280

PMT (C)

prep 20
prep 21

prep 20
prep 21
7

T-bend (no cracking threshold)

Reverse Impact Resistance (J)
(20J max impact energy)

22

20

18

16

14

6

5

12
200

220

240

260

200

280

220

240

260

280

PMT (C)

PMT (C)

prep 20
prep 21

prep 20
prep 21

30

2.0

Scratch force to expose primer (kg)
(2kg maximum force)

28

Gloss

26

24

22

20

18
200

220

240

260

280

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.5
200

220

PMT (C)

240

260

280

PMT (C)

Figure 97 Results of conventional paint mechanical/adhesion tests
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prep 20
prep 21

prep 20
prep 21
36
35

40

34
38

Tg determined by onset of
average strain change (C)

tan(δ) change onset temperature (C)

42

36
34
32
30

33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25

28

24
200

220

240

260

280

200

220

PMT (C)

240

260

280

PMT (C)

Figure 98 Thermomechanical test results
prep 20
prep 21

90

prep 20
prep 21

400

300

70
2

Estimated Gc (J/m )

Critical Radius (mm)

80

60

50

40

200

100

30
200

220

240

260

280

0

PMT (C)

200

220

240

260

280

PMT (C)

prep 20
prep 21

90

prep 20
prep 21

400

80
300

60

2

Gc (J/m )

Rc (mm)

70

50
40

200

100

30
200

220

240

PMT (C)

260

280

0
200

220

240

260

280

PMT (C)

Figure 99 Roll test results with error bars based on band length.
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350

prep 20
prep 21

350

prep 20
prep 21

300

Gc = -510 + 23.3 tan(δ)
2
R =0.54

250
2

2

Gc (J/m )

250

Gc (J/m )

300

Gc = -350 + 13.8 tan(δ)
2
R =0.49

200

200

150

150

100
100

28
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

tan(δ) onset (C)

38

onset of change in average strain (C)

Figure 100 Correlations between Gc and thermomechanical properties

prep 20
prep 21

-3

prep 20
prep 21
20

-3

1.8x10

-3

1.6x10

Topcoat dry film thickness (µm)

Epoxy overlay thickness used for VaRRAT (m)

2.0x10

-3

1.4x10

-3
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-3

1.0x10
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220

240

260
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Figure 101 Epoxy overlay and topcoat thickness
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90
80

Rc (mm)

70

Rc>89mm

60
50

Rc<25mm

40
30
20
190

210

230
250
PMT (C)

270

290

Figure 102 Effect on primer Rc of heat treatment (identical sample preparation as for
topcoated samples in above studies).
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13 Discussion
13.1 Summary of key work and results

The main goal of this project was to develop a new adhesion test for flexible coated
substrates such as painted sheet steel as used for roofing, fencing and automotive
panels. Much of the early work of this project was concerned with finding a specimen
geometry that worked for the painted steel systems of main interest to the project’s
industrial sponsor.

Several tests were considered, including blister, and double

cantilever style tests.
Previous work had shown that the conventional geometry blister tests would readily fail
due to the relative weakness of the paint in comparison to its adhesion. In this project
some work was done with constrained blister tests, but with issues such as crack
initiation, the very high pressures required, and problems of uniform propagation it was
decided that implementation would not be trivial and work was not continued. The
inverted blister test, which may have potential due to its favorable mode mixity and
apparent capability at higher strain energy release rates, was not attempted but was also
expected to present challenges. For example, for some of the thicker steel substrates of
interest (over 2mm) very small blister deflections are expected.

Further, sample

preparation using commercially produced material could be difficult where sabotaging
the adhesion in a small region prior to coating for the purpose of crack initiation is not
practical. Nevertheless the inverted blister test may still merit future investigation for
the systems of interest.
For the double cantilever style tests, an elaborate double cantilever rig was constructed
that was capable of generating a large range of mode mixities. Unfortunately attempts
at producing failures in the desired planes using this rig were not successful, despite
testing the samples with different double cantilever geometries and mode mixities.
Through further experimentation and consideration it was found that a well controlled
peeling style geometry with low modulus epoxy overlay would reliably propagate a
crack along the paint or some interface near the steel substrate. Specimens constructed
using the same epoxy to bond the sample to other materials did not perform as well.
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Roll radius was chosen as the most convenient response variable, with the critical radius
correlating with a crack stopping criteria. A feasibility study was performed using a
variable radius roll test geometry, where it was found that the test had high sensitivity to
paint type when compared to the numerical results from T-bend and reverse impact
tests. A later study using the same sample material, but using an automated version of
the roll test also found that the roll test had higher sensitivity and had easier to interpret
fracture surfaces than a butt style test.

The feasibility study also identified test

sensitivity to epoxy overlay batch and sample preparation batch. While variability
between epoxy batches as supplied by the manufacturer may be difficult to control, later
improvements in sample preparation technique reduced variability due to differences in
overlay cure from preparation to preparation.
After finding that the manually operated test offered good sensitivity, an automated
version was developed that bolted into a mechanical tensile testing machine. Early
studies using this rig were somewhat restricted as the sample machining methods were
also being refined at the same time. Unfortunately, the process of optimizing sample
preparation techniques generated higher sample attrition rates than occurred during the
original feasibility study.

In addition to reducing variability from preparation to

preparation, the changes in sample preparation techniques were motivated by the need
to make the sample preparation procedures safer and less wasteful of epoxy resin. A
fairly reliable sample preparation technique had been developed towards the end of the
project.
Despite the higher than preferred attrition rate for the early work, several clear trends
were identified. The process variables with a significant effect on critical radius include
overlay thickness and overlay modulus (which depended on the manufacturer’s epoxy
batch) and crack driving speed, while the variables of sample tension and width have
minimal effect on critical radius. Also of interest was the effect of the process variables
on the fracture surface, since the fracture surfaces are an important consideration when
interpreting an adhesion result. The key features of the fracture surfaces were the
failure plane, and the occurrence of banding where the crack path is seen to oscillate
between planes.
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The main failure plane seems dependent on the construction of the sample.

For

example tests comparing samples prepared using a polyester based green topcoat, offwhite topcoat, and a sabotaged (no pre-treatment) green topcoat, and tested using the
automated roll test showed failure planes near the topcoat/primer interface, and at the
primer/substrate interface respectively (see Figure 80, Figure 81 and Figure 82 of
chapter 10).
The radius of initiation of banding seems to be largely dependent on overlay thickness,
with initiation occurring at larger roll radius for thicker overlays. There was also a trend
of increasing ratio of primer band length to topcoat band length on the substrate fracture
surface as roll radius increased.
Two factors were hypothesized to be related to the occurrence and nature of the
banding. Firstly it is thought that initiation of banding could be associated with a
change in the mode of propagation. At low roll radius the composite sample ahead of
the crack tip is unable to conform properly to the roll generating a peel style mode of
test with the crack tip substantially lifted and only a small area of contact between the
roll and the sample ahead of the crack tip. As the roll radius increases the sample makes
a transition toward good confirmation with the roll ahead of the crack tip. A beam type
model (chapter 7) was found to predict roll radii of the right order for this transition to
occur. An effect of the transition from non-confirmation to confirmation is probably to
change the mode mixity of the test with the early phase more dominated by substrate
peeling than the later stage of the test. No estimates of the mode mix for the different
states of deformation were able to be made in the finite element models due to
convergence issues at low roll radius.
The second factor hypothesized to influence banding is the changing crack stability with
roll radius. This factor could contribute to the increasing relative dimension of the
primer part of the banded surface, with the derivative of system strain energy release
rate diminishing with respect to roll radius and crack length, as roll radius increases.
The process of band formation is a dynamic one.

Despite some experimental

correlations, and hints from the thin beam work and the crack stability factor, the band
formation process is an area requiring further work in order to fully understand.
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The final experimental study in this project was one of practical interest, where samples
with the topcoat cured at differing temperatures were compared using the roll test, a
range of practical tests, and a thermomechanical test calculating glass transition
temperature. The T-bend and reverse impact tests did not produce clear trends in
numerical results, although an experienced tester could probably identify the states of
likely undercure and overcure on the basis of sample inspection and paint type using
these tests. Consistent numerical trends were however seen for gloss, pencil hardness,
and scratch tests.

The thermomechanical measures of glass transition temperature

hinted at a bell curve centered above the specified cure temperature of the paint of
232°C, with lower apparent Tg values for samples cured at temperatures much higher or
lower than 232°C. The trend for roll test adhesion was indicative of a generally
increasing topcoat-primer interfacial adhesion with increasing cure temperature, until
around 270°C after which topcoat adhesion or cohesion dropped. The lower cure
temperature samples for the un-topcoated preparation showed interfacial failure
between the primer and the metal substrate indicating some undercure of the primer.
The thermomechanical and roll adhesion test results were both indicative of thermal
breakdown of the topcoat occurring at the highest temperatures, with the observation
supported by the practical tests, particularly the scratch and T-bend tests.
The thermomechanical and roll test results allowed for some investigation of the
correlation between them, where it was found that the highest roll test adhesions
occurred for samples with the highest Tg values. Although high Tg results did not
always occur with samples with the high adhesion, the lowest Tg values did occur on
samples with the lowest adhesion.

Such a correlation supports a view that

thermomechanical properties might, with care, be used as a guide to adhesion or
cohesion performance for painted steel systems.
In addition to experimental work, a large section of this project has been concerned with
the modeling of the roll test. Models to calculate strain energy release rate were derived
based on elastic thin film and beam model assumptions. Of more practical interest for
the end user of the test was a reasonably simple explicit elastic-plastic solution allowing
estimates of strain energy release rate using either of two separate strain hardening
models. A more accurate (iterative) incremental plasticity scheme was also written,
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which allows for implementation of more general strain hardening and rate dependent
properties. These models were compared to finite element solutions, and reasonable
consistency was found over the expected ranges.
Some finite element results for mode mixity were generated, showing a dependence on
overlay modulus. Also, crude estimates of losses in the crack tip of the epoxy overlay
were made by propagating the crack in the finite element model, where it was predicted
that up to 50% of the of the available strain energy is consumed by the overlay.
Some specific aspects of the test were considered separately in chapter 7. A thin beam
model was used to estimate the strain rate in the specimen as it approached the roll, as a
function of roll radius, roll speed, specimen stiffness and tension and it was interesting
to note that both sample tension and roll radius have some effect on overlay strain rate.
The thin beam model did not consider crack position and only applies to the composite
sample as a whole, not to a composite with a crack. A key observation from the model,
was that there is the possibility of a change in mode during testing, between a state of
good conformation with the roll ahead of the crack tip, and poor confirmation resulting
in only small contact area and more of a peeling style geometry. It is this change of
state that might explain some of the relationship between banding initiation and overlay
thickness, since the radius at which this change of mode occurred was of the right order,
and also increases with overlay thickness.
The thin beam model might also explain some potential effect due to tension through
the effect of strain rate, although in practice no statistically significant effect on critical
radius due to tension was observed. When considered in terms of sample stretching
(and not in terms of sample profile approaching the roll as for the beam model), tension
was predicted to have negligible effect on critical radius.
The transition predicted by the thin beam model is also thought to offer one of several
potential explanations for the apparent poor compensation of the models for large
variation in overlay thickness. Ideally Gc should be specimen independent, but some
significant variation occurs in estimated Gc between high and low roll radii (with
respectively high and low overlay thickness). The transition in Gc occurred in the range
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where the thin beam model predicted a transition between good potential conformation
with the roll and poor conformation.
Another consideration was the effect of internal stress due to thermal mismatch between
the steel substrate and epoxy overlay after cooling. A model utilizing the radius of
curvature of the samples and the mechanical properties of the materials was used to
estimate the mismatch strain required to cause the observed bending. The effect of this
additional strain for the samples in the initial feasibility study was found to be small,
generally contributing less than 5% to the estimated critical strain energy release rates.
When the calculated mismatch strain was converted into an estimate of thermal
expansion coefficient, the resulting values appeared to be between half and two thirds
that expected for an epoxy material, but no independent measure of the CTE for the
K106 epoxy was performed to confirm the validity of those results.

13.2 Practical application of the roll test

The roll test’s main strengths are its comparative sensitivity, ability to form visually
clean fracture surfaces where other tests fail, and lack of dependence on the paint
stiffness in order to generate a measurement. The results of this project suggest that in
terms of raw numerical results, the test is more sensitive than the butt test, T-bend test
and reverse impact tests. An advantage over some other fracture tests such as the blister
tests, is that crack initiation is quite simple and does not require any sabotaging of the
surface prior to coating, making it convenient for commercial material. Additionally, it
does not require an optically transparent topcoat as does the laser induced decohesion
test.
Unfortunately at present, the test is best used as a comparative test, with issues of
compensation of Gc for different overly thickness and modulus not yet fully resolved.
In the following discussion, suggestions are made as to what is thought to be required
for the test to perform with the highest sensitivity and reproducibility.
The first consideration is the properties of the overlay. Effort must be made to use the
same epoxy batch throughout a study, or if doing a very long-term study, maintain some
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stable reference coating system (potentially difficult). To ensure that the sample cure
cycle is consistent throughout a study the design of the sample preparation tray should
include a conductive thermal mass such as a block of aluminium or copper on which the
mould is mounted. This will distribute the temperature evenly across the samples, and
protect the samples against events such as the opening of the oven door, or any large
excursion due to the exothermic cure reaction. Ideally, the oven temperature control
would be based on a calibrated thermocouple or RTD mounted inside that block.
Alternatively the block temperature could be logged so as to allow for future checking
of the cure cycle. To enable a final check for consistency of epoxy overlay mechanical
properties, the sample casting tray should include moulds to cast tensile specimens.
Also to ensure a high level of consistency from sample to sample, the sample machining
must be done carefully using sharp, high-speed tools. The important specification is the
overlay thickness, and the machinist should be instructed to aim for a tolerance of better
than 0.05mm in thickness along the length of the sample. A fly cutter is used to
machine to the required thickness, then the samples are stacked up for edge trimming
using an end mill. The quality of the edge trimming is critical, since poor machining
will introduce cracking along the edge of the samples, causing errors in the measures of
critical radius.
After machining, the sample may show some curvature after curing due to thermal
mismatch between the overlay and substrate. An estimate can be made of whether this
curvature is likely to introduce significant errors using the method suggested in chapter
7.
The automated roll test design contains some features worth mentioning again. The
variable radius roll design was generated using about 100 points to ensure a good match
with the involute profile.

Roll radius is not easy to measure unless the correct

equipment is readily available, and machining using a small number of points with the
intermediate profile interpolated by the machine may not generate the steadily
increasing radius of curvature profile required. Another aspect of machine design, the
driving belt that attaches the drive roll to the cross-head of the mechanical tensile testing
machine, should be as stiff as possible to limit oscillations and hysteresis in the system.
Finally, when the sample is mounted in the roll test machine, the operator should
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attempt to ensure that the tensioning weights do not apply any significant moment to the
sample.
Test sensitivity was not assessed as a function of test conditions, however a base
operating condition for the automated roll test of 20mm sample width, about 2mm
overlay thickness, 29kg sample tension and 200mm/min crack driving speed was found
to offer a reasonable test sensitivity (better than the butt test for example) combined
with fairly straightforward test operation. To reduce concern regarding any change in
mode due to poor conformation with the roll, a higher tension could be used.
There is no need to estimate Gc if the test is being used to assess comparative adhesion.
The critical radius values are sufficient for comparison purposes as long as mechanical
properties and other dimensions are held consistent from test to test. Even if there is
some variability due to say epoxy batch, then this may be managed by scattering
reference samples throughout a study to enable some level of normalization of the
results. However this normalization is more likely to be successful if it is a Gc estimate
being normalized, since Rc does not vary linearly with adhesion making comparison of
samples from differing batches with very differing adhesions from
Gc may be estimated using any of the elastic-plastic models suggested in chapter 6, or
the elastic-plastic finite element method suggested in chapter 8.

A key step to

calculating Gc is to measure the tensile properties of the overlay at a representative
range of strain rates. The strain rate in the overlay during testing may be estimated
using the strain rate equation derived in chapter 7. Assuming that the Gc calculation is
not going to consider crack tip losses in the overlay (where very high strain rates occur),
the strain rate at the top of the overlay and the base of the overlay set the extremes at
which tensile properties need to be measured. If the tensile properties at the top and
bottom of the overlay differ sufficiently then the tensile properties as a function of
thickness (due to the dependence of strain rate on thickness) may be inserted into one of
the elastic plastic models for G. The incremental plasticity model is probably best
suited to such calculations.
Although not rigorously investigated, it was observed from the study into the effect of
tension that band length near Rc is very similar to the standard deviation of Rc. If early
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tests in a study support that observation, then it is suggested that band length near the
crack stopping position be recorded throughout the study as a guide to the variability of
the results.

13.3

Some suggestions for future work on the roll test

In combination, the experimental and modeling programs of this project represent a
general framework for using the test, and from their results a program for future work
can be suggested.

Some of the operational improvements were mentioned in the

previous section, where issues such as practices to help obtain consistent mechanical
properties for the overlay, and optimizing the sample machining procedure were
mentioned.
Although a substantial effort has been made to develop the roll test method, some fairly
basic paths of experimental investigation were not picked up during this project. One of
those paths included the use of a variable thickness overlay and a constant radius roll.
By using a sample coated with a steep wedge of epoxy overlay, a constant radius
configuration would have the advantage of enabling a large range for G to be probed in
one sample in cases were there is great uncertainty in the expected adhesion.
A second option not studied was to constrain the sample as it is deformed about the roll,
then to release the overlay only once the sample has been rolled. This option was
rejected early due to the time dependence of the epoxy overlay causing a potential
additional source of experimental error, but the method could help create further insight
into the banding effect.
The banding was hypothesized to be related to a transition between poor and good
conformation with the roll. Such conformation is affected by sample tension, and so the
use of very high sample tension might shift the transition to banded crack propagation.
Care with the sample clamping method would obviously be required in order to perform
such experiments safely.
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Clearly more credible estimates of a paint Gc could be obtained using simple models if
the material properties of the overlay could be made more linear elastic. One method to
achieve this is to bond an elastic adherend to the sample. Unfortunately early studies
during the development of the roll test using different materials bonded to the topcoat
were unsuccessful at producing the required failures. For example, bonding a layer of
polycarbonate failed due to difficulty obtaining sufficient adhesion between the K106
adhesive and the polycarbonate, while with steel overlays the specimens were prone to
failing between the K106 adhesive and the topcoat. Double cantilever specimens with
significant mode II loading using two samples bonded together between the aluminium
adherends, also found little driving crack driving force toward the substrate. There
seems to be further work to be done in understanding the relationship between mode
mix, specimen geometry and properties and plane of failure.
Even if a solid material and adhesive could found that both bonded to the topcoat and
produced suitable modes of failure, crack tip losses would still occur in the adhesive
between the bonded overlay and the topcoat and so the system Gc may strongly depend
on the thickness of that bond-line.
The choice for the user is probably either to live with measure of Gc that includes losses
in the overlay or bond-line, or to have a test where bond-line thickness must be
precisely controlled. The better option might be to find an adhesive overlay with more
favorable overall properties. One variant of using a reinforced or filled epoxy resin was
not pursued during this project due to concerns raised in section 2.4.3 that it may not
prove as simple a solution as first thought. There may still remain some effect due to
rate dependence and yielding of the binder, and there may be potential anisotropies in
properties due to the thinner overlay layer relative to the dimensions of the filler
particles. Also there is a practical issue with machining thinner overlays to the required
tolerances. For the low modulus K106 epoxy, a thickness of around 2mm machined to
0.05mm tolerance was sufficient to obtain sensitivity to paint with relatively few
samples. The same machining tolerance applied to a thinner higher modulus coating
might increase experimental variability. In such a case it might be easier to use the
constant roll radius, wedged sample configuration suggested above.
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Although the use of more linear elastic adherends or overlay materials might help in the
calculation of more credible strain energy release rates, any change in the specimen
mode mix would be expected to alter the paint Gc due to the change in plastic
deformation profile in the paint, so it is unlikely that a specimen independent estimate
of paint Gc could be obtained.
In the second area of test development concerns the models for the test. The models
treated the sample as essentially static on the roll and calculated the difference in stored
energy ahead and behind the crack tip. To further investigate the validity of these
conceptually simple models, a finite element model could be constructed using detailed
crack-tip position data as a function of time and roll position as an input. Alternatively,
a crack start and stop criteria could be implemented into a finite element model and
manipulated so as to duplicate the behavior seen experimentally. The comparison
between experiment and a dynamic model would be made easier if friction could be
ignored, so in the early stages of such a research program the roll or sample could be
lubricated. An object of such an exercise might be to find a crack propagation criteria
that is more independent of overlay thickness and epoxy batch.
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15 Appendix: J-Integral
The J-integral is a method for calculating strain energy release rates for specimens with
non-linear elastic properties proposed by Rice (Rice 1968). Presented here are results of
an analytical J-integral calculation using the path shown in Figure 103.
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Figure 103 Paths for J-Integral

The J-integral is given by

J =

δu

∫ W dy − T δ x ds
Γ

where

Γ is the contour path of the integral enclosing the crack
T is the traction vector acting on the path, given as Ti=σijnj where ni are direction
cosines of the outward normal vector to Γ.
u is a displacement vector
dS and element of arc along Γ
x,y are Cartesian coordinates
and

( )

ε ij

W = W εij = ∫ σ ij dεij
o
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is the strain energy density, or in the case of an elastic-plastic material, the strain energy
density for an equivalent elastic material.
The J-integral may be expanded to:


∂u 
∂u
J = ∫ W εij n1 − (σ 11n1 + σ 12 n2 ) 1 − (σ 12 n1 + σ 22 n2 ) 2 dS
∂x1 
∂x1
Γ 

( )

Contour 4 is traction free and does not contribute. Contour 6 approaches zero when
a>>H. Thus the J-integral is comprised of:
J ≈ J1 + J 2 + J 3a + J 3b

or
0

ε11

l

−h

0

0

J ≈ ∫ − ∫ σ 11( X 1 = 0) dε11dx1 + ∫ − σ 22

ε11

ε11

H
0
∂u2
dx1 + ∫ ∫ σ 11( X = l ) dε11 dx1 + ∫ ∫ σ 11( X = l ) dε11 dx1
∂x1
−h 0
0 0
1

1

Contour 2 (J2), is likely to be small since δu2/δx1 is small as the steel is stiff, and

σ11>>σ22 due to the dominance of bending. Hence the majority contribution to J arises
from work at the end paths. Since most of the energy stored in the steel is in the form of
bending stress and changes little compared to the energy stored in the epoxy resin, we
can write J1+J3a≈0 giving
H ε11

J ≈ ∫ ∫ σ 11( X1 = l ) dε11dx1
0 0

The above quantity J would be considered equivalent to the strain energy release rate G
for the system if the material were elastic (even non-linear elastic). However, the work
quantity calculated above is clearly not all available to drive fracture as significant
plastic deformation has occurred in the epoxy resin and much of J has been consumed.
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A test of the degree to which a J-integral calculation may be considered valid is the
extent to which its result is independent of the path along which it is calculated. Jintegral calculations in a model of the adhesion test using a highly refined crack-tip
mesh and elastic-plastic material properties displayed very poor path independence,
indicating that the technique is unsuitable for the system of interest. Therefore, in the
FEA models, like the analytical models, an argument based on the elastic energy stored
in uniformly deformed sections was employed in calculating Gc when plastic
deformation was present.
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